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Abstract. We suggest using Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) to be used,
not only to keep the privacy of information but also, to verify computations
with no additional signi�cant overhead, using only part of the variables length
for veri�cation. �is method supports the addition of encrypted values as well
as multiplication of encrypted values by the addition of their logarithmic repre-
sentations and is based on a separation between hardware functionalities. �e
computer/server performs blackbox additions and is based on the separation of
server/device/hardware, such as the enclave, that may deal with additions of
logarithmic values and exponentiation.
�e main idea is to restrict the computer operations and to use part of the vari-
able for computation veri�cation (computation �ngerprints) and the other for the
actual calculation. �e veri�cation part holds the FHE value, of which the calcu-
lated result is known (either due to computing locally once or from previously
veri�ed computations) and will be checked against the returned FHE value. We
prove that a server with bit computation granularity can return consistent en-
crypted wrong results even when the public key is not provided. For the case of
computer word granularity the veri�cation and the actual calculation parts are
separated, the veri�cation part (the consecutive bits from the LSB to the MSB of
the variables) is �xed across all input vectors. We also consider the case of Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) where the computation �ngerprints index in
the input vectors is �xed across all vectors.

Keywords: Fully Homomorphic Encryption · Cryptography · SIMD · Veri�ca-
tion.

1 Introduction

�e fundamental problem of how can a delegator verify that the delegatees performed
the computation correctly, without running the computation itself? formed in [1] and
arose as early as 1992. Important works, as [2] or [3], advanced the �eld of compu-
tation delegation by expanding current theoretical models, such as random oracle or
standard assumption models, but did not o�er a practical enough solution. Other gen-
eral methods, such as the ones presented in [4] consider hardware design of arithmetic
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circuits. �is problem was also stated explicitly in [5], “Such a mechanism of general
secure computation outsourcing was recently shown to be feasible in theory, but to de-
sign mechanisms that are practically e�cient remains a very challenging problem”. [6]
Stated that zero-knowledge proofs do exist outside the domain of cryptography and
number theory, using no assumptions. One of the only practical breakthroughs, that
resulted in a real working application, is the SNARK [7]. Although it is designed to be
practical, and having an extremely e�cient veri�cation procedure, the complexity of
creating the veri�cation itself is poly-logarithmic to the length of the original compu-
tation and may nullify the bene�t in delegating the computation. In addition to that,
it only works on known (cleartext) input while typically delegation of computing is
based on encrypted inputs and FHE.

Several other approaches were suggested in [8–13] verify computations with
schemes involving the usage of authentication tags, signatures or di�erent MACs, how-
ever none suggest to couple the result with the indication in a monolithic fashion. A
separate indication on a correct computation does not imply that another instance of
the computation is also correct, as presented in those schemes. Other approaches are
based on check-able traces of the computation such as MPC-in-the-head [14] or the
probabilistic check-able proofs (PCP) [15], where several randomly (or blindly) chosen
steps in the MPC/PCP can be checked to validate the computation. �ese approaches
either requires space overhead and/or interactions with the servers. In some scenarios
a user cannot change the (e.g., the server is in a cloud computing scenario) system
when an indication on wrong computation is received. Moreover, the servers may de-
cide to act maliciously in burst, so repetition may not assist in learning the number
of repetitions needed, let alone the overhead needed in repeating the computation.
Moreover, we suggest a more e�cient approach by coupling the computation values
with the veri�cation section in the same unit of computation, while mantaining a “pre-
processing” model [16–18] which can work in a transitive manner, and in proportion
of log2 to the number of inputs.

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [19, 20] enables computation of arbitrary
functions on encrypted data without knowing the secret key. Many of the FHE
schemes (e.g., [21–34]) followed Gentry’s suggested blueprint [19]. FHE becomes more
and more practical, and in many scenarios include the evaluation of various calculation
or algorithms on encrypted and sensitive data [35–39]. FHE was implemented by sev-
eral open-source libraries, where the libraries we focus on are Microso�’s SEAL [40]
and IBM HELib [41], each implementing di�erent schemes from the ones stated above,
where we are interested in BGV [23] and CKKS [34] schemes. Unfortunately, while
FHE copes with honest but curious servers, it is not designed to cope with mali-
cious/Byzantine [42] servers. Note that in the cloud the identity of the server that exe-
cutes the delegated computing task is not known, and therefore there can be no binding
of a server to (wrong) results, and later re-execution may yield the same no binding
results, thus, malicious servers can try their luck forever. We propose to add computa-
tion �ngerprints, that are analogous to error detection codes and can detect deviation
from the requested computation. �ose computation �ngerprints will be computed
exactly once by the delegator, by executing the requested computation on some ran-
dom base values, where those values may act as a witness for future calculations of
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the same circuit/program/procedure. �e result of this calculation will be used, as the
same base values will be coupled to all future other computation requests, and the re-
sult will be accepted if and only if the �ngerprint result was received from the server
as previously calculated. Along with that, we give real implementation examples of
usable functions and survey possible a�ack models on our proposed schemes.

We start with the impossibility result, showing that an adversary can return ar-
bitrary prede�ned results encrypted with the unknown key used to encrypt the FHE
inputs, blindly and consistently, using various techniques. Later on, we consider re-
stricted computation capabilities, where blackbox procedures are used while keep-
ing the computation capabilities to compute any arithmetic circuit over the inputs.
In Section 3, we present a scheme for adding computation �ngerprints inside a FHE
number, represented as encrypted bits, allowing only additions. To verify the compu-
tations we use unary or integers, along with various restrictions applied to the black-
box procedures to make our scheme safe. Following that, in Section 4 we present an
additional technique, using logarithmic representations, supporting also multiplica-
tion, thus, supporting the computation of complex computation as any polynomial and
therefore any arithmetic circuit. Here we also consider that the input is represented
as an encrypted value (word), and not as encrypted bits like in the previous section. In
Section 5 we survey an implementation example using existing FHE libraries, di�erent
number representation implications, and managing the work of values under di�erent
�elds. Lastly, in Section 6 we survey operations, supporting computation �ngerprints
that indicate whether the required program/computation is performed on the inputs.
Where unlike in the previous section the inputs can be vectors used with SIMD [43]
operations, the inputs are not restricted to integers (represented using a computer
word), and can be general values including �oating point numbers. In Section 7 we
complete with our conclusions.

2 Consistent Wrong FHE Results in Bit Granularity

We present an impossibility result for detecting wrong computation by repeating
the computing possibly using di�erent (FHE) keys and comparing the decrypted
results when the computer is allowed to perform bitwise operations. We assume
the case where the server does not have the public key, therefore we also consider
the case where the computation depth does not exceed the one implying a need to
bootstrap [19], proving that even in such a case the server can return an arbitrary
result. We start with a small scale introduction (blind conditioning) and later present a
scheme for the server to produce consistent wrong results to the same function. One
important ingredient in our demonstration is the execution of blind conditioning.

Blind conditioning. One may assume that encryption prevents some possible
conditioned computation, we demonstrate the opposite. We present an important
feature possible on homomorphically encrypted data, which is the ability to perform
blind if on it. �is does not allow us to read the input as plaintext, rather, it lets us
run calculations and conditions blindly on (encrypted) data. Namely, we demonstrate
blind execution of a basic condition: if a speci�c bit b is true (say, represented as
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an encrypted 1) output f(x), otherwise, output g(x). We plan to use the bit b and
calculate the following b · f(x) + (enc(1)− b) · g(x). �e implementation is done as
described in Algorithm 1, by having a speci�c bit as the conditioned value, a function
f(x) for the positive case, and another function g(x) for the negative case (extracting
an enc(1) value will be demonstrated in the next section).

Algorithm 1: Implementation of blind conditioning by a speci�c bit
Require: enc(bit), f(x), g(x)

return (enc(bit) · f(x) + (enc(1)− enc(bit)) · g(x)))

�e above manipulation is based on bit representation of the encrypted value,
namely, a vector representation of the data. �is allows access to single bits, which
o�er greater �exibility in doing blind conditioning. Having access to an encrypted bit
lets us blindly “�gure” the bit value and act accordingly, at the cost of several multi-
plications and an addition of the argument built earlier. It is important to note again
that we are not able to “see” the actual clear text bit value, but able to work on it and
output a result dependent on it. �e blind conditioning will be later extended to an
even more elaborate technique that is also capable of implementing blind switch/case
programming primitives (see Algorithm 4), rather than a single blind if.

At �rst glance it seems possible to repeat a computation encrypted with di�erent
keys, and �nd out whether the server is computing correctly, however, as we show
next, the server can be answering consistently wrong answers. �e ability to send
consistent output can be trivially demonstrated by a policy of the server in which the
server uses the input as the output. Such a policy may obviously be suspected by the
computation delegator. �e server may employ more sophisticated consistent wrong
computations, such as, constantly adding (or constantly subtracting) as long as the
operation is di�erent from the requested computation, the input variables (in case the
input consists of more than one operation).

�e computation delegating party may have means to check the result. For ex-
ample, checking the value of the least signi�cant bit, to re�ect the bit anticipated
value. One may also occasionally compute the result to compare with the result the
server sends, this still gives non-neglected probability for using hunchbacked wrong
results, and in the scope of cloud computing does not necessarily reveal the malicious
server [44]. Other self-testing self-correcting techniques [4, 45] can be used to verify
the result. �e malicious server may design and tailor a function that nulli�es the ben-
e�ts of (such) easy (easier than the actual calculation) a�empts to check techniques.
We next prove that the server can implement any function on the encrypted inputs and
be consistent with the answers, repeating the same outputs to the same corresponding
(before encryption) inputs, and also be tailored to be consistent across outputs.

We now prove that the server can execute any (wrong) function, and still, possibly
return consistent outputs across inputs, coping with self-testing/correcting checks,
on any encrypted input, and output an encrypted answer for the chosen function.
Given an encrypted input, the server produces an arbitrary encrypted (wrong) com-
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putation result of its choice. �is result is encrypted with the same key used to en-
crypt the input, while the server has no access to the encryption (public) key itself.
�e bootstrapping procedure requires the public key for refreshing the ciphertext to
allow unlimited number of operations, still our result concerning the ability to return
consistent wrong output is stronger as we do not supply the public key to the server,
thus, also address more limited HE schemes; schemes that are constrained to a certain
computation depth.

To ensure that the choice of the wrong result is consistent with future queries
with the same input, possibly encrypted by di�erent key(s), the server may (explicitly
or implicitly) construct in its memory a (clear-text) lookup table, mapping inputs to
(speci�c wrong) outputs.

Every time an encrypted input is received, the server employs a procedure to return
an encrypted output with the unknown key used on the encrypted input, using its
prede�ned lookup table, even without having the public key which was used for the
encryption. �is means that the server can save a particular and consistent result as
cleartext in its lookup table, resulting in the same selected operation for all future
inputs, even if the encryption key is repeatedly changed.

�e implication is that the server can, a�er selecting a de�ned output for every
possible input in its lookup table, return consistently manipulated results on all future
inputs.

Implementation details. We are assuming that a malicious server has only a
single encrypted input (which can be in fact a concatenation of several inputs), for
which it wants to return a certain output, according to the input, described in its
clear-text Look-Up-Table (LUT).

Fig. 1. Lookup table example

For the �rst step, we show how a malicious server obtains an encrypted value 1
when needed, for the use of se�ing the selected outputs from its plaintext Look Up
Table (LUT) to an encrypted form, without having the public encryption key. Note
that, obviously, the avoidance in supplying the public key is limiting the manipulation
power of the server, but still allows any computation, as the delegator may supply
upfront all needed encrypted values as part of the inputs. Our technique uses solely
FHE supported functions, multiplication and addition, to create a bitwise OR operation
between two arbitrary encrypted values (bits). �e implementation is based on the bit-
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wise OR properties, which can be represented as OR(x, y) = (x+y)−(x ·y), meaning
that an OR operator will be implemented as a procedure with a single addition, multi-
plication, and subtraction. �is OR operator is used upon all the bits of the encrypted
input iteratively, resulting in an encrypted value 1, unless all of the encrypted input
bits are 0. Obtaining an encrypted 0 value is much easier, by simply subtracting any
selected input bit by itself. �e case in which the input value is exactly 0 is addressed
by the fact that when no encrypted 1 can be constructed, the output must be 0.

A�er having encrypted 1 and 0 values, the malicious server can use regular FHE
operations to construct its desired encrypted output values by the received input, even
without the public key. We can also negate speci�c bits in the encrypted input, by sub-
tracting them from our constructed encrypted 1 value, using Negation(enc(bit)) =
enc(1)− enc(bit).

�e next step will be the construction of a calculation that allows us to blindly
�nd the correct row, in terms of the received encrypted input, and return our desired
encrypted output. �is is made blindly by forming an argument returning a true (1)
value that is dependent on the input, for each possible row in the LUT. For every row
in the LUT, the argument will consist of multiplication of every bit, or negated (neg)
bit of the input, in a way that the multiplications will equal 1 if and only if the input
matches the row input value. �is makes the argument equal to 1 if and only if the
input has the corresponding bits set to true or false according to the row input value,
and to 0 otherwise. By multiplying the expected output at the end of the argument,
we set the row value accodingly, if it was the correlated row input value. �us, we
(blindly) get the output of the row if the inputs match the row and 0 otherwise.

For example, for the �rst 2 rows in the LUT, we construct the following argu-
ments:

neg(bitn) · . . . · neg(bit2) · neg(bit1) · neg(bit0) ·Output0

neg(bitn) · . . . · neg(bit2) · neg(bit1) · enc(bit0) ·Output1

And the last row will be set as follows:

enc(bitn) · . . . · enc(bit2) · enc(bit1) · enc(bit0) ·Outputn

A�er calculating the value of all the possible rows, we sum the results, where
we have zeros for all the rows, except for at most one row, which represents the
received encrypted input, and that row calculation will result in our expected output
corresponding to the input. It is important to note that we do not break any of the FHE
properties, and are not able to read the encrypted input as cleartext, but constructing
the blind (and computation heavy) argument, allows us to return a de�ned output for
every possible input, using solely the encrypted input from the delegator.
A basic example de�ned and implemented using HELib of an in-
put range of three bits, where the output for each possible in-
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put (0-7) is set alternately to 0 and 1 can be found in [46].
Algorithm 2: Implementation of bitwise OR operator
Require: x, y

return ((x+ y)− (x · y))

Algorithm 3: Implementation of the Negation operator
Require: enc(value), enc(1)

return (enc(1)− enc(value))

Algorithm 4: Use LUT L for an encrypted input x
Require: enc(x0), enc(x1), . . . , enc(xn), LUT L, enc(1)
for i = 0 to n do

negatedi = Negation(enc(xi), enc(1))
end for
out[0] = negatedn · . . . · negated2 · negated1 · negated0 · output0
out[1] = negatedn · . . . · negated2 · negated1 · enc(x0) · output1
. . .
out[n] = enc(xn) · . . . · enc(x2) · enc(x1) · enc(x0) · outputn
for i = 0 to n do

result = result+ out[i]
end for
return result

�e conclusion from all the above is that a malicious server can arbitrarily manip-
ulate the outputs in a consistent way across FHE values encrypted with di�erent keys.
�us, we be�er restrict the computation primitives the server can use.

Next, we examine several possible restrictions, in particular, restricting the com-
puter to execute only the addition operation. We still investigate the bit computation
granularity and examine the binary addition in the process of inputs additions.

3 Fingerprints in Addition in Word Computation Granularity

A computation following our scheme will be traceable for veri�cation purposes by
adding encrypted input control bits, called computation �ngerprints, inside a single
fully homomorphic encrypted number [19], where the use of subtraction is handled
as the addition of negative values. Also, from now on, the scope of each encrypted
value is di�erent, where the encrypted notation will refer to a single number
completely encrypted, instead of having di�erent and separated encrypted bits. A�er
understanding the proposed solution we survey and test its limits, analyzing the
probability for successful detection of a malicious server’s wrong calculation, where
the soundness of our scheme and the computation �ngerprint veri�cation will be
presented and surveyed later on.

Arithmetic circuit representation. We �rst design our (word) schemes using
arithmetic circuits, that represent polynomials (possibly over a certain �nite �eld).
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Arithmetic circuits are de�ned as the multiplication or addition of two other variables
or constants and provide a formal way to represent the polynomial computing
complexity, of which we concentrate in our scheme. In the case of the addition of two
polynomials, the resulted polynomial will have the same number of monomials, with
component-wise addition, where the multiplication of polynomials will result in a
long number of single monomials, added to each other. �is representation and specif-
ically the multiplication composition will increase (even exponentially) the size of the
polynomial description, yet will be set within our scheme limitation as it will result
in a (large) number of separated monomials, calculated by addition of (also, logarith-
mic represented values for facilitating multiplications) values, and added to each other.

Restricting to blackbox additions. One of the basic operations in computa-
tion is an addition, recalling that arithmetic circuits are a combination of additions
and multiplications. We examine the server capabilities to manipulate the addition
operation when the computation is executed over bit representation. �e ability to
replace the carry bits computed in each bitwise operation by 0, will lead to the result
of 00 when adding 01 to 01. In other words, the server can just ignore or set to zero
any carry bit that arose from the addition operation, resulting in a wrong result.

�us, we further restrict the primitives of the server to execute blackbox word
granularity additions, where the server calls a function that returns the correct ad-
dition result rather than involving a binary addition. In addition to that, in the next
section we present a scheme not relying on such requirements.

�is means that from now on, we focus on building a computation blackbox
supporting environment, similar to the interpreter level (e.g., Java byte-code [47, 48])
or restricted operating system as Internet cafe (e.g., [49]). �e schemes we present
can implement any arithmetic circuit computation, while providing trust for the
correctness of the computed calculation.

Adversarial capabilities of blackbox addition restricted server. We restrict the
operations of the (possibly malicious) server to execute blackbox word granularity
additions, while the server is still able to deviate from performing exactly one addition
of each of the inputs to be added. �is means that the use of blackboxs (analogously
to the use of hardware machine opcode primitives) are always assumed, but still an
undesired sequence of their operation can lead to wrong output. Note that the black-
box restriction prevents the server from manipulating the encrypted inputs otherwise.

Binary �ngerprints. We suggest computation (addition) �ngerprints to ensure
the server added the required variables, exactly once. We construct and work with
numbers that are composed of parts that ful�ll two purposes; the �rst is to compute
the calculation request itself, and the other part(s) for verifying the computation that
was made, which we call computation �ngerprint. All numbers will be segmented
respectively, to support the correct addition of parts. �e expected result of the �nger-
print is known and can be computed by the delegator, and can be reused/reconstructed
over di�erent inputs, even working with di�erent servers, as it is encrypted and its
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exact position is unknown to any server. �e �nal result from the server is veri�ed,
and deemed valid or not, based on the computed value of the computation �ngerprint.

For example, if we would like to calculate 001 + 110, we add four computation
�ngerprint bits in the tail of 001 and 110 to have, say, 0010010 and 1100100, and
check whether the result ends with 0110 prior to accepting the 111 of the three
most signi�cant bits as the correct result. Note, that the choice of having the binary
�ngerprints to be located as the least signi�cant bits is motivated by the automatic
over�ow processing of the actual calculation part, avoiding a mix between the
�ngerprints and the actual calculation portion. �is is our motivation to choose the
portion of the computation �ngerprint to reside in the least signi�cant part, as the
delegator selects the values comprising the input and accordingly knows the expected
result of the �ngerprint. Note, that the malicious server may use �ngerprint over�ow
to ruin the result while keeping the �ngerprint correctness, in particular, the server
can add an addend 2m + 1 times, where m is the number of �ngerprint bits. �us,
our addition blackbox is designed to set the result of addition to zero if there is an
over�ow from the �ngerprint part.

Fig. 2. Encrypted to encrypted addition

Fingerprint manipulation. Obviously, if all inputs are added up at most once
and at least one input is added less than once there will be a wrong (missing)
�ngerprint detected in the result. Alternatively, the server may choose to add an input
several times to create the computation �ngerprint in a di�erent manner. For now, we
keep each input with a single �ngerprint bit in a location di�erent than any other
addend for analysis and to prevent over�ows from the �ngerprint portion through
to the calculation portion when the computation is correct. Next, we demonstrate
that the adversary can try to guess the locations of the �ngerprints and create fake
�ngerprints by adding an encrypted input more than once, without necessarily
triggering an over�ow from the �ngerprint portion.

Assume that the server knows, or correctly guesses (as the input is encrypted),
that there is an encrypted input x = Enc(0000001), then the (malicious) server can
produce any �ngerprint by adding x to itself, for example, y = x+x = Enc(0000010),
and z = y + y = Enc(0000100). Moreover, the server can add y + z to obtain the
combination Enc(0000110) of �ngerprints.
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�e (malicious) server may add all addends but one, x, and try to create the missing
�ngerprint of the excluded addend by using the �ngerprint of another addend y. �e
server may succeed in creating the missing �ngerprint if the �ngerprint of y is smaller
than the �ngerprint of x, for this, there is 1/2 probability of guessing correctly, and
also guessing the right number of bits d that separate the �ngerprint of x from the
�ngerprint of y, for this, the probability of a correct guess is 1/(m − 1), where m is
the number of bits used for the �ngerprints. If the guesses are right, which occurs with
probability 1/(2m− 2), then adding y 2d times to the sum that excluded x will mask
the absence of x.

We also note that, the computation �ngerprints are probabilistic in nature, and
the probability is related to the number of bits used for the computation versus the
number of bits used for the �ngerprints. For the sake of convenience we chose these
number of bits to be equal, allowing the usage of a past veri�ed computation to serve
as �ngerprints.

Complete �ngerprints. While de�ning binary �ngerprints and surveying the
possibilities to manipulate them, we suggested keeping each input a single �ngerprint
bit, in a unique location. We strengthen this suggestion and require that the �nger-
print bit length correlate to the number of addends used, maintaining the previous
suggestion that a single, uniquely located �ngerprint bit be used per input, so that the
complete addition of inputs will result in a 1..11 �ngerprint. �e in�uence of even a
single redundant addition will be a de�nite over�ow of the �ngerprint.

Despite the fact that complete �ngerprints allow the evident indication of excessive
additions, as adding all inputs and any of the inputs more than once will create a
�ngerprint value di�erent than 1..11; still, a weakness exists as we describe next.

Fingerprint over�owing. In addition to the adversary possibilities surveyed
earlier, we consider a di�erent technique that can allow an adversary to create
a calculation result with the expected �ngerprint, while still producing a wrong
calculation output.

Assuming the �ngerprint value resides in the least signi�cant part of the input,
the adversary can add an input to itself 2m times to clear out the �ngerprint (m is the
number of �ngerprint bits), while changing the computation value, where an extra
addition of the same input will result in the inputs original �ngerprint, with a di�er-
ent (corrupted) calculation section. �e use of this corrupted input in the requested
calculation by the server would create an output with the expected �ngerprint value,
and an arbitrary wrong calculation result.

Using complete �ngerprints, an over�ow will be immediately identi�ed by the
most signi�cant bit in the �ngerprint section. �is bit can be used with the previously
constructed bitwise NOT operator (algorithm 3), calculated on the over�ow indicating
bit, when at least one of the bits is (encrypted) 1 (when all are zeros, the �ngerprint
stays zero, which enables detection), multiplied by the given result. If no over�ow
occurred, this will result in the multiplication of the result by 1, which will not
change it. �is de�nes the �nal blackbox con�guration, allowing only addition no
over�ow-carry operations. In the sequel (when discussing SIMD) we relax the use of
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our prede�ned blackboxs.

Fingerprint carry detection. In the complete �ngerprint scenario, as all inputs
have a unique �ngerprint bit location, no carry operation in the �ngerprint section
while adding is required, implying that any carry operation indicates an unintended
(malicious) behavior. �is behavior might represent an a�empt to compensate for
a missing input and will in�uence our blackbox de�nition, so it nulli�es the result
when a carry operation, in the relevant section, is detected.

We implement it using the OR and NOT bitwise operators (algorithms 2, 3), where
the blackbox will OR all the carries that resulted in the �ngerprint section, negate
this result, and multiply it by the addition result to zero the �nal output when an
undesired carry takes place. In the completing case, where no carries were made, the
OR operation will result in a 0, then negated to 1, which will not change or impact
the output. For this, the blackbox should be aware of the length m of the �ngerprint
section, and should be speci�cally built for that �ngerprint length. It is important to
note that every input, whether it is the same value or not, is regarded independently
and is associated with a unique �ngerprint.

Capabilities bound of a restricted adversarial. �e restrictions mentioned
result in a tight bound on the adversarial capabilities following our scheme, using the
addition no over�ow-carry blackbox. We start with the de�cient case, where a single
missing addend will be obviously detected in the resultant �ngerprint. �e opposite
behavior is the excessive addition of inputs, where a single extra addition will cause
a de�nite over�ow in the complete �ngerprints scheme, which will nullify the whole
result. �e completing case for all of the above, addressed using the carry detection,
will strictly nullify the addition result when any di�erent than intended inputs are
added. A scenario where the received input equals 0, is managed by using a blind if,
and returning the same (0) output. An important note is that the encryption keys are
changed in every di�erent request, or use, of the server.

�is sets a tight bound on the adversarial capabilities, so we can state the following
lemma.

Lemma 1. For every group of FHE input of bits, having m least signi�cant bits used
as complete �ngerprints, and the other n bits used for computation, operated on by the
addition no over�ow-carry blackbox de�ned earlier, will result in the correct addition of
the computation values and a complete �ngerprint, or the value 0.

Proof. �e proof follows from the de�nition of the addition no over�ow-carry black-
box. Let the FHE values Input1, Input2, . . .Inputi, following our scheme, having com-
plete �ngerprint values, operate in the mentioned blackbox. Execution of the blackbox
for any of the same inputs will result in a carry, which will be immediately nulli�ed.
Omi�ing a certain input from the calculation will result in a not complete �ngerprint,
and an a�empt to compensate for it will involve the carry operation, which will nullify
the result in such an event. Note that even if the �ngerprint over�owing vulnerabil-
ity surveyed earlier was not mitigated by the carry detection mechanism, it will be
explicitly nulli�ed at any �ngerprint over�ow.
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Integer �ngerprints. A�er considering binary �ngerprints, we turn to consider
integer �ngerprints, where a random number k, bigger than one (as 0/1 values are the
identity values for addition/multiplication) is chosen uniformly from the range 1 to
2m − 1, such that if the addition operation consists of i addends, then the number of
over�ow bits can be log i and thus, k+log i must be less than or equal to 2m (m is the
number of �ngerprint bits). �is new scheme changes the �ngerprint value a�er each
addition by more than a single bit, in contrast to the binary �ngerprints proposal.
�is prevents us from nullifying �ngerprint carry operations (as it is now needed),
yet adds more possibilities for a potential a�acker, and lowers its probability to guess
the right �ngerprint to 1/2k . �is still requires us to take into account potential
over�ows, as the adversary can cause an over�ow by adding an input more than
once. To overcome this, we require the same over�owing mitigation presented earlier.
Obviously, the bootstrap of integer �ngerprint requires computation, namely, addition
of the �rst �ngerprint (for the needed number of addends), later on, the result of the
calculations (when no over�ow is possible, as enough leading bit values are 0) may
serve as future �ngerprint values, based on the correction of the �rst computed �n-
gerprints yielding the correction of the following computations in a transitive manner.

Di�erent inputs subset probability. Integer �ngerprints expand substantially
the range of possible �ngerprint values a�er each addition, yet they might be
maliciously used in a new manner. We can represent the veri�cation process we
proposed as a variant of the subset sum problem. �e set Z of i positive integers are
the �ngerprints in each of the input values, and the target value t is the expected
�ngerprint result 2k . We have a slight variation on the original problem, as the values
(inputs) can be repeated. �e arithmetic circuit (polynomial) which was requested
to be calculated, represents the intended subset that achieves the target value, yet
there might be other subsets that result in the same target. �e subset sum problem
was recently [50] proved to be solved in pseudo-polynomial time of Õ(t+ i). Despite
that, our scheme has a major di�erence, as the values used are encrypted, making
our problem much more complex, also in the average case, namely, the blind subset
sum problem, where the server does not know the actual values of its inputs, nor the
target value. �is leads us to the conclusion that for a calculation with i addends,
and a target value 2k , any value of the k least signi�cant bits of m have a uniform
probability to be chosen and the sum (mod 2k) has also uniform probability in the
range of 0 to 2k − 1, thus the probability of using a (repeated) subset to gain the
needed result is less than 1/2k .

Multiplication by a constant. Taking into account multiplication by a non
encrypted constant, the multiplication can be considered as a shortcut of listing
certain inputs several times as addends. More general multiplication can mix the
�ngerprint part with the actual computation variable, and therefore we suggest using
discrete logarithm representation, as we describe next. �e multiplication complexity
occurs due to the in�uence of the bits in both parts in an unexpected manner in
the same or completing parts, and their mutual dependency on each other in the
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encrypted number. �is mixture of bits prevents us from accounting for it in our
operations, preventing any option to compensate for it in the �ngerprint.

Fig. 3. Encrypted numbers multiplication

�e loss of the multiplication operation on encrypted numbers limits and produces
a weaker scheme and prevents it from fully implementing arithmetic circuits, which
are composites of both additions and multiplications. We evaluate a solution to the
de�ciency of multiplication in the next sections.

4 Multiplication via Logarithms in Word Representation

We suggest using our addition techniques to verify multiplications, namely, use dis-
crete logarithmic representation with �ngerprints as inputs.

As our goal is to delegate the complete computation of an arithmetic circuit, we
need to verify both additions and multiplications. One possibility is to regard an arith-
metic circuit as a polynomial, multiplying to compute monomials, and adding the re-
sults of the monomials to complete the polynomial computation.

As a �rst possibility, the computing server may use LUT to convert the inputs to
discrete logarithmic values and to exponentiate the result back before adding.

�en, we propose a possibility to delegate these tasks to a server/hardware/device
(e.g., enclaved), or to further enforce that the server compute �rst multiplications, then
use a function that exponentiates the result, while it preserves the encryption and the
�ngerprints of the inputs, adding an encrypted counter as we detail in the next section.

Adversarial capabilities. We have divided the multiplication process into two
phases, the logarithmic addition of values, and the exponentiation of the result. �e
former was evaluated in the �ngerprint manipulation section, in terms of adversarial
capabilities, while the la�er LUT phase involves the use of an encrypted result for
each possible logarithmic addition outcome. �e options open to an adversary with
an encrypted LUT are limited, where an adversary can only change the order, or
amount, of LUT operations on the input(s). �is means that any atomic use of the
LUT can not be interfered with, yet can be repeatedly abused. Any input other than
the intended one, used by the LUT, will result in a wrong �ngerprint output being
sent to the delegator, or will be wrongly propagated during following operations.
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An absence of exponentiation will result in a wrong (missing) �ngerprint by the
server. Any manipulation on the (encrypted) �ngerprints values will have the same
adversarial probabilities considered in the �ngerprint manipulation section.

Discrete logarithmic representation. To imitate multiplication between en-
crypted numbers, we use logarithmic addition in base 2, which is based on the
equation log(x · y) = log(x) + log(y). �e solution will be set by the delegator,
which is completely transparent to the server. �e delegator, instead of requesting
multiplication of values, will send the (encrypted) logarithmic representation of the
values to the server, which are obviously protected with �ngerprints. �is makes the
server compute additions of log values, which are sent to the delegator as a result to
be veri�ed against the �ngerprints and then to be exponentiated.

A basic case of computing 4 · 8, will be represented as 2+3 in the log2 �eld by the
delegator. Having the server compute this addition in the proposed scheme will result
in the value 5, where the delegator will calculate the result of 25 by itself, and achieve
the value 32, which is the original result of the requested multiplication 4 · 8.

By using logarithmic addition we can mimic multiplication in our scheme, yet this
will introduce other, smaller, limitations. First, this requires the delegator to calculate
the logarithmic representation of the values, possibly by using LUT or caching the
already computed logarithms for later reuse.

For example, in the function we show later as F (x, y) = (2 · x) + y + 3 (all
constants are encrypted), the calculation of the addition of constants will in�uence
di�erently than intended, as those values should be reduced to represent their
correct signi�cance in the new �eld. �is restricts the complexity of addition and
multiplications calculations of individual factors, and form a calculation characterized
by a long addition of many monomials. Moreover, not all log values will result
in a round value, restricting to the use of a �oating-point FHE scheme, while in-
troducing rounding errors, where it is possible to operate on integers only in additions.

Logarithmic lookup table. A possible way to overcome the dependency on
the delegator is to exponentiate logarithmic represented values by a blackbox
procedure for exponentiation, while keeping the original �ngerprint and adding
�ngerprints for counting the number of exponentiated results that were added.

�is means that along with the ordinary �ngerprints for additions (FPa) which
were explained earlier, there will be other (multiplication) �ngerprint bits (FPm) as-
signed to track and verify the number of LUT uses made by the server, in the same
manner binary �ngerprints were used to verify the execution of the addition operator
on the input(s). �e new �ngerprint serves as an indication to avoid the possibility that
the server adds the logarithmic representation with their �ngerprints, rather than en-
forcing the exponentiation with �ngerprints to ensure the avoidance of this scenario
as well.

In continuation from the previous example of 4 · 8, the server will calculate 2 + 3,
resulting in 5, which is represented as 000101. �e �ngerprint is of equal size of
six bits, let’s say, 011000. For readability, we separate the computation and �nger-
print parts with a space. �e delegator will set a row in the LUT, for the input of
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Fig. 4. Exponentiation lookup table example

000101 011000, the result of 100000 011001. �is result is composed of the calcula-
tion result 100000 (32) and the �ngerprint 011001. �e �ngerprint was changed from
the original 011000, where the LSB was turned on. �is bit is used to indicate in the
�nal result received from the server that this speci�c exponentiation operation was
indeed applied in the calculation process, as the �ngerprint was changed accordingly.

�is solution can make the server independent from the delegator and will allow it
to continue calculating without interruptions, yet with a computational cost of using
the LUT when switching from multiplication to additions.

For example, we calculate the polynomial (that represents an arithmetic circuit),
say, F (x, y) = 2 · (x · y + 32) for x = 4, y = 8. Following the previous example,
we expand the �ngerprint and calculation parts to eight bits. �e requested 4 · 8, was
changed by log2 to 2 + 3, resulting in 00000101 00011000.

Using the exponentiation LUT, the value was changed to 00100000 00011001, con-
taining the requested value 32 (00100000), with the �ngerprint value 00011001. �e
next operation is an addition of 32, having the �ngerprint value 00100000. �is sum
is represented as 01000000 00111001.

Next, we request to multiply by 2, which is represented as the addition of the value
1. Adding the value 1 will obligate transforming 64 to 6 by the same log2, while re-
taining the �ngerprint value. �is will be achieved by using another LUT, changing
the value 01000000 00111001 to 00000110 00111010, where the counting �ngerprint
value was increased by 1. Finally, we will add the value 1with it’s �ngerprint 01000000
to result 00000111 01111010. By using the exponentiation LUT again, we will change
the computation part, which equals 7, to 128, and increase the �ngerprint by 1. �is
yields the �nal output of 10000000 01111011. �e �ngerprint value is known and
consistent for the selected �ngerprint values, and will be compared and veri�ed when
acquired by the delegator. �e whole calculation process is shown in Figure 5.

Lemma 2. For every group of FHE inputs, each havingm least signi�cant bits with ad-
dition and multiplication (counting) �ngerprints (FPa, FPm), and the other n bits used
for computation, operated with the addition no over�ow-carry blackbox and the expo-
nentiation LUT de�ned earlier, will result in the correct calculation of the computation
and �ngerprint parts, or the value 0.

Proof. By Lemma 1 the logarithmic addition is correct or set to zero prior to the expo-
nentiations using the LUT. In case the server adds the results of the logarithmic addi-
tion and outputs the result without using the LUT, detection of the missing counter in
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Fig. 5. Calculation using LUT example

FPm occurs. As the multiplication �ngerprints FPm reside in the least signi�cant bit
part of the �ngerprint section itself, even the bounded carry a�ack a�empt using the
addition �ngerprints will not assist the adversary, as the carry bits could only over-
�ow to the computation part. Any over�ow from the computation part e�ecting the
�ngerprint section, will also nullify the output. �e LUT operations, de�ned by the
delegator, will include all possible monomial and �ngerprint values, and will be set to
change the FPm values in a distinct manner.

5 Integration and Implementation in Word Granularity

As we deal with multiplications (in logarithmic representation) exponentiation while
preserving computation �ngerprints, and operating additions, we may want to use
blackbox operations that enforce the ordered operations we want to apply. One may
use di�erent isolated server/device/hardware restricted to execute only one portion in
the above sequence of operation and send the results to the next entity to operate the
next operation as required. One opportunity is to use the separated enclave as such
computation hardware.

In the previous sections we discussed limitation, that could be enforced by
executing di�erent blackboxs as enclaves. �e “Intel SGX” [51] is capable of creat-
ing the mentioned enclave, running encrypted code made for a speci�c program,
where the execution of this code is inaccessible for other external processes or
entities to interfere. �us, it will enable us to enforce the use of additions exclu-
sively, eliminating the possibility of any unexpected behavior. As mentioned earlier,
in the next section discussing SIMD we present a scheme not using such requirements.

Using existing so�ware libraries. For our example we used Microso� SEAL
library (C#), where we calculated the following function F (x, y) = (2 · x) + y + 3,
where all the constants are in their encrypted form. Allocating 6 bits as the size of each
part, we have selected (3,2) as the prede�ned �ngerprint values, where F (3, 2) = 11.
�e �ngerprint part was selected as the right (LSB) side, as this choice does not cause
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over�ows. �e computation values, generally selected by the computation delegator
for it’s own use, in this example equal to (4, 7), where F (4, 7) = 18. �e addition
of constant values was implemented as basic additions along with the requirement
of receiving the added value in a doubled form, meaning that for the addition of the
constant 3, the value is received with its shi�ed counterpart, so the addition will be
of a number constructed as 3, added to the bitwise logically le� shi�ed (indicated as
LSH ) by 6 bits counterpart of it, LSH6(3) = 192, where the same was also set for
subtraction. �e constant multiplication was made as regular multiplication of the
constant encrypted value. �e input values were LSH6 each, where each result was
appended to the requested �ngerprint values, in this example, (3, 2).

�e constructed input was set as x = LSH6(4) + 3 = 259, y = LSH6(7) + 2 =
450. A�er calculating F in the form described above, the cleartext result was de-
crypted as 1163, of which the least signi�cant part, containing the �ngerprint value
is extracted using bitwise le� and right logical shi�ing (LSH, RSH ), by calculating
RSH6(LSH6(1163)) = 11. Extracting the computation value from the most
signi�cant part was by RSH6(1163) = 18. Verifying that the former equals our
expected �ngerprint value of 11 con�rm the calculating, stating that the calculation
was veri�ed to have been calculated correctly and that F (4, 7) = 18. Out of 3
required additions/subtractions in the original function F , the same 3 operations
were made, keeping also the original single multiplication as is. An important note is
that the extra addition operations made to the constant values should be computed
just once per function de�nition, and could be reused later and on di�erent input
values or servers. �is means that the calculation of (LSH6(3) + 3) is independent
of the (other) input values, and could be calculated o�ine and used for all further
calculations. �e source code of this example can be found in [46].

Supported libraries. �e main libraries tested were Microso� SEAL [40] and
IBM HELib [41], both use the BGV/BFV [23] and CKKS [34] schemes. Both of those
libraries support C++ and work on Linux (Ubuntu), where SEAL also works on
Windows OS with C# support. Note, that the CKKS scheme supports �oating-point
operations. �e libraries were chosen for their popularity and accessibility, where
each of them supports FHE with addition and multiplication. Along with that, HELib
focuses on making SIMD operations much faster than previous libraries [41], allowing
us to work with vectors of encrypted data, and apply a selected operation on all of
the vector elements.

Encrypted number representation. As mentioned earlier we consider work-
ing on encrypted vector (bit) representation of the data, yet not all schemes have
(encrypted) bit access, and on some of the FHE schemes we have an encrypted integer
number representation. Working with regular FH encrypted numbers involves
drastically more computations compared to the vector representation of the data, yet
we are still able to operate on it, including the basic blind conditioning de�ned earlier.

On vector-based variables allowing speci�c bit access with w bits, the computation
complexity of blind conditioning can be represented as a calculation for each of the
two possible values of a bit. �is will be made for all the bits separately, thus, resulting
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in a complexity of O(w). On the other hand, with regular FHE numbers (without
bit access) the blind conditioning will depend on all of the bit values of the input,
combined. �is means that we will have a condition for every possible value of the
number as a whole, representing a O(2w) complexity, where w is the total number
of bits in the input. Due to that, we refer to both of the representations as equivalent
in a qualitative (rather than quantitative) manner, as they have the same output
capabilities.

Fields. While limiting the number of operations possible to eliminate the chance of
over�owing each of the part limits, we can elaborate on a di�erent way to reinitialize
our veri�cation layer, using modulo and �nite �elds. �is can be implemented in
a simple form by providing the modulo value as an encrypted number from the
delegator, used by the server, to subtract any whole multiplication of the �eld. An
over�ow can be detected using a blind if (algorithm 1) on a bit indicating it, and the
subtracted result will be used for further calculation. �e provided encrypted value
from the delegator could also possibly include a module value to be subtracted from
the �ngerprint part, yet the two parts are not dependent, and the �ngerprint section
can be set to not be a�ected by the subtraction.

Lemma 3. Any calculation of an arithmetic circuit, representing a polynomial, having
FHE inputs that are infused with computation �ngerprints following our scheme, can be
successfully veri�ed by the delegator.

Proof. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the addition and multiplication of encrypted val-
ues, infused with �ngerprints, will result in the correct calculation of the computation
and �ngerprint parts, or the value 0. Any polynomial is the addition of monomials,
where each monomial is the multiplication of values. �us, we can represent and cal-
culate any polynomial by our scheme, therefore, we can calculate any arithmetic cir-
cuit. Receiving the expected �ngerprint value will verify the correct execution of the
arithmetic circuit, and any di�erent �ngerprint result will deem otherwise.

6 Restrictive SIMD as a vector with Fingerprints

We move on to the possibility of incorporating the computational �ngerprint into
SIMD manipulated data structures, such as vectors. Starting with vectors of integer
elements, we proceed to vectors with only �ngerprint integer values, enabling �oating
point arithmetic for the delegator.

Background on �oating point operation on data in SIMD. �e primary
FHE �oating point scheme is the CKKS [34], which works by encoding a vector of
plaintext values to a polynomial. Each coe�cient of the polynomial is originated
from the corresponding vector element, which is projected to a di�erent �eld, and
then multiplied by a scaling factor to control the rounding error of the �oating
point number. �is polynomial is de�ned by treating the vector values as the image
for a selected set of roots, where the degree of the resulted polynomial will equal
the vector length. In addition to that, there is a special technique called rescaling,
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that consistently maintains the decryption structure small enough compared to the
ciphertext modulus, as a kind of modulus switch operation [23].

�e rescaling operation reduces the size of the ciphertext modulus, while main-
taining a valid encryption and almost preserving the precision of the plaintext, using
primes selected as part of the encryption parameters, so at each rescaling execution the
ciphertext modulo is divided by one of the chosen primes. It is important to note that
as in modulus switching, the number of primes limits the amount of possible rescaling
operations, and thus limits the possible depth (level) of the computation. �is limit
will enable us to restrict over�ow a�empts caused by redundant SIMD operations.

FHE operations are obtained by manipulating each monomial of the polyno-
mial accordingly. �is succinct polynomial representation is well suited for SIMD
calculations, where each operation will be acted upon in the same manner, on all
polynomial coe�cients. Still, we can regard each entry of the SIMD vector as a totally
independent value.

Adversarial capabilities in SIMD environment. Although instructed otherwise,
the adversary can compute a di�erent arithmetic circuit (or general computation,
which is not necessarily de�ned in a �nite �eld) than the one the delegator instructs
the server to use. Still, the server is bounded to perform the exact same sequence of
operations on each entry of the data vector, and cannot execute di�erent programs
for each such entry. Moreover, there is isolation between vector entries, with no
mutual in�uence.

We choose to restrict our vector components, both �ngerprint and computation
elements, to integers, as using �oating point may result in rounding errors, possibly
nullifying the e�ect of (very) small �ngerprint numbers not in the scale of (much)
bigger numbers when, say, they are added to each other, and this will result in
approximating the small number to 0 (see e.g., [52]).

Integers in SIMD. Using the �oating point CKKS scheme described earlier, we
are able to manipulate vectors containing di�erent elements in an e�cient SIMD
manner. We will adapt the integer �ngerprints scheme to comply with this new state,
where separate elements reside in a vector. As in the basic integer �ngerprints scheme,
the �ngerprint element, manipulated by the requested arithmetic circuit from the
delegator, will result in a value the delegator can be�er verify.

By limiting our scheme to work with only integer elements, we also restrict divi-
sions, as this impairs any possibility of creating �oating point values while executing
a calculation. Regarding possible over�ows, discussed in the previous sections, any
over�ow of the vector will a�ect all of its elements in the same manner, without mu-
tual in�uence between di�erent elements. �is means that over�ows might just create
new (over�owed) values or return the vector to its original state, meaning that in this
scheme, we do not need to require a blackbox that identify and act upon over�ows.

Note that the usage of integers in SIMD allows us to skip the log representation
conversion (using the LUT) described earlier for the word granularity case, making
our scheme even more e�cient. In addition, for the same arithmetic circuit, we can
verify multiply isolated inputs in a vector, using a single �ngerprint value in it.
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Fingerprints in �oating point vectors. SIMD supports �oating point vari-
ables and operations, still, we prefer the �ngerprints to be restricted to integer and
to avoid divisions and subtractions altogether. Additionally, we avoid adding any
constant �oating point values to the input, as those also a�ect the �ngerprint element.
�e reasons for restricting the �ngerprints to be integer are related to the special
rounding operations applied in the scope of �oat representations. Nevertheless, we
allow �oating point values to be used as the computation elements.

Avoiding divisions and subtractions includes limiting all �ngerprint values to be
a positive integer (as discussed above, greater than 1), to prohibit subtraction by an
addition of negative values, or division as the multiplication of fractures.

As for avoiding divisions and subtractions, we can take, for example, a �oating
point computation element with a value of 0.0001, added to a 10000000000000.0 and
then immediately subtracted by the same 10000000000000.0. �e addition and sub-
traction of the �oating point element may be approximated to 0, yet the corresponding
integer �ngerprint elements that maybe, say 7 and 4, will return to the original value
of 7, which makes the �oating point rounding invisible to the verifying delegator, thus,
we might verify a wrong computation result as the right result.

Even if we use only integers as �ngerprints, changing the ordering of operation,
might be used to maliciously create the correct �ngerprint result. �e possibility of
this manipulation will be thoroughly discussed in the following section.

An implementation example of calculating the polynomial F (x, y) =
(((2 · x) + 1.5) · (y · 3)) + 0.1, with SIMD manipulation of a vector containing
integer �ngerprint element and �oating point computational values, using Microso�
SEAL, can be found in [46].

Computation �ngerprint circuit. We would like to mention that one may
also want to trace the order of operations made (e.g., �rst adding small numbers to be
non negligible before adding them to a very large number, a serial addition of each one
of them to the big number results in an approximation to 0). We suggest extending
the tracing by having the blackbox produce (possibly during the computation or as a
�nal result) a symbolic (with or without FHE known computed values) representation
of the computation steps, in a form of an arithmetic circuit.

�eorem 1. Under the surveyed restrictions, computation �ngerprint circuit veri�es the
correctness of the computation made in SIMD.

7 Conclusion Remarks

We presented a new approach to use computation �ngerprints within FHE values to
check a delegated computation result. Our word granularity and SIMD solutions are
designed to check the �nal result of the computation, without any signi�cant addi-
tional overhead.

�us, having FHE inputs and a desired arithmetic circuit, any entity following our
scheme can delegate the required computation to any other party, have a with high
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probability guaranteed that the computation was made as requested, and accomplish
this procedure by computing the calculation exactly once, with no redundancy.

�e SIMD [53] optimization that many FHE libraries provide allows performing
an individual computation, like addition or multiplication, on a vector of encrypted
elements. �is unique optimization will give us a substantial advantage over the word
granularity FHE schemes, as the scope of the �ngerprint method may be extended to
the case of non-integer values, including �oating point calculations (the �ngerprint
can still be restricted to integers, but the actual variables can be also beyond integers).
Note that the restriction of using only SIMD server may yield a less e�cient solution
than the computer word solution, as it requires to compute the function more than
once, either in parallel or sequential manner. Still, when a computation should be ex-
ecuted in parallel in the �rst place, or when the function is de�ned over non integer
values (e.g., �oating point) and is beyond the computation capabilities of an arithmetic
circuit over a �nite �eld, the SIMD se�ing can serve us be�er.

Veri�able computing may be used on almost any of the many FHE applications,
as Homomorphic encryption in its essence is oriented toward delegating data to be
operated in untrusted environments [54], thus, there is great bene�t in verifying and
providing assurance for those type of computations.
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Abstract: Motion Estimation is a fundamental component of Inter-Prediction, used in codecs to take advantage of 
inter-frame pixel value redundancies for compression purposes. Motion Vectors (MV) are used by P and B frames to 
point to similar blocks between sequenced frames. Further compression is achieved by performing Motion Vector 
Predictions (MVP) and transmitting only the Motion Vector Difference (MVD) between the MVs of neighboring 
blocks to that of the predicted one. While the H.264/AVC standard utilizes the median between the MVs of 3 
neighboring blocks, HEVC, also known as H.265 had made a leap in accuracy by introducing the Merge and AMVP 
algorithms for Motion Estimation. The Merge candidates list provides the ultimate accuracy and cannot be further 
improved. However, there is potential for improvement of the MVP for blocks that use AMVP. We introduced Neural 
Network (NN) prediction of the MVP from the 2 AMVP candidates and incorporated the new predicted MVP value 
instead of the AMVP candidates. Multiple tests of different NN architectures and activation functions have led us to 
believe that the performance of HEVC can only be marginally improved. In this paper we present the results but more 
importantly, we describe the method which has been used to modify the HM standard reference codec, which allows 
other researchers to implement the same mechanism and further test MVP improvement algorithms. 

 

1. Introduction 
In recent years streaming video is becoming a predominant Internet content. Utilization of channels’ bandwidth is 
extremely important for economically transmitting video of sufficient quality to satisfy ever increasing consumers’ 
expectations. In order to accommodate these requirements, video compression algorithms have been greatly improved 
over the past two decades. The latest video compression standard that was released is H.266/VVC (Versatile Video 
Coding). The standard that was released before it is H.265, also known by High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) 
[1], [2]. Additional standard that is used by Google is AV1 from the Alliance of Open Media (AOMedia) [3]. The 
standards use multiple algorithms to reduce bandwidth for a given quality, however, the most dominant contribution 
stems from using spatial and temporal pixel values’ redundancies. Inter-prediction leverages temporal similarities 
between pixel blocks of consecutive video frames in order to send residuals errors and Motion Vectors (MV). The 
MV is a pointer from the block of the target frame to the matching block of the source frame. P-Frames and B-Frames 
use forward and backward pointers respectively. In order to further reduce the required bitrate, the HEVC standard 
performs Motion Vector Prediction (MVP) of the block’s MV and transmits only the residual error between the MVP 
and the Ground Truth MV (GTMV), which is the actual MV of the predicted block. The HEVC standard [5] utilizes 
two different methods for MVP – Merge and Advanced Motion Vector Prediction (AMVP). The Merge mode provides 
a list of up to 5 MV candidates from neighboring spatial and temporal blocks. In the ‘Merge’ case, one of the 
candidates is a perfect match of the block MV and therefore the index of this candidate is signaled between the encoder 
and the decoder. The AMVP method provides two neighboring MVs and indicates which of them is the best match. 
A residual - Motion Vector Difference (MVD), is necessary only in the AMVP case. Improving the MVP int he AMVP 
case will reduce coding rates. In addition, the MVP is also used to perform the search for the matching block and 
therefore, its accuracy will necessarily improve search time and computation efficiency of the encoder. 

In this paper we are introducing an innovative method for improving MVP in the AMVP case by training a Fully 
Connected Neural Network (FCNN) to predict a more accurate MVP to the GTMV of the predicted block. We further 
incorporate the FCNN in the HM reference encoder/decoder model software and replace the MVP with our improved 
predicted values. We explain how to perform this coding change to the HM, which is a challenging task that, to the 
best of our knowledge, has not been published before, and will assist other researchers in their efforts to incorporate 
MVP improvements in the HM code. After performing multiple training runs of the FCNN with different network 
architectures and activation functions and for different movie types, we conclude, even though not scientifically prove, 
that our results are close to the best that can be achieved for AMVP improvement. 
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2. Related Work 
Various efforts have been invested in improving MV prediction accuracy and search algorithms. In [6] the authors 
have tackled the same challenge and have indicated the drawback of having to add signaling. They offered one 
selection method which is based on the content statistics, thus allowing the decoder to perform the selection without 
adding signaling. We use neural networks in order to accomplish that. In [7] the authors present a new technique for 
motion vectors prediction based on spatial and temporal prediction. The motion vector of a moving object is tracked 
using spatial and temporal prediction and used as a starting point for the ME searching algorithm at the encoder end. 
The predicted motion vector is selected from several candidate motion vectors according to the block matching 
criterion. Experiments show that this spatial-temporal prediction reduces the number of computations performed by 
the motion search algorithm by 30% for MPEG2 encoding and by 40% for H.263 encoding. The Median method has 
typically yielded sufficiently accurate results of the GTMV for coding purposes; therefore, the majority of the research 
efforts have been invested in improving the efficiency of the motion estimation itself. In [8] a MV prediction method 
is presented. It is a Prediction Search Algorithm (PSA) for block motion estimation. The proposed method utilizes a 
linear combination of the motion vectors of the three adjacent blocks to obtain a predicted motion vector, namely, the 
initial search point. Simulation results show that the proposed PSA is better than the three-step search algorithm [9] 
and the four-step search algorithm [10] in terms of MSE with smaller computational workload. To improve the 
accuracy of the fast Block Matching Algorithms (BMAs), in [12], a new adaptive motion tracking search algorithm is 
proposed. Based on the spatial correlation of motion blocks, a predicted starting search point, which reflects the motion 
trend of the current block, is adaptively chosen. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm enhances the 
accuracy of the fast center-biased Block-Matching-Algorithms (BMAs), such as the new three-step search [9], the 
four-step search [10], and the block-based gradient descent search [11], as well as reduces their computational cost. 
As in [9], L. Luo. et al., [13] propose a new prediction search algorithm for block motion estimation utilizing the linear 
weighing of the MVs of the 3 adjacent blocks. In [14] E. Kaminsky and O. Hadar propose a method for effectively 
analyzing and selecting the most suitable motion estimation algorithm. All these methods use conventional prediction 
approaches such as least square estimation of weights in a linear combination of neighboring vectors, Median 
prediction and so on. Due to substantial improvements in compression efficiency, the contribution of MVP error 
coding is becoming more attractive as means to obtain further bit rate reduction while retaining the same quality (since 
it is not quantized). 

In recent years there have been efforts to harness the power of Neural Networks for improving predictions for video 
coding. More efforts have been invested in the improvement of Intra-Prediction [15][16][17][18]. However, there has 
also been some research for improving motion compensation. The primary focus of these research papers was on 
motion compensation at the single pixel level, which corresponds to optical flow. Thus, the authors of [19] use 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for predicting a heat map optical flow from consecutive video frames. 

 

3. Using FCNN for predicting MVP 
We have extracted from the HM code datasets of AMVP candidates along with the GTMV and used supervised 
learning to train the network to predict a best matching MVP. We trained 2 different networks for the 𝑥 and for the 𝑦 
MVP component values. The network architecture that was used is depicted in Fig. 1 below. Each data sample of the 
input is of the structure depicted in Equation (1). The output of the network is either the 𝑥 or the 𝑦 of the MVP, as 
indicated in Equation (2). The data inputs were normalized for best utilization of the network dynamic range and for 
better convergence purposes. 
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Fig. 1: Fully Connected Neural Network used for predicting 𝑥, 𝑦 MVP values 

𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡$ = '𝑥%&'$ , 𝑦%&'$ , 𝑥%&($ , 𝑦%&($+ (1) 

 
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡$ = 𝑥)*%&$ 	𝑂𝑅	𝑦)*%&$ (2) 

The network was incorporated in the HM reference codec as a function with the trained weights and biases. 

The networks were implemented in Python using Keras. The networks were trained with a full dataset per epoch. 
Keras criteria for halting training were defined with a patience parameter of 30 epochs of no improvement with a min-
delta for loss function of 0.0001. The networks were optimized using the Adam Optimizer [20], which is an 
improvement of Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) algorithm [21], that is using Momentum, which is effectively a 
factored running average of the gradients in the different steps so far, and RMSprop, which introduces a factored 
square of the gradient in order to reduce variations in steeper directions and prefer more gradual and stable ones. We 
used the Adam optimizer with a constant learning rate of 0.001 and decay coefficients of 0.9 and 0.999 for β_1 and 
β_2 respectively, which are the default for Keras Adam optimizer library and were proven to provide sufficiently fast 
convergence rate. 

 

4. Incorporating the modified MVP in the HM code 
In order to replace the MVP in the HM reference encoder/decoder software, we have added 4 new integer variables 
(m_firstPredictorX, m_firstPredictorY, m_secondPredictorX and m_secondPredictorY), to the 'TComDataCU' struct. 
This struct represents the data of every CU. We used these variables to maintain the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the two 
AMVP candidates. We also implemented getters and setters for these variables. The FCNN was implemented as a 
function that gets the candidates variables as input, calculates the prediction and returns the result as output. The 
FCNN function was implemented in the file 'TEncEntropy.cpp'.  The incorporation process is performed in the 
function 'encodePUWise' function, that is used for encoding the motion information of every PU block. In case the 
PU block is inter-block that uses the AMVP mode and not Merge, the candidates are inserted into the FCNN function.  
Using the GTMV and the FCNN output, we calculate the new MVD. If the new MVD is better than the old one, the 
old one is replaced by the new. If the old one is better nothing changes. 

 

5. Results 
The HEVC/H.265 standard has accomplished substantial improvements of ME over H.264/AVC. It applies two 
methods for predicting MVs – Merge and AMVP. The Merge mode is based on a list of temporal and spatial neighbors, 
one of which is identical to the MV of the block. Therefore, our method is not applicable to Merge. The AMVP mode 
selects from two best matching neighboring blocks, therefore, we can improve the prediction using our regression 
neural network. In order to assess the improvement potential, we have extracted from the HM reference software 
codec the number of Inter-Prediction blocks that were predicted with AMVP vs. the ones that were predicted with 
Merge. We trained FCNN depicted in Fig. 1 with datasets that were extracted from four different movies. An illustration 
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of a single frame from each one of the movies that were used is provided in Fig. 2. The FCNN had indicated good 
convergence, yet the optimal results that were obtained were not too promising. The convergence graphs for the 𝑥 and 
𝑦 components of the MVP are illustrated in Fig. 3. The results are provided in Table 1 for four different movies. 
 

 
(a) Park Scene 

 
(b) Traffic 

 
(c) Fast Forward Traffic 

 
(d) Star Wars 

Fig. 2: Four movies used for training and testing 

 
(a) Convergence of 𝑥 component  

(b) Convergence of 𝑦 component 
Fig. 3: FCNN convergence for the x and y components of the MVP 

As can be seen, the percentage of AMVP blocks from the total varies with the movie but ranges in the values of 13% 
- 37% for the movies that we selected. Our approach is limited to improving the MVPs of these blocks only. 
Furthermore, the best optimized FCNN had managed to improve only a subset of the MVPs in the range of 14% - 
31%, which further reduces the potential improvement impact. 

A regression neural network was applied, and the results were introduced into the HM reference software codec. The 
network prediction was chosen to replace the AMVP candidate when it provides a closer match to the GTMV. The 
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RD results do not show any improvement; however, marginal improvement was presented in the BD-Rate and BD-
PSNR results. The results are provided in Fig. 4. 

Table 1: AMVP vs. Merge mode blocks extracted from HM for different movies ( 𝑄! = 25	and without I-Frames) 
Movie AMVP Merge % AMVP % Improved 

Park Scene 11,096 155,830 20% 19% 
Traffic 8,824 15,020 37% 14% 

Fast Forward 11,096 63,304 15% 22% 
Star Wars 16,248 112,696 13% 31% 

 

 
Fig. 4: Rate Distortion along with improvements of BD-Rate and BD-PSNR for the Traffic movie 

The BD-Rate and BD-PSNR results for the 4 tested movies are depicted in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: BD-PSNR and BD-Rate results 
Movie BD-PSNR BD-Rate 

Park Scene 0.0044db -0.1196% 
Traffic 0.0022db -0.0225% 

Fast Forward 0.0060db -0.1129% 
Star Wars 0.0012db -0.0286% 

 

6. Conclusions 
In this research we have incorporate a Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) in the HM reference codec 
framework for predicting improved AMVP candidates of the HEVC standard. The HEVC/H.265 standard has made 
a big leap compared to H.264/AVC in providing a more accurate MVP. The improvement potential is restricted to the 
AMVP subset since the Merge candidates are already accurate and cannot be improved further. We have performed 
multiple simulations with a wide variety of NN architectures that span to multiple number of hidden layers, multiple 
neurons per layer and different activation functions. Since the optimization results always converge to the same values, 
we tend to conclude that the presently used, human crafted MVP algorithms, implemented by HEVC, are close to 
optimal. Yet, some marginal improvement has been accomplished and is described in the paper. In addition, we have 
dealt with the technical challenge of incorporating a new MVP in the HM reference codec. We expect that the technical 
method that is described in this paper may assist other researchers in modifying the HM code and allow them to further 
investigate MVP improvement directions. 

The HEVC/H.265 standard utilizes fast Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO) that select several Intra and Inter 
prediction block candidates, determines the rate by mode bits and motion vectors and the distortion by the sum of 

BD-Rate  = -0.23 %
BD-PSNR =  0.002dB
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absolute difference (SAD) or the sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD). The method is used to rapidly prune 
the less probable cases. Our proposed FCNN predicted MVP can be considered for facilitating a faster Early 
Termination algorithm, based on the predicted MV. 
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 Abstract 

Security in the computerized world is the protection of computer frameworks and connections 
from information openness, theft of, or damage to their gear, programming, or electronic data. 
The field is getting effectively basic considering the comprehensive usage of computer 
frameworks, the Internet, and distant alliance standards like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, and the 
improvement of devices that advance the Internet of things (IOT). Spam is maybe perhaps the 
best portrayal of this sort of assault. Of late, uncommon orchestrated trained professionals, 
researchers, and experts have uncovered the risk of spam validation, these assaults cause an 
uproar and underhandedness not exclusively to individual and ventures both. Spam can be 
perceived using various estimations at this point one of the consistent investigation spaces of 
spam revelation is the supervised machine learning (ML) technique. In the ML research locale, 
tree models and the Bayes model are famous. In this article, the fundamental goal is Heuristics 
assessment of five unique models of tree-based and Bayse-based in particular, Decision Tree, 
Extra Tree from tree model near, and Gaussian, Bernoulli, and Multinomial from Naïve Bayes 
approach with a contextual analysis of more than 40k in addition to spam remark datasets. This 
dataset is isolated into two classifications that are 75% are utilized for preparing and the rest 25 
% utilized for testing. End of Heuristics assessment utilizing accuracy, precision, recall, f1 score, 
auc score, model training time and mean squared error estimation boundaries it can notice 
Decision Tree is appearing far hitter results than different models in numerous exhibition 
matrics. 

Keyword:- Bernouli Naïve Bayes; Decision Tree; Extra Tree; Gaussian Naïve Bayes; Machine 
Learning; Multinomial Naïve Bayes. 

1. Introduction 

Of late, the growing use of automated mode has actuated the issues of Spam. Specific customers 
and affiliations are impacted by Spam considering the numerous regards like social worth, internet 
business, and so forth Spam changes into a colossal test in electronic security network 



flourishing[1][2]. To tending to the spam issues in the security area, the different technique is 
gotten by experts one of the steady standard viewpoints is Machine learning (ML)[3]. Arthur 
Samuel rushed to present ML in 1959. After a short period of time, ML is by and large applied in 
a collection of fields. Today, ML is used in some construction or another all things considered, 
every single other application and programming on the Internet, since ML has gotten so 
unavoidable, it has gotten the go-to respond in due order regarding adventures dealing with a 
combination of issues[4]. It might be used in a grouping of fields, including picture affirmation, 
material science, and showing data science, among others[5][6][7]. A couple of managed ML 
computations are open. In this paper, review the state of art of machine learning-based Decision 
trees, Extra Trees in tree-based model and Gaussian, Bernoulli, and Multinomial from Naïve Bayes 
model are examined with different measurement matrices like Accuracy Score, Precision Score, 
Recall Score, F1 Score, AUC Score, Model Training Time, Mean Square 
Error[8][9][10][11][12][13]. 

2. Methodology 

For the Review of condition of-the-rt, one fundamental dataset and a practically identical climate 
are required. Figure 1 shows that the course for discovering the likelihood of spam. Therefore, 40k 
despite datasets are engineered utilizing open information source likewise as some really followed 
by sifting and evening through. Datasets are spilled into two classes, where 75% of the information 
is overseen for model preparing and sometime later another 25% of the dataset is managed for 
testing purposes. The course of action dataset goes through all classifiers and readies the ideal 
model. The entirety of the classifiers has an earth-shattering numerical structure. In district 2.1 all 
numerical clarifications promptly take a gander at. End of preparing rests 25% dataset which 
continues through two models self-rulingly with the last fair of uncertainty which will talk what 
mass is the believability of spam and ham. All models nearby outcomes, arranging time, F1 score, 
and so on are utilized to outline the condition of craftsmanship. 

2.1 Mathematical Explanation 

(a) Decision tree –  

This tree is modelled on the working mechanism of comparison sort widely used in data sorting 
applications. A linear decision tree generalizes a comparison tree for computation of functions 
which use real vectors y ∈ 𝑅  as input data. The linear function used in such cases is described 
in (1) 

Output = 𝑏  + ∑ 𝑏 𝑦  for real numbers from (𝑏 …𝑏 )   ----------------(1) 

Linear decision trees and comparison trees are similar because comparison among 𝑦  and 𝑦  is 
similar to the linear function of 𝑦  𝑦 . These trees can only take into account the functions 
that have union and intersection of half-space.  



An algebraic decision tree further generalizes a comparison tree by generalizing a linear decision 
tree. It allows the input functions to be polynomials of degree k. The computation of  f : 𝑅 →{0 
, 1} where f(y) = 0 is possible if and only if m , n are distinct co-ordinates such that 𝑦  = 𝑦 . 
Also, it needs an algebraic decision tree with depth 𝛺 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛 . Unlike linear decision trees, 
these trees have a lower bound of 𝑛 . 

The task of Boolean decision tree is the computation of value of a w-bit Boolean function given 
by (2) 

f : 0 , 1 → 0 , 1  for input values a ∈ 0 , 1     ----------------(2) 

The task of computing the final result requires iteratively reading a bit of the input 𝑎  and the 

output f(a). Each decision may or may not be dependent on the previous decisions[14][15].  

(b) Extra tree –  

Boolean decision tree can be broadly classified into four main types – deterministic, randomized, 
non-deterministic and quantum. Extra tree classifier utilizes the underlying architecture of 
randomized decision tree. This tree is similar to Boolean decision tree but involves the 
introduction of additional nodes to an existing decision tree which can be controlled with the 
probability of 𝑃 . 𝑅 𝑔 , also known as the Monte-Carlo randomized decision tree complexity 
can be defined as the lowest depth randomized decision  that has result f(z) which has a 
probability of at least 2 3⁄  for all z∈  0 , 1  i.e. it has bounded 2-sided error. 𝑅 𝑔 , also known 
as the Las Vegas decision tree complexity is used to measure the expected depth of decision tree 
that might be correct i.e. it has zero-error. 𝑅 𝑔 , denotes an error version which is one-
sided[16].  

(c) Bernoulli naïve bayes –  

It is based on the assumption that the feature vectors are independent binary values which 
describe the inputs. Let, 𝑦  = a Boolean value which expresses the occurrence or absence of 𝑗  

term from the pre-defined vocabulary being used while calculating. Hence, the probability of y 
occurring in a given class 𝐷  is expressed in (3)  

P(y |𝐷 ) = Π 𝑃 1   𝑃       ------------------(3) 

Where 𝑃  = probability of generation of the term 𝑦  by class𝐷 .  

The crux of this model’s working procedure is to use binary term frequencies instead of term 
frequencies[17]. 

(d) Gaussian naïve bayes –  

It is based on the typical assumption that the continuous data values of each class is a normal /or 
Gaussian distribution[18].  



Let  

a = the continuous attribute which is segmented into different classes  

𝜇  = the mean of a values linked with class 𝐷   

𝜎  = Bessel corrected variance linked with the same class  

u = some observation value  

Thus, the probability density of u in the given class 𝐷  is computed using the function shown in 
(4) 

P(a = u | 𝐷 ) = 
√

𝑒      --------------(4) 

(e) Multinomial naïve bayes –  

It is based on the assumption that the feature vectors of input data are the frequencies of certain 
events that get generated by a multinomial denoted by (𝑞 ...𝑞 ) where 𝑞  = probability of event j 

occurring[19].  

Let y = (𝑦 ...𝑦 ) be a feature vector which is actually a histogram. The probability of observing y 
is expressed in (5) 

P(y |𝐷 ) = 
∑  !

 !
Π 𝑞       ----------------(5) 

A multinomial naïve bayes model gets transformed into a linear classifier when the following 
conversion happens until (6) 

log P(𝐷  | y) 𝛼 log ( 𝑃 𝐷  Π 𝑞  ) 

⇒log P(𝐷  | y) = log 𝑃 𝐷  + ∑ 𝑦 . log 𝑞   

⇒log P(𝐷  | y) = b + 𝑤 y       ---------------(6) 

Where, b = log 𝑃 𝐷  and 𝑤  = log 𝑞   

 



 

 

Figure 1:- Diagram for spam comment detection using Machine Learning Algorithm 

3. Result Analysis 

In this article, seven assessment impediments are applied specifically Accuracy Score, Precision 
Score, Recall Score, F1 Score, AUC Score, Model Training Time, Mean Square Error to 
evaluate the presence of five amazing models. AUC curve, precision-recall curve, and, heatmap 
show up in figure 2. Where the AUC curve is the degree or level of prominence. It conveys how 
well the model is fit for isolating between classes. The higher the AUC, the better the model is in 
gathering 0s and 1s. AUC goes from 0 to 1 to the extent of importance. An AUC of 0.0 exhibits 
that a model's notions are completely mixed up, while an AUC of 1.0 shows that its evaluations 
are correct. Consequently, the precision-recall curve, which is used for data recovery settings, is 
showing up in a lot of recovered reports and huge chronicles. On the other hand, heatmap 
proposes that a particularly strong visual guide for a watcher, allowing the speedy transmission 
of evident or data-driven information. 



Table 2 appearance the Accuracy Score, Precision Score, Recall Score, F1 Score, AUC Score, 
Model Training Time, Mean Square Error thinks about the execution of every one of the five 
procedures using different measurement matrices. According to the consequences of table 1, it 
noticed the F1 and accuracy and the precision score of decision matrices are 92.8617, 94.4390, 
and 92.9909 separately which is higher than the other four classifiers, that decision matrices F1 
score, accuracy score, and precision score are altogether better than the other. The recall and 
AUC scores of Bernoulli matrices are 98.4860 and 98.1751 individually which is higher than the 
others.  

 

Figure 2:- Measurement of AUC Curve, Precision Curve, Heatmap of five different algorithm (a) 

Decision Tree (b) Extra Tree (c) Gaussian Naïve Bayes (d) Bernouli Naïve Bayes (e) 

Multinomial Naïve Bayes 

So here Bernoulli matrices beat in recall and AUC score more than the others. In contrast with 
the other four procedures, Gaussian Matrices are adequate for Model preparing time since they 
save minor exertion for tanning, for example, 2.5135 contrasted with the other four 
methodologies. In mean square error, the most key recorded worth is decision matrices which 
have the most un-worth 0.0556 which is lower than contrasted with different matrices.  

 

 



Table 1:- Outcome Limit of the five Models

 

4. Conclusion 

State of art for performace assessment are assembled in two huge parts that is an indispensable 
condition and sufficient condition. Even though a fundamental condition is a condition that ought 
to be accessible for an event to occur then again sufficient condition is a condition or set of 
conditions that will make the event. An imperative condition ought to be there, yet it alone 
doesn't give sufficient motivation to the occasion of the event. In this heuristic, locale increases 
F1 (which is figured using the precision and recall) score and cut-off MSE is the central 
condition for any programmer similarly as in industry and subject matter expert. Although AUC 
score lift and model planning time limit is a sufficient condition. Using this notion it can 
undeniably be ensured that considering all condition decision trees is wonderful every one of the 
five methodologies in the case of binary labeling dataset. 
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Who is the owner of your health documents? Although the answer to this question may seem straightforward and 

intuitive, unfortunately, we are far from the situation where you are the one who has the key to this vital information. 

Hospitals, health maintenance organizations (HMO), private doctors, and different medical institutions produce large 

quantities of medical information about each of us, and there is a need to maintain this information privately and 

synchronously. 

In this paper, we propose the medical record chain system (MrC), with its blockchain architecture, as a tool to achieve 

this goal. 

The MrC system is connected to different medical service providers and obtains updated medical information about 

each patient. In this way, a patient will always have access to her or his medical data, which is organized in one place 

no matter where the information was produced. 

In addition, it is the patient who can temporarily permit the service providers to expose any private medical 

information.  On the other side, an incentive can be given to medical service providers to employ the system by 

allowing access to extensive medical data-set which have undergone de-identification. 

Development and implementation of the MrC system will return ownership of the data to where it belongs—the 

patient; will improve patient's health by allowing multiple health providers to have more accurate information about 

them, and will advance public health aims by making broad de-identified data-sets more accessible for medical 

research.  
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1    Introduction 

A common frustrating situation that almost every person facing during his life is the moment when you are going 

to get medical treatment in the hospital or taking an X-ray photo, and in the end, you are sent with a summary report 

or huge photo file on DVD and have been told to go to your HMO to continue your treatment. Sometimes the 

continuing treatment is not immediately, and there is a possibility that those summary/photos will be lost or 

damaged at home or that you forgot to take them to your doctor at the next meeting. Why in this technological era 

we even need to handle this kind of stuff? Why is all the system in the medical organization are not connected and 

update each other? 

This paper suggests the medical record chain system (MrC) connecting all the service provider organizations to an 

external blockchain[1] based system. Since we don’t want every patient to hold any other medical information 

besides his own, we choose to use consortium blockchain [2], where we can choose how to spread the data in the 

network and who will take part in the consensus algorithm. 

Also, by using smart contract[3] and private Ethereum [2], we will have the ability to give each service provider 

and patient permission by the actual part they are taking in the system. For example, a patient can permit a specific 

doctor to expose his medical information, and now the doctor can add the medical records to the patient private 

chain. 

1.1    Related work 

Blockchain, which is a growing list of data that is maintained securely by a distributed network, was first suggested 

by Nkumoto [4] in the context of virtual currency (Bitcoin). Since then, the blockchain idea has extended to varied 

applications in many fields, including economics [5], transportation [6], culture [7]. The review conducted by Agbo 

et al. [8], identified some applications of blockchain technology in healthcare and highlighted state-of-the-art 

features of the development and limitations of the technology. A paper by Shahnaz et al. [1] suggests separating 

the system into three different layers. The first Shahnaz layer is the user layer, where each user (patient, doctors, 
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pharmacy, and so on) will connect with the other layers in the system, each user by his permission. In the second 

Shahnaz layer, users will implement the blockchain code and use proof-of-work [13] as a foundation for consensus, 

in which miners compete to append blocks. Each miner will experience a success probability in proportion to their 

computational effort. In the last Shahnaz layer, the application layer, all the functionalities, such as adding, 

updating, and deleting transactions, occur under the aegis of a smart contract. In this solution, the information (i.e., 

the transaction) is stored in the cloud. A different solution, presented in [14], suggests creating a digital archive for 

each patient; the archive will contain the patient’s medical information. Access to this archive will happen by 

blockchain technology, with access to the individual’s archive controlled by that patient. They use a Merkle tree; 

its primary functionality is to release, share, or save the medical record. All the medical information will be 

encrypted with the digital signature of the service provider charged with creating the record and the patient key. 

Here also, the data saved is encrypted in the cloud. In our suggested MrC system, we adopt these approaches to 

solving the consensus algorithm. Instead of using the cloud, we prefer to save the records in the distributed network 

as explain hereafter. 

3    Overall Description 

MrC is a new medical system base blockchain that supports the medical organization's internal medical system. 

Every user in the system will have two keys, a public key and a private one, both used for encryption and a digital 

signature. When the medical record has been creating, the internal system sends it to the MrC system automatically, 

and the private key of the patient will encrypt the information (could be text or file); the medical record will include 

four parameters: <new medical record, public key of the service provider, public key of the patient, patient ID>. 

The system creates a' transaction' from the data that it gets and sends it to the entire network (the miners) for the 

verification and block creation process. We set the miners according to the size and fraction of the medical 

organizations in the country. In this way, a particular organization will not have control of more than 51% of the 

network, and thus the addition of blocks will be reliable according to PoA [3]. 
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The mining role will spread randomly between all miners in the system; when a miner gets the time to mine, he 

will take a transaction from his transaction's pool, creates a new block, and inserts the transaction into the block. 

Now the miner will publish the block via broadcast message to the other miners. The miners will notify that a new 

block has been added, and they can verify and post the block. The block has been added to the private chain of the 

patient that the transaction was about him. 

Usually, MrC did not ask for information from the internal system of the medical organization; it is only listening. 

The only time the system asks for information is when the patient login to the system for the first time, and the 

system needs to build his private chain with his medical history. The service providers can see the patient medical 

record history only if he permits them, and the patient can delete the service provider from the list of those who 

have permission to his MrC. 

4    System description 

In a regular public blockchain, the entire network holds all the information of the system; however, in the MrC 

system, due to privacy reasons, the main public chain will contain only the keys with an encrypted pointer to a 

private chain represent each patient. 

Many private medical organizations and doctors are not connected to any known medical service providers; hence, 

we must approve them with an authorized governmental entity, e.g., the ministry of health. The ministry of health’s 

role will be to confirm all the service providers:  hospitals, HMOs, private doctors, and others. Using the information 

about the medical organizations, the ministry of health split the permission to each medical organization and the 

miners [3]. 

Since every service provider might insist on keeping his original system, we will create a bridge between our system 

and the medical organization system. Every time a new medical record has been created in the internal system, it 

will be sent to our system, compressed, and the output will be encrypted with the patient's private key and inserted 

into the patient's private chain. In that way, the service provider kept their system, and yet each patient will have 
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one place that holds all his medical information. To encourage the medical organization to use the system, we 

consider two options: 1) we will let the medical organization get some anonymous medical records of patients for 

research. The medical organization achieves those anonymous medical records in exchange for their participation 

in the consensus algorithm (optional: let the medical organization choose what kind of medical record to get, for 

example, cancer/COVID-19, etc.) 

2) The medical organization will earn currency for taking part in our system and running miner users; with those 

currencies, they will be able to pay tax to the government as property tax. 

4.1     Blockchain data structure and decentralized network 

The blockchain network has two parts, the main public chain and many short private chains, as described herein. 

Public chain. The public chain is open to all service providers. The chain’s blocks contain identification and public 

key exposure to everyone and some encrypted personal details like name and age. Within the public chain blocks, 

service providers can access the private chain that holds the patient’s medical record. Access to the private chain, 

however, is allowed only if the patient provides the private key to the requesting provider. A new block is inserted 

into the public chain when a new child is born or a new person joins the system. The Ministry of Interior, which is 

the only organization that can add blocks, will manage the public chain. 

Private chain. This chain holds the medical history of the patients. The first block in the private chain contains the 

patient’s private information; subsequent blocks contain specific medical information about the patient. The only 

way to get to the first block is via the public chain. The hash value of the first block is a value in a dictionary at the 

main public chain. Patients cannot personally add, write, or otherwise create blocks (i.e., information), but they 

have read-only access to their record at any time. The patient can also create predetermined time limits when other 

service providers can read or write information. Subject to the constraints referred to above, the ability to search in 

this chain is constant because the medical information maintained in the chain is relatively small. (One might 

consider holding Merkle-tree structures inside the chain, which further make the system secure, stable, and efficient 

to search [12]). Figure 2 provides a high-level illustration of the data structure.  
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the data 

structure. The first layer of a 

data structure is the main chain 

which is public. The patients 

are accessible using a 

dictionary. The second layer is 

the private chain of each patient 

which encrypted by public and 

private keys. 

 

 

Our network is based on different entities that include patients, institutional service providers, and private doctors. 

These entities will be designated as nodes and will be part of the complete peer-to-peer network. Every node will 

take a different role in our system based on its responsibility and the permissions granted. Following [10, 11], we 

state below different types of nodes that each entity might hold according to its nature: 

• Patient node: A node that holds only the header block of the patient’s private chain. 

• Light node: A node that holds only the header of the block, without the transactions. This node is not 

updated about transactions and does not save them; thus, the light node requires a minimum amount 

of memory. Suitable for mobile and weak computers, light nodes will not be able to broadcast or verify 

transactions. The system will encompass a considerable amount of data, and not every node in the 

system needs to hold the entire amount of information. 

• Miner node: A node that is responsible for mining. When a miner node broadcasts a new block to the 

network, a light node receives only the block's header, while a full node receives the complete block 

with the transaction. 

• Full node: A node that holds and syncs with all relevant blocks in the net. A full node verifies the 

transactions and updates the blockchain; it can also send a broadcast message as needed.  
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Fig. 2: Context diagram for MrC system. 

At the baseline, we illustrate the 

decentralized medical network that 

holds the blockchain which is the main 

database of the MrC system. A patient 

can access his private medical 

information using his private key. A 

medical institution may read and write 

data from the chain by a dedicated 

protocol that sends to the overall 

network the information as a 

transaction for mining and verification. 

4.3    experimental study 

As part of our final project for the B.sc. in software engineering, we implement a prototype of our system that 

simulates the main idea of the MrC. We used the virtual machine that Ethereum provides (EVM)[15] for building 

the blockchain network. We write the smart contract in "solidity"[16] to create permission for the service 

providers and create the MrC private chain of each patient. We ran and tested the system on our local machine 

using "truffle"[17] and "ganache"[17]. 

For the frontend part, we used "React", and for the connection between the "Dapp"[18] (distributed blockchain 

network application) and the Ethereum network, we used "web3"[19], an open-source software. Finally, using 

"metamask"[20] we created the digital account and entering the network. 
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The Time for Reconstructing the Attack Graph in DDoS Attacks

D. Barak-Pelleg1, 2 D. Berend3, 4

Abstract

Despite their frequency, denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks are difficult to prevent and trace, thus posing a constant threat. One of the main defense
techniques is to identify the source of attack by reconstructing the attack graph, and then filter
the messages arriving from this source. One of the most common methods for reconstructing the
attack graph is Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM). We focus on edge-sampling, which is the
most common method. Here, we study the time, in terms of the number of packets, the victim
needs to reconstruct the attack graph when there is a single attacker. This random variable
plays an important role in the reconstruction algorithm. Our main result is a determination of
the asymptotic distribution of this time.

The process of reconstructing the attack graph is analogous to a version of the well-known
coupon collector problem (with coupons having distinct probabilities). Thus, the results may be
used in other applications of this problem.

Keywords and phrases: DoS attack, DDoS attack, probabilistic packet marking, edge-sampling,
coupon collector problem.

2020 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60C05, 60F99; Secondary 60G70.

1 Introduction

1.1 DDoS Attack and PPM

A denial-of-service (DoS) attack is a cyber attack in which the victim, a particular computer on the
internet network, is assailed by a single attacker, seeking to make the victim unavailable for service.
This goal is accomplished by flooding the victim with fake data packets until it is unable to fulfill
legitimate requests, or even collapses. A distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is similar, but
with multiple attackers. Both types of attack are common as they are quite easy to launch. Despite
their frequency, these attacks are difficult to prevent and trace, thus posing a constant threat (see
[14] for the latest DDoS attack news).

Several defense techniques and tools are available to deal with these attacks; usually, a combina-
tion of approaches is employed (see, for example, [15, 26] for surveys on defense techniques). One of
the main approaches is to identify the source of attack, and then filter the messages arriving from
this source. There are a few methods to implement this approach [1]. One of these methods is by
reconstructing the attack graph. This graph is a tree type graph, in which the root represents the
victim, the leaves represent the attackers, and the internal nodes represent the routers connecting

1Department of Mathematics, Ben-Gurion University, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel. E-mail: dinabar@post.bgu.ac.il
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4Research supported in part by the Milken Families Foundation Chair in Mathematics and the Cyber Security
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the attackers to the victim. (Thus, in a DoS attack, the graph comprises a path.) There are
various methods for reconstructing the attack graph (see [12]). In the current work we focus on
Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM), introduced in [3]. Specifically, we deal with edge-sampling,
the most common method used in PPM.

In edge-sampling, there are two processes taking place simultaneously. The first is on the routers
side: Each router in the network, upon receiving a packet, and before forwarding it, decides at
random, with some probability p (fixed for all routers), whether to mark it or not. If the packet
has already been marked by a previous router, the new mark will override the old one. Thus, the
probability of a packet received by the victim to have been last marked by the router at distance i
from him is p(1− p)i−1. When a router marks a packet, it writes there its identity, and the next
router (if it does not override the mark) adds to it its own identity and starts a counter. When
any router farther along the path decides not to override the mark, it increases the counter by 1.
Thus, when the victim receives a marked packet, the mark consists of the edge in the attack path
corresponding to the (last) marking router and the router following it, and the distance of this edge
from the victim. The second process is on the victim’s side: The victim collects the marks in order
to reconstruct the attack graph.

The victim starts collecting marks upon suspecting he is under attack; that is, when there is
a sudden jump in the arrival rate of packets. When should this process be terminated? Namely,
when should the victim decide it has obtained enough data in order to reconstruct the full attack
graph? On the one hand, the longer the victim continues collecting marks, the greater the chance of
being able to reconstruct the full attack graph. On the other hand, if the victim waits too long,
it might collapse by the flood of incoming packets. The time (in terms of the number of packets)
the victim needs in order to reconstruct the full attack graph, when there is a single attacker, is
also referred to as the Completion Condition Number [22]. This random variable, which we will
denote by D, plays an important role in the reconstruction algorithm. Savage, Wetherall, Karlin,
and Anderson [21] considered the expected number of packets needed E(D), and showed that
E(D) ≤ lnn/(p(1− p)n−1), where n is the distance of the attacker from the victim. Thus, they
suggested to wait until obtaining lnn/(p(1− p)n−1) packets. Sairam and Saurabh [22] showed that,
in many cases, this number of packets may not be enough. They up-bounded the standard deviation
of D and suggested to add a third of this bound to the above bound on E(D), thus increasing the
reliability of the algorithm.

The process of obtaining the marks by the victim is analogous to a version of the coupon collector
problem [21–23, 25]. We now recall this classical problem.

1.2 The Coupon Collector Problem

Suppose that a company distributes packages of some product and that each package contains a
single coupon. There are n types of coupons, and a customer wants to collect them all. Each time
that he buys a package, he gets one of the types uniformly at random. We want to know how many
packages need to be purchased on the average until getting all types of coupons. The problem goes
back at least as far as de Moivre who mentioned it in a collection of problems regarding various
games of chance [17]. The solution to this problem has been known for many years; the expected
number of coupons we need to draw is nHn, where Hn = 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + · · · + 1/n is the n-th
harmonic number. Asymptotically, this expectation is n lnn+ γn+O(1), where γ = 0.577 . . . is the
Euler-Mascheroni constant.

The problem, and various extensions thereof, have drawn much attention for many years (see, for
example, [4, 8, 13, 18, 20]; see also the survey [5]). One of the extensions, considered by von Schelling
[24], and Flajolet, Gardy, and Thimonier [7], dealing with the case where various coupons show up
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with distinct probabilities, turns out to be very relevant to our problem. In the next subsection we
will see that the reconstruction of the attack graph is naturally translated to this variant.

1.3 Edge-Sampling and Coupon Collecting

As mentioned above, in a DoS attack, the attack graph is just a path. Denote its vertices by
v0, . . . , vn, where the vertex v0 represents the victim and vn represents the attacker, and its edges
by ei = {vi−1, vi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each ei represents the link between the router at distance i− 1 with
that at distance i from the victim.

To connect the reconstruction problem with the coupon collector problem, we match the victim
of the DoS attack with the coupon collector, and each ei with the i-th type coupon. The event “the
victim has obtained a packet marked by the link at distance of i− 1 from him” is translated to “the
coupon collector has received a coupon of type i”. The victim has obtained the marks of all links of
the attack path exactly when the collector has obtained all coupon types.

As indicated above, the version of the coupon collector problem we have here is where the
coupons have distinct probabilities. Each coupon type i shows with probability pi = p(1− p)i−1.
Note that the sum of these probabilities is

∑n
i=1 pi = 1− (1− p)n < 1, as at each step there is a

probability of (1− p)n to obtain an unmarked packet. Thus, it will be convenient for us to add a
“dummy” coupon of type 0, whose probability is p0 = (1− p)n, and a corresponding “dummy” edge
e0 to the attack path. This addition is inconsequential for the following reason. We take the marking
probability to be p = λ/n, for some arbitrary fixed λ > 0, and assume that n is large. Hence all
“real” coupons have probabilities Θ(1/n), while the probability of the dummy coupon is Θ(1). The
probability for the dummy coupon to be obtained last is therefore extremely small. Whether the
goal is to collect only all real coupons, or it is to collect also the dummy one, is immaterial; the
dummy coupon will anyway (most probably) arrive long before all real coupons have arrived.

1.4 Paper Organization

In Section 2 we define a continuous analogue of our problem, which is more convenient to deal with
than our discrete model. Next we state the main results, first for the continuous version, and then
for the discrete one. Section 3 presents results of simulations we preformed for both models.

2 Main Results

Let us first consider a continuous model, analogous to our problem. The idea of using a continuous
model has been used several times in the classical case (see [10, 11]). In this model there are n
independent, incoming flows of coupons:

T1 ∼ Exp (p1) , . . . , Tn ∼ Exp (pn) ,

where Ti is the waiting time for the i-th type of coupon. Same as in the regular model, we are
interested in the waiting time until all coupon types arrived. Differently from the regular model,
the waiting times are exponential instead of geometric. Also, in the continuous model the variables
are independent, whereas in the discrete model they are not. Thus, the probability that the i-th
coupon type has not been seen until time t is

e−pit = e−λ/n(1−λ/n)
i−1t.
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Denote by T the time until we get all coupons in the continuous model. Thus

T = max
1≤i≤n

Ti .

Given a sequence (Xn)∞n=1 of random variables and a probability law L, write Xn
D−−−→

n→∞
L if

the sequence converges to L in distribution. Recall that a random variable X is Gumbel distributed
with parameters µ ∈ R and β > 0, and we write X ∼ Gumbel(µ, β), if its distribution function is
given by [9]:

F (x) = e−e
−(x−µ)/β

, x ∈ R. (1)

Theorem 1. The asymptotic distribution of the waiting time for all coupons in the continuous
model is given by:

T − (eλ/λ) · n(log n− log log n)

n

D−−−→
n→∞

Gumbel
(
− eλ

λ log λ, e
λ

λ

)
.

We will actually prove the following stronger version of the theorem, which provides information
about the rate of convergence in Theorem 1. Denote:

T ′ =
T − (eλ/λ) · n(log n− log log n)

n
. (2)

Theorem 1′. For t′ ∈ R and n→∞,

FT ′(t
′) = exp

(
−e−(t′−(−eλ log λ/λ))/(eλ/λ)

)
+O (log log n/log n) .

Note that the rate we obtain is rather slow, which goes hand in hand with the rate of convergence
of other quantities in the coupon collector problem [2, 10].

Theorem 2. The expected time until we get all coupons in the continuous model is

E(T ) = eλ

λ · n (log n− log log n+ γ − log λ) +O (n log log n/log n)

as n→∞.

Getting back to the discrete model, recall that D is the number of coupons we need to collect in
order to get all real types in the discrete case. Similarly to (2), denote:

D′ =
D − (eλ/λ) · n(log n− log logn)

n
.

Theorem 3. The asymptotic distribution and the expectation of the time required for reconstructing
the attack graph are given by:

a. D′
D−−−→

n→∞
Gumbel

(
− eλ

λ log λ, e
λ

λ

)
. (3)

Moreover, as n→∞,

FD′(d
′) = exp

(
−e−(d′−(−eλ log λ/λ))/(eλ/λ)

)
+O (log log n/log n) , d′ ∈ R. (4)

b. As n→∞,

E(D) = eλ

λ · n (log n− log logn+ γ − log λ) +O (n log logn/log n) .
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Remark 4. We could have used [19, Th.2.1] to prove (3). However, this would not have saved us
any of the work, as the main step is to prove that [19, Assumption 2.1] holds. Moreover, our proof
is designed so as to obtain the quantitative estimate (4).

Remark 5. According to the theorem, the reconstruction time is roughly proportional to eλ/λ. For
λ > 0, the expression eλ/λ is minimal at λ = 1 (see Figure 1). Hence, as n→∞, the expectation
E(D) will be minimal very close to the point λ = 1. Thus, the optimal choice for the edge-sampling
algorithm is p = 1/n (as claimed by Savage et al. [21, p.300]).

Figure 1: The effect of the coefficient λ on the reconstruction time

3 Simulation Results

We have performed a simulation for the time needed to collect all types of (real) coupons. In our
experiments, λ = 1, n = 104, and the number of iterations of each test is M = 105. Everything has
been performed on Mathematica, and we point out several technical points that may be on interest
to its users.

The simulation was preformed for both the discrete model and the continuous one. In the
discrete case, in each of the M runs we have drawn the coupons one by one, each drawing being
independent of the others. In each drawing, the coupon of type i was selected with probability
pi = 1/n(1− 1/n)i−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We have continued the process until all n types of real coupons
have been drawn and saved the number of drawings. Thus, we have obtained a list of length M , of
the times at which the various iterations completed their runs.

In the continuous case, in each of the M iterations we selected n random exponential variates
with parameters p1, . . . , pn, and took their maximum.

In Table 1, the first two columns present the sample means (rounded to the nearest in-
teger) received in the two experiments. The third column shows the (identical) main term
en (log n− log log n+ γ) on the right-hand side in our expressions for E(T ) and E(D) – Theo-
rems 2 and 3.b, respectively. The last column presents the order of magnitude of the error term in
both results, namely n log log n/ log n. Note that the two means are relatively very close, and both
are in line with the theoretical main term, given the allowed error.

Not only the sample means are close, as may be seen in Table 1. In Figure 2 we present the
(smoothed) PDFs of the simulation data for both models (using the default option ''PDF'' in
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DM TM en (log n− log log n+ γ) n log logn/log n

207945 207885 205699 2410

Table 1: The sample means vs. the theoretical results on the expectation.

Mathematica’s SmoothHistogram). The results for the discrete model presented by the smooth red
line and those of the continuous by the dashed gray line.

Figure 2: Smoothed histogram for the results of both models.

We have utilised the function FindDistribution to find Mathematica’s guess for the most fitting
distribution for the sample of D. We have repeated the simulation several times. In most cases,
Mathematica guessed that the sample data is from a Gumbel distribution, but this was not always
the case. In the simulation we have presented here, we received three guesses:

(i) First, we have given FindDistribution only the data of the simulation, without any “hints”
as to the required distribution. In this case, Mathematica guessed that the sample from D is from a
mixture of two basic distributions:

0.73×Gamma(101, 1934) + 0.27× LogNormal(12.33, 0.19).

(ii) Second, we have added the option MaxItems → 1, which yields a single, best fitting
distribution for the data. In this case, Mathematica’s guess was Gubmel(192983, 25762).

(iii) We have noticed that the mean and variance of the distribution suggested in the second
guess do not fit those of our sample. Thus, we have specified for Mathematica to find the most
fitting Gubmel distribution by utilising the option TargetFunctions→ {ExtremeValueDistribution}
(which is the name Mathematica uses for the distribution called Gumbel in our paper). In this case,
Mathematica’s guess was Gubmel(193800, 24506).

In Figure 3 we present five graphs, generated by Mathematica. Four of them are based on the
simulation data for the discrete model and the last depicts the prediction of the theoretical result.
The red continuous line presents the (smoothed) probability density function of the simulation data,
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same as in Figure 2. The three dashed lines present the probability density function of the three
guesses (i)-(iii) above of Mathematica for the distribution most fitting the simulation data. The
first is presented by a blue line of small dashes, the second – by a green line of medium dashes, and
the third – by a black line of large dashes. The solid cyan line presents the density function of the
Gumbel(en log n− en log logn, en) = Gumbel(190008, 27183) distribution. This distribution is the
approximation of the distribution of D, corresponding to the approximation of the distribution of
D′ by Gumbel(0, e), as in (3).

Figure 3: Smoothed histogram of simulation vs. Mathematica’s guesses and the theoretical limiting
distribution PDFs.

Note that here, when providing Mathematica with the hypothesized distribution type, Gumbel, we
have an estimation problem of two unknown parameters µ and β. The simplest way to estimate these
parameters is by the method of moments [16]. Employing Mathematica’s EstimatedDistribution
with the option ParameterEstimator→ ''MethodOfMoments'', we get the same parameters as guess
(iii) above. Recall that the method of moments estimator employs the sample moments to estimate
the parameters. Thus, as expected, in this case we get a Gumbel distribution whose expectation
and variance fit the sample mean and sample variance. For maximum likelihood estimation [6],
the parameters are given implicitly, and thus more difficult to obtain. Employing Mathematica’s
EstimatedDistribution with the option ParameterEstimator → ''MaximumLikelihood'', we get
Gubmel(193878, 24218). In Figure 4 we depict three graphs, generated by Mathematica. As in
Figure 3, the red continuous line represents the (smoothed) probability density function of the
simulation data. The magenta dotted line is of the Gumbel distribution whose parameters were
estimated by the method of moments, and the blue dashed line – for the maximum likelihood
estimator.

In Figure 5 we have three CDF graphs. The two cyan solid lines represent the theoretical
result in the second part of Theorem 3.a, in which we also add (and subtract) 0.25 log logn/ log n,
namely a quarter of the expression in error term in (4). Thus, the top graph is of the function
F ((t− en log n+ en log log n)/n) + 0.25 log logn/ log n, where F (t) = exp(−e−t/e). The bottom
graph is of F ((t− en log n+ en log log n)/n)−0.25 log log n/ log n. Finally, we illustrate the closeness
of the simulation results to the theoretical result by adding the CDF of the smoothed histogram of
the discrete simulation (using the option ''CDF'' in Mathematica’s SmoothHistogram), This graph
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Figure 4: Smoothed histogram of simulation data vs. Gumbel PDFs with parameters estimated by
the method of moments and maximum likelihood.

appears as a dashed red line, bounded between the two perturbations of the theoretical prediction.

Figure 5: The CDF of the theoretical limiting distribution +/- twice the error term vs. the CDF of
the smoothed histogram of the simulation.
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Abstract. Identifying traffic platoons and managing vehicles on the
road effectively is a challenging task that is currently investigated both
in academia and industry. The challenges include the need for fast real-
time gathering of relevant information, such as vehicles location, moving
direction and speed, and instructing the vehicles in real-time to respect
traffic policies according to the gathered information.
In this work we present new algorithms to define platoons that are up-
dated dynamically on the fly, allowing much better control over the traffic
to gain efficiency. A platoon representative vehicle is chosen and the set
of vehicles in the platoon is identified based on inductive distance crite-
ria, that are continuously checked, updating the platoon memberships.
In this paper, we present the main algorithms to identify and control the
platoon and demonstrate this detection using a vehicle simulator.

Keywords: Platoon · Platoon identification · Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)·
Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)· Connected-vehicle (CV)· Inter-vehicle (IV)
· Cooperative-adaptive-cruise-control (CACC).

1 Introduction

The realization of computer (totally) controlled vehicles is approaching fast. One
facet of the computer control is based on remote driving, where no driver seats in
the car. Such capability becomes economic when a single remote driver can drive
many vehicles instead of only one car. The assistance of a computer system can
leverage the capabilities of a single driver to define procedures to be applied to
a group of vehicles –procedures that when executed on the controlling computer
initiate commands to many vehicles in parallel. In particular, such procedures are
based on the concept of Platoon. A platoon is defined as a group of cars moving
in the same direction as a selected car, called, representative vehicle, and at
a distance of each other which is less than a given threshold. The advantages
of creating a platoon are well-known [1] and include increased safety and fuel
saving.
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Whenever there is a command for platoon creation around a representa-
tive vehicle, our scheme represents the geographic roads map in the area as a
directed graph whose nodes are junctions and the edges represent the lanes con-
necting certain junctions. For every edge we define the vehicles moving on the
corresponding lane and vice versa. Assume the platoon is created around a rep-
resentative vehicle R. We calculate the distances between a candidate vehicle C
and every platoon member Pi (that moves in the same direction). If C resides
within the threshold distance X from any platoon member, then C is admitted
into the platoon. The threshold X depends on the velocities of the cars (i.e.,
the larger are the velocities, the larger is X). The platoon calculation propa-
gates along the edges that are adjacent to the edge R resides on. We take the
candidates currently residing on these edges, calculate their distances from the
platoon members and merge a candidate C into the platoon if C is sufficiently
close to some platoon member.

The main contribution of our work is the new dynamic and history agnostic
definition of platoons. In the sequel, we compare our on-the-fly dynamic defini-
tion of platoons with existing methods in the literature. We also demonstrate
the flexible and robust platoon definition using, SUMO, a well-known vehicles
simulator. [2]

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work, Section 3 defines the problems and presents the algorithms to solve them,
Section 4 presents an example of a simulator run showing a platoon, and Section
5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

An overview on platooning systems appears in [3], where the following recent
vehicle platoon projects are summarized:

– SARTRE that defines a platoon as a collection of vehicles when the leader
of the platoon is a heavy vehicle that is driven remotely and all the rest
vehicles follow the leader. In addition, the platoon is dynamic and commu-
nication is V2V that is based on ITS-G5.

– PATH that is based on the assumption that all the vehicles are automatic
including the leader. In 1994 PATH first tested the control of a four-car pla-
toon at four meters separation at highway speeds,in 1997 PATH developed
an eight-car automated platoon for the National Automated Highway Sys-
tem Consortium (NAHSC) Demo ’97. The communication is V2V that is
based on sensor signal processing, coordination, and lateral and longitudinal
control.

– GCDC In 2011 Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge developed a system
for controlling platoon automatically and it is achieved by a combination of
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V2V & V2I communication and advanced sensor fusion and control.

– EnergyITS A national ITS project by the Japanese Ministry of Economy,
Trade, and Industry, started in 2008, interested in an automated truck pla-
toon and an evaluation method of the effectiveness of ITS on energy saving.

– SCANIA − platooning Scania’s main interest in platooning is hence
focused on heavy vehicle platooning on highways with focus on minimizing
fuel consumption. This interest is expressed in two national Swedish projects:
• Distributed Control of a Heavy-Duty Vehicle Platoon:

The main focus of the project is how a single-vehicle operating in a
platoon should be efficiently controlled without jeopardizing safety, The
control architecture has been developed based on distributed control, the
communication is V2V that is based on sensors information like radar,
cameras, etc,

• iQFleet:
The project covers several research topics where platooning is one. Pla-
tooning research is focused on how platoons should be controlled with
respect to other road users, road topology, infrastructure, etc.

In addition to the above platoon projects described in [3] we reviewed several
more recent platoon projects. These are described and compared briefly in the
following table. Table 1 summarizes the main differences among recent platoon-
ing projects.

Table 1: Comparison of platooning projects,Projects(NA stands for Not-
Applicable

Reference Commu-
nication
type

Dynamic
platoon

Traffic con-
dition

Vehicle
type

Purpose Identificat-
ion algo-
rithm

Tiaprasert
et al. [4]

V2V
commu-
nication
and GPS
device

Yes Critical
time-
headway.

NA Mathematical
model for real-
time platoon
recognition using
CV technology

Based on
geometric
distribu-
tion with
parameters

Rajamani
et al. [5]

IV com-
munica-
tion

No Highways
by achiev-
ing sig-
nificantly
higher
traffic flow

Eight
fully au-
tomated
cars

Integrated longi-
tudinal and lat-
eral control sys-
tem for the op-
eration of auto-
mated vehicles in
platoons

NA

Tsugawa
et al. [6]

IV com-
munica-
tions

No Expressway
before
public use

3-fully au-
tomated
trucks

Saving and global
warming preven-
tion

NA
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Chen et
al. [7]

V2I and
V2V
communi-
cation

Yes A high-
density
segment of
highway.

NA Enhancing traffic
efficiency and
sustainability

Focused
on the
radar-based
CACC

Praveen et
al. [8]

NA Yes A four lane
divided ur-
ban road

Real time
traffic

To understand
the platooning
phenomenon
under heteroge-
neous traffic

Based on
camera-
videos
data

Browand
et al. [9]

NA No An unused
airfield run-
way

2 trucks Fuel saving NA

Zhao et
al. [1]

V2I and
V2V
communi-
cation

Yes High vari-
ation in
urban
traffic flow

Mixed au-
tomated
vehi-
cles and
human-
driven
vehicle

To minimise the
fuel consumption
for platoons and
drive the pla-
toons to pass the
intersection on a
green phase

Based on
similar
traffic state

He et
al. [10]

V2I com-
munica-
tions

Yes Cumulative
headways
or critical
headways

Transit
buses and
passen-
ger and
bicycles.

To optimize ar-
terial (network)
traffic signals for
multiple travel
modes

Based on
geometric
distribu-
tion with
parameters

Our work V2I com-
munica-
tion using
GPS

Yes NA NA Identify platoons
and control the
traffic remotely

New algo-
rithm that
is based
on graph
methods

The next section presents the new algorithm that we have developed

3 Automatic real-time platoon formation

As was mentioned above, a platoon is defined as a group of cars moving in
the same direction defied around a selected representative vehicle. The platoon
consists of every vehicle that is at a distance less than threshed distance from
a vehicle that belongs to the platoon. Our scheme represents the map area as
a directed graph whose nodes are junctions and the edges represent the lanes
connecting neighboring junctions. For every edge we define the vehicles moving
on the corresponding lane and vice versa. Assume the platoon is created around a
representative vehicle R. We calculate the distances between a candidate vehicle
C and every platoon member Pi. If C resides within the threshold distance X
from any platoon member, then C is admitted into the platoon. X may depend
on the velocities of the cars (i.e., the higher are the velocities, the higher is
X). The platoon calculation propagates along the edges that are adjacent to the
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edge that R resides on. We take the candidates currently residing on these edges,
calculate their distances from the platoon members and merge a candidate C
into the platoon if C is sufficiently close to some platoon member.

3.1 Platoon definition criteria

– Vehicle location, this criterion is a value obtained as a function of time and
vehicle according to GPS location, and marked:

location(x, t) = location of x b GPS in time t (1)

– Direction of travel, this criterion is a value obtained as a function of time
and vehicle according to the road number obtained by the location of the
GPS, and marked:

direction(x, t) = lane location of x in time t (2)

– Vehicle speed, this criterion is a value obtained as a function of time and
vehicle by location at two consecutive time points, and marked:

speed(x, t) = speed of x in time t (3)

– Distance between two vehicles moving in the same direction, this criterion is
a value obtained as a function of time and two vehicles moving in the same
direction, according to their location and marked:

dist(x1, x2, t) = the distance between x1 to x2 (4)

Where the distance is calculated by the shortest path along the same lane,
according to the algorithm map road between x1 to x2 in time t.

– Minimum distance, this criterion is a value obtained as a function of time
and two vehicles moving in the same direction, according to their speed and
a fixed and marked value

minDist(x1, x2, t) = X +

(
speed(x1, t)

tv

)
(5)

Where X is a given threshold and tv = 3.7[m/s] is a velocity threshold that
was evaluated in [11]

– Minimum distance indicator, this criterion is a Boolean value obtained as a
function of time and two vehicles moving in the same direction, according
to the minimum distance and marked:

indMinDist(x1, x2, t) =

{
T , if dist(x1 , x2 , t) ≤ minDist(x1 , x2 , t)

F , if dist(x1 , x2 , t) > minDist(x1 , x2 , t)
(6)
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– Platoon affiliation indicator, this criterion is a Boolean value obtained as a
function of time and two vehicles moving in the same direction, according
to the minimum distance and marked:

indP latoon(x1, x2, t) =

{
T, if indMinDist(x1, x2, t) = T

F, if indMinDist(x1, x2, t) = F
(7)

– Platoon, this criterion is a set of vehicles traveling in the same direction for
which the minimum distance indicator receives a true value and is obtained
as a function of time and a group of vehicles moving in the same direction
and marked:

isP latoon(X, t) = {x|x ∈ X and ∃y ∈ X suchthat indP latoon(x, y, t) = T}
(8)

– isLeader, this criterion identifies the first vehicle in platoon obtained as a
function of time, direction and group of vehicles moving in the same direc-
tion, according to the location of the vehicle and marked:

isLeader(X, direction, t) = first, according to the traveling direction.
(9)

3.2 Outline of the algorithm

We first build a scheme that represents the map area as a directed graph whose
nodes are junctions and the edges represent the lanes connecting the junctions.
When we get the representative vehicle R, we collect all the information of R
and the vehicles that are on the same edge of R .

We build two sorted groups pos, neg where pos is the group of vehicles in front
of R and neg includes the cars that are behind R. We build these groups in
iterative fashion, adding all vehicles that are within the threshold distance from
the last added vehicles.

Once all the vehicles on the current edge are considered, the platoon calculation
propagates along the edges that are adjacent to the edge R resides on.

In Fig. 1, we present the transformation of part of the (SUMO) simulation
map(that, in turn, can be based on google maps) to a directed graph to calculate
the platoons in the code. The lanes are represented by straight lines, and the
nodes represent the location just before and just after the junction for each lane.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the algorithm operation by three arrows that describe
the calculation of the platoon members, one strait arrow with the red vehicle
direction describes the calculation operation of the members in front of the
red vehicle, and the two other arrows describe the calculation operation of the
members that are behind of the red vehicle.
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Fig. 1. Map transformation

Fig. 2. Simulator snapshot
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3.3 Implementation of the algorithm

Alg. 1 constructs the graph from the road map. In the first part of the al-
gorithm(lines 3-9), we build edges and vertices objects according to the data
obtained from the database of the simulator, in the second part of the algo-
rithm(lines 10-14), we build the connection edge objects according to the data
obtained from the details of each junction contained in the database of the sim-
ulator.

Algorithm 1: buildGraph(lanes, junctionsLinks):

Result: Build map
1 nodes=[]
2 edges=[]
3 for lane in lanes do
4 nodes[’from’+lane]=NodeF([],[])
5 nodes[’to’+lane]=NodeT([],[])
6 edge[lane]=Edge(NodeF,NodeT,[],length)
7 nodes[’to’+lane][0].add(Edge)
8 nodes[’from’+lane][1].add(Edge)

9 end
10 for link in junctionsLinks do
11 edge[link[0]+link[1]]=Edge(link[0],link[1],[],length)
12 nodes[’to’+link[0]][1].add(Edge)
13 nodes[’from’+link[1][0].add(Edge)

14 end

In Alg. 2, we calculate the members of each platoon per time-stamp according
to the road map and representative vehicle. We construct two lists Neg and Pos
that include all the vehicles that are in front-of or behind-of the representative
vehicle in the platoon respectively.

Algorithm 2: buildVehiclesList(representative,bd):

Result: Create platoon
1 currentEdge = db.getEdge(representative)
2 pos= the vehicles front of the representative in the current edge in

sorted list
3 neg = the vehicles behind the representative in the current edge in

reverse sorted list
4 Neg = getNegVehiclesPlatoon(currentEdge, representative, neg, bd)
5 Pos = getPosVehiclesPlatoon(currentEdge, representative, pos, bd)
6 return Pos + Neg

In Alg. 3, we calculate the members of the platoon which are in front of the
representative vehicle, per time-stamp according to the road map and vehicles
located in the road map. The algorithm begins with the representative vehicle
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as a current vehicle and with a sorted list of vehicles that are located in front-of-
the current vehicle on the same edge. After that the algorithm scans the list and
calculates the distance between current vehicle to the first vehicle in the list and
check(lines 4-6) if the distance is close enough according to the thresholds X and
tv if no,(lines 7-9) the algorithm stops the scanning and returns an empty list,
else,(lines 2-10) the algorithm update current vehicle to be the first vehicle in
the list and check if the distance between current vehicle to the third vehicle in
the list is close enough according to the thresholds X and tv if not, the algorithm
stops the scanning and returns the current list, else continue the list scanning as
mentioned above. After successful scanning on the list of vehicles that located a
front-of-the current vehicle in the same edge we pass to the out-edges according
to the map and calculate the same in a recursive why.(lines 11-21)
We calculate the behind-to representative vehicle members of each platoon per
time-stamp according to the road map and vehicles located in the road map in
a similar way and therefore we do not present it here.

Algorithm 3: getPosVehiclesPlatoon(currentEdge, currentV ehicle,
posList, bd):

Result: all the vehicles that are front of the representative in the
platoon

1 realList = []
2 for v in posList: do
3 d = bd.getDistanceBetweenTwoVehicles(currentV ehicle,v)
4 if d <= ((X + currentVehicle.getSpeed()) / tv): then
5 realList.append(v)
6 currentV ehicle = v

7 else
8 return realList
9 end

10 end
11 v = the last vehicle in the pos list
12 neighborsEdges = bd.getNeighbors(currentEdge)
13 for n in neighborsEdges: do
14 currentEdge = bd.getEdge(n)
15 pos = currentEdge.getSortedVehiclesOn()
16 realList = realList+getPosVehiclesPlatoon(currentEdge,v,pos,bd)

17 end
18 return realist

We like to explain further the problem of computing distances. The distance
is not simply the Euclidean distance between two vehicles, since that on a curved
road will be wrong. On a curved road, we take instead the set of dense points
which separate the two vehicles on the same lane and add their distances. The set
of dense points is given by the simulator road map. The same distance calculation
is made for constructing the two sorted lists in Algorithm 2.
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4 Analysis of our algorithm

Objects definitions:
nt is the count of vehicles in the simulation in time t.
net is the count of vehicles in the simulation on edge e in time t.
npt

is the count of vehicles in the simulation in platoon p in time t.
Time complexity of the update of the simulation per unit-time:

– all the vehicles updating location. Θ(nt)
– all the platoons updating.
• get all the vehicles in the platoon. O(npt)
• sort the vehicles group in the platoon. O(npt

log(npt
))

• delete all the vehicles that do not belong to the platoon.O(npt−1
−npt

)

Total time complexity:
O(nt + npt

+ npt
log(npt

) + (npt−1
− npt

)) ≤ O(nt + nt log(nt)) ≤ O(n log(n))

We ran our experiments on a PC that is equipped with :
Memory: 8.0GB
Disk: SAMSUMG MZVLB512HBJQ-000L7
CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-8500 CPU @3.00GHz

Fig. 3 shows the execution unit-time result in the graph that describes the time
required for execution per unit-time of updating the simulation as a function of
the count of vehicles and count of platoons in the simulation and we can see
that the execution performs gathering of information, platoon formation, and
notification within one second.

Fig. 3. Red= 0 platoons, Black= 1 platoons, Green= 2 platoons, Blue= 3 platoons
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From the figure we see that the platoon calculation time increases with the
number of vehicles and the number of platoons. However, the highest total time
(40ms) is still well below the required threshold time of 1 second.

5 Simulator demonstration

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we present different parts of the simulator road map and the
platoon construction algorithm output which results from the simulation. In Fig.
2, we present one platoon identified by the algorithm, around the representative
vehicle, and in Fig. 4, we present two platoons, where the red vehicles are the
representatives, the green vehicles are the leaders of the platoon, the blue vehicles
are the platoon members and the yellow vehicles are non-platoon vehicles.

Fig. 4.
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6 Conclusions

Few existing platoon recognition algorithms are based on GPS. However, none
of them are based on the map of the roads and on representative vehicles. Our
paper proposed a platoon recognition algorithm that is based on the map of the
roads, representative vehicle, and GPS location. In addition, our algorithm can
recognize platoons in any kind of roads straight or curved. This work can be
extended to scheduling the road traffic according to the platoons identification.
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Abstract. Home exercises are significant in the rehabilitation process of physio-

therapy patients, which lack immediate feedback as to the proper movement and 

therefore might humper patient treatment. To overcome this challenge, we offer 

a deep learning-based system that classifies the accuracy and quality of move-

ments in videos. We capture body movement using OpenPose, which is a com-

monly used software package that extracts 25 body vertexes from a frame. How-

ever, in order to provide sufficient real-time tracking, OpenPose requires a 

Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), which is not available in a typical domestic 

setup. Our novel solution allows using OpenPose software at a meager frame rate 

with a CPU setup. We fill the missing gaps with a novel tracking algorithm based 

on Motion Vectors (MVs), which are extracted from the encoded body motion 

video. This innovative concept allows us to estimate and mimic a 30fps Open-

Pose point set with a regular CPU without any GPU support. We compare the 

accuracy results of our body vertex movement tracking algorithm with that of the 

OpenPose and show excellent matching results. We further propose a new accu-

racy assessment formula that takes into consideration the body vertex position 

confidence level, as it is extracted from the OpenPose software. In order to ensure 

consistent pose classification of our method, we further propose a Siamese Neu-

ral network classifier to compare our results to those of the OpenPose. A Siamese 

network is constructed of two identical CNN channels that fuse into one distance 

measurement layer. The distance measurement layer measures the Euclidean dis-

tance between the results of the two CNN channels and produces a scoring func-

tion that reflects the degree of similarity between the images entered into each of 

the Siamese network channels. The inputs to our Siamese network are two sepa-

rate skeletal pose frames. The network indicates whether the pose of the two in-

puts is identical or different. This allows us to test the accuracy of classification 

of our outcome results. Overall, we show an improvement of x15 in the time it 

takes to process movements between our algorithm and the native OpenPose with 

excellent accuracy metrics. 

 
*  This work was supported by the Israel Innovation Authority (Formerly the Office of the Chief 

Scientist and MATIMOP). 
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work; Physical Rehabilitation; Telemedicine 

1 Introduction 

Telemedicine is a new and very popular field of medicine. It allows moving periodical 

examination from the medical clinic to the home environment. This approach is more 

comfortable for patients and also lowers treatment cost. Important enablers of telemed-

icine are suitable information technology and input sensors. Our goal is to allow home 

physiotherapeutic exercises using a common web camera (webcam). In order to facili-

tate such a setup, it should not require more than a standard domestic computing power 

and it should obtain sufficient accuracy using a home webcam. We have developed a 

novel tracking algorithm that leveraged the OpenPose [1] [2] [3]  software to capture 

body vertex movements. However, the OpenPose requires a substantial Graphic Pro-

cessor Unit (GPU), which is not available in a standard domestic setup and takes a 

significant time to run. Our novel solution uses OpenPose software at a meager frame 

rate while filling the gaps with a tracking algorithm, which is based on Motion Vector 

(MVs) [4] extracted from encoded video. This innovative concept allows us to estimate 

and mimic a 30fps OpenPose point set with a regular CPU without any GPU support. 

We further developed a camera system that allows precise recording of probands from 

lateral and frontal direction, allowing comparison with common web cameras. This ap-

proach can record motion and preprocess the signal for use with machine learning. the 

main building block of this article is the body's skeletal tracking system. There are pre-

cise systems with perfect tracking possibilities, but the price is high, and usually, assis-

tance needed before or during operation makes it impossible to use them in the home 

environment. Our research focuses on a system with affordable prices and as easy use 

as possible. For body tracking, there is something like a gold standard. It is an expensive 

and complicated infrared marker-based system. One well-known system is the first 

commercial motion capture system in the early 1980s Vicon [5]. Similar systems with 

similar features are OptiTrack [6], Qualysis [7], or BTS [8]. Those systems based on 

multiple synchronous infrared cameras, many IR reactive markers, and body mod-

els. Advantages: Very precise, Long-term research and many existing bodies models. 

Disadvantages: Very expensive, long preparation for measurement, the need for quali-

fied operators, and Impossible to use in the home environment. In this research, we are 

going to use OpenPose algorithm that offer good skeleton extraction quality. The alter-

native can be poseNe [9] or WrnchAI [10]. The research of OpenPose is presented in 

detail by authors of the system and publications [1], [2], [3]. The pose estimation is 

based on pre-trained body parts models. Models assembled using deep NNs. The sys-

tem is frame-based. Pose estimation is done separately for every single image. Mi-

crosoft Kinect is one of the most famous 3D scanners [11]. The example of a full-body 

commercial capturing system can be Xsens [12], Rokoko [13], or [14] smart capture 

suit. The systems can be for full-body or specific applications. Dublin University pre-

sented a framework [15] for capturing the 3D trajectory of a golf swing or other sports 

equipment. The approach base on inertial sensors with accelerometers, gyroscopes, and 

magnetic sensors. They can obtain a 3D position in space, applying mathematics 
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transformation, Kalman filters from acceleration, angular velocity, and gravitational 

forces. In the following sections, we present the tracking algorithm. From there, we 

present the traceability quality by measuring the accuracy and the impact on classifica-

tion networks. Next, we present the practical implementation of the traceability algo-

rithm and, finally, the results of the experiments we performed while discussing the 

results and drawing conclusions. 

2 Tracking algorithm 

2.1 The challenge 

The OpenPose software provides excellent pose estimation results. Therefore, we 
use it to serve as our motion capture and video processing algorithm. However, there 
are several limitations to use such a program. The most noticeable is that the resources 
required for OpenPose are significant since it requires a powerful GPU unit, which is 
not affordable for our target domestic end-users. Lower quality CPU will require a sig-
nificant time (about 30-40 minutes) to process a 1-minute video clip. A sample image 
of an OpenPose skeletal vertexes extraction is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. OpenPose human body vertexes 

Our novel solution uses OpenPose software at a meager frame rate (about 1-3 frames 

per second). We developed a tracking algorithm to fill the gap of the missing frames. 

The idea is to extract Motion Vectors (MVs) from the H.265\H.264 encoded video [16]  

The MVs can be used to predict the movement of each skeleton vertex between con-

secutive frames. This innovative concept allows us to estimate and mimic a 30fps Open-

Pose point set with a regular CPU and without GPU support. We succeeded to converts 

a 1fps OpenPose skeletal vertexes location set into a 30fps OpenPose location set with 

a standard CPU that performs all processes top-down, including 1fps OpenPose pro-

cessing time and the subsequent tracking algorithm.  
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2.2 Skeletal vertex position estimation 

We feed a full-frame rate encoded camera video stream into the OpenPose. The 
video is fed twice to the OpenPose: At the first time, we feed it into OpenPose running 
on a PC with a powerful GPU. As a result, we can predict all skeleton vertexes at a full-
frame rate - 30fps (see Fig. 2 A). The second time, we run the OpenPose on a PC with-
out GPU. Since we use PC without GPU, the Open Pose predicts skeletal body positions 
at a low frame rate (see Fig. 2 B). Our tracking algorithm mission is to fill in the missing 
frames to generate full-frame rate OpenPose skeletal vertex position estimation (see 
Fig. 2 C). OpenPose contracts the placement of a human skeleton in a frame with the 
help of 25 points in two-dimensional space. According to the video compression stand-
ard, the encoding algorithm broke down each video frame into macro-blocks. Each 
OpenPose vertex, locates in one of those macro-blocks. Assuming that there is move-
ment between frames, then the video encoder builds a prediction of the next video frame 
by copying each macroblock from the previous frame into the new frame (Obviously, 
it is only a prediction, and according to the encoding algorithm, there is an error cor-
rection phase which is out of the scope for this article). Each moving macroblock in the 
new frame has a vector. The vector points to the macroblock location in the previous 
frame, which the encoding algorithm estimated as a similar macroblock. This vector is 
called the Motion Vector (MV). Because each vertex is in a macroblock, and each mov-
ing block between frames has a motion vector attached to it, the moving vertex's posi-
tion in the new frame can be estimated (We name this process as Tracking algorithm). 
We start with a given Open pose skeletal frame, and for each vertex in a missing frame, 
we repeat the tracking algorithm. To reduce biased estimation, we restart the tracking 
algorithm per Group Of Poses(GOP). In other words, whenever we have an OpenPose 
estimation, we use it as a GOP starting point for our tracking algorithm.  In Fig. 2 D. 
The abstraction of the tracking algorithm's expected output is present in Fig. 2 D. It 
presents the achievement of producing full-frame-rate skeletal movement estimation 
without a GPU. It is a mixture of OpenPose estimations and tracking algorithm estima-
tions. A red dot represents a 2D position of one specific skeletal vertex in the frame. 
We demonstrate the vertex locations flow between frames where the blue arrow repre-
sents the MV. It presents the GOP divisions, as well, where each GOP is initiate by the 
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OpenPose skeleton, low fps, prediction as it presents in Fig. 2 B. 

 

Fig. 2. Basic Tracing and Prediction concept 

A-frame containing OpenPose body skeletal following by N frame contains our es-
timated tracking algorithm that predicts new skeletal locations called Group of 
Poses(GOP). We perform the prediction of each next frame in the GOP  as follows: 
according to the encoded video algorithm protocol, i.e., H.264/H.265, a macroblock 
that moves from one location in the current frame to a new location on the next frame 
produces a Motion Vector (MV) -  A vector that points from the new location to the 
previses location. We are interested only in the macroblocks that contain skeletal vertex 
positions. In our case, the MV direction estimates the new macroblock location in the 
next frame, i.e., our skeletal vertex new location. The encoding algorithm protocol pro-
vides for each frame a list of macroblocks and their corresponding MV. Given the body 
vertex coordinate in the current macroblock frame, we need to search in the next frame 
for an MV that points to our macroblock that contains our skeletal vertex. If we cannot 
find a matching MV in a predefine search radius, we assume that the vertex remains 
stationary and duplicate its location. To predict the skeletal body coordinates of the next 
frame, we repeat this process for all 25 body vertexes and all missing frames. Once we 
predict skeletal body location in the next frame, we use it as a reference and continue 
our tracking process to the next frame till the end of the GOP. Once we finish predicting 
a GOP, we start to predict the next GOP with the next OpenPose skeletal position as 
our initiate tracking algorithm location. Macroblocks can be of different shapes and 
sizes according to H.264 standard, and we considered it.  
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3 Measurement of trace accuracy and its effect on the 

classification process 

We measure the prediction accuracy in two different ways: 

(1) We measure the Waited Mean Square Error (Eq. (1)) between our predicted 

skeletal  (Fig. 2 D) and the OpenPose 30fps Skeletal (Fig. 2 A).  

(2) We measure and compare the influence of our prediction on the Neural Net-

work Classifier (Autoencoder Classifier and Siamese network Classifier). 

3.1 Waited Mean Square Error (WMSE) measurement 

We propose a new and modified metric to assess accuracy, using the vertex position 
confidence level, which is available from the OpenPose software. We call the new met-
ric Weighted Mean Square Error (WMSE) and calculate it according to Eq. (1). The 
OpenPose predict 𝑁0 vertexes 𝑣 per frame where 𝑣 ∈ ℝ3. Let us define the OpenPose 

predicted vertex i, that is located in  frame j as 𝑣𝑖𝑗 = (𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗 , 𝑐𝑖𝑗). Accordingly, we 

mark 𝑣𝑖𝑗
′ = (𝑥𝑖𝑗

′ , 𝑦𝑖𝑗
′ , 𝑐𝑖𝑗) as our corresponding predicted vertex (On behalf of compati-

ble vector representation, we replicate c to be the same in both 𝑣𝑖𝑗 and 𝑣𝑖𝑗
′ ). Were 𝑥, 𝑦  is 

the vertex coordinate in the frame and 𝑐 is the OpenPose vertex location confidence 
level. The index i is the vertex id in the frame and j is the frame index in the movie 
where i ={1 … 𝑁0} and j={1 … 𝑁𝐹}. We used a powerful PC with a GPU to produce 
full-frame rate OpenPose skeletal vertexes as our ground truth to measure our predic-
tion accuracy. We use the WMSE  to compare our prediction 𝑣𝑖𝑗

′  and the OpenPose 

prediction 𝑣𝑖𝑗. 

𝑊𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑁𝑜𝑁𝐹
∑𝑁𝑜

𝑖=1 ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖𝑗
′ )

2𝑁𝐹

𝑗=1
 (1) 

Where: 

𝑁𝑜 - are number of skeletal vertexes in a frame  

i  - is a vertex ID in a single frame i ={1 … 𝑁0} 

𝑁𝐹  - are number of frames in a movie session 

j - is a frame ID in a movie session j ={1 … 𝑁𝐹} 

𝐶𝑖𝑗 - is the OpenPose vertex prediction confidence level 

𝑣𝑖𝑗  - is a skeletal vertex that OpenPose predict its location 

𝑣𝑖𝑗
′  - is a skeletal vertex that our algorithm predict its location 

𝑣, 𝑣𝑖𝑗
′ ∈ ℝ3 
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3.2 Influence on Neural Network Classifiers 

Autoencoder Classifier  

We want to use our newly 30fps predicted JSON file to train a model that can classify 

and tag human skeletal movements. We use autoencoder CNN (Convolutional Neural 

Network) [3], as seen in Fig. 3. We reconstruct the JSON file coordinates into a 

Black/White skeletal image, and we fed it to the CNN. The autoencoder produces a 

latent vector in the middle of the network per input image.  

 

Fig. 3. CNN and Latent vector 

The latent vectors serve as tagging mechanism for each pose in the movie. We measure 

the Euclidean distance between two latent vectors. If the distance is less than a prede-

fined threshold, we claim that the two skeletal images are the same.  We use the above 

mechanism to compare classification results between regular OpenPose 30fps Skeletal 

and our predicted skeletal. We demonstrate that our approach (without GPU) can 

achieve the same results as an OpenPose that runs on a powerful GPU. This method 

has a significant disadvantage. First, It takes a long time huge database to train the 

autoencoder. It must be done both for the encoding and decoding process. The decoding 

procedure is unnecessary for our purposes. The network only uses the training phase to 

find the optimal latent vector; the autoencoder encodes and decodes the image. Then, 

it compares the input image with the output image to achieve as minor an error as pos-

sible between those two. We declare that the network structure and waits that produce 

the lowest error contain the latent vector that best describes and refined the input image. 

I.e., it is the image label. Autoencoder classifier produces an optimal latent vector. 

Therefore, similar images will produce similar latent vectors. We switched from an 

autoencoder network to a Siamese twin's network to improve performance and reduce 

database size. The encoding phase in the two networks is similar, but we use a new 

neural network layer that measures distances between two latent vectors instead of the 

decoding part. The criteria are to produce a minimum distance between two similar 

images (see the following section for more information about the Siamese twin's net-

work). 

Siamese network classifier.  
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To validate the classification accuracy of the results, we have used a Neural Net-
work classifier with our predicted and reconstructed images, compared to the OpenPose 
ground truth images. The classifier is based on Siamese network [17]. The Siamese 
network provides a slightly different approach from a regular classifier. This network 
does not classify an input to one of several classes. Instead, it takes two images as inputs 
and scores their similarity level. The network architecture is depicted in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Siamese network classifier [17] 

Siamese network is constructed of two identical Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) channels that fuse into one distance measurement layer. The distance measure-

ment layer measures the Euclidean distance between the results of the two CNN chan-

nels and produces a scoring function that reflects the degree of similarity between the 

images entered into each of the Siamese network channels. The inputs to our Siamese 

network are two separate skeletal pose frames. The two frames either belong to the 

same pose class or contained different pose classes. 
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Fig. 5. 3-way Inputs and classification of the Siamese network 

The Siamese network output will be a floating-point number ranging between 0 and 

1; one indicates that the two images have maximum pose similarity (the two images 

belong to the same pose class), and 0 indicates that they have no pose similarity (the 

two frames contain different poses). In our solution, we use a classical CNN network 

with some adaptations for our needs; with Siamese networks, each channel has a similar 

structure of regular convolutional and pooling layers. Instead of the regular SoftMax 

classification layer at the end of our optimized CNN module, we use a dense layer that 

produces a low dimension feature vector.  Since the network has two images as inputs, 

we end up with two feature vectors (we name it the pose tagging mechanism). Then we 

calculate the Euclidean distance difference of these two layers and output the result to 

a single neuron with a sigmoid activation function (0 or 1). More precisely, we calculate 

the prediction vector as the formula of Eq. (2). 

 

  𝑝 =  𝜎(∑ 𝛼𝑗 |ℎ1,𝑙−1
𝑗

− ℎ2,𝑙−1
𝑗

|) 

𝑗

(2) 

Where σ is the sigmoidal activation function. This final layer induces a metric on the 

learned feature space of the (L − 1)th hidden layer and scores the similarity between 

the two feature vectors. The training data for this Siamese network is structured such 

that each sample in the dataset contains a tuple of two images and their corresponding 

label: 0 for images with different poses, which means that they belong to different clas-

ses, and 1 for images that belong to the same class (see Fig. 5). The network architecture 

is further depicted in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Siamese network architecture [17] 

Note that, for every pair of input image, our model generates a similarity score be-

tween 0 and 1. However, just looking at the score, it is challenging to determine whether 

the model can understand similar images and distinguish dissimilar ones. An excellent 

way to assess the model is N-way one-shot learning. N-way is a method for testing the 

performance of the Siamese twin network. Take a limited number of pairs of pictures - 

N pairs. There is one pair of identical images in every N pairs of images, and the rest 

are different. Inject each pair into the Siamese twin's network and score the degree of 

variance between the pair of images. Whenever the lowest score is obtained on the pair 

that contains two identical images, we say that there was a correct classification. In any 

other case, we say there was an error. Repeat the experiment K times. Calculate the 

number of times out of the K attempts was correctly identified. As the accuracy per-

centages increase, we say that the Siamese twin network improves in performance. 

4 Implementation 

In the first stage, as seen in Fig. 7, we take a standard encoded 30 FPS video as input 

to the OpenPose. The result is a JSON file consisting of 2D joint values indicating the 

XY coordinates of the 25 joints in each video frame and a confidence level as a number 

between 0-1 for each joint. We also extract the Motion Vectors from the encoded video 

via FFmpeg software. 
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Fig. 7. Prediction and measuring flow 

Afterward, using our tracking algorithm, we take the sampled JSON file (1fps) and 

the MV file and predict an entire JSON file for all the missing frames in the video - we 

produce 30fps skeletal from 1fps skeletal (We name it as OpenPose 30fps Skeletal). 

Finally, we compared the results to an OpenPose that uses GPU and can produce skel-

etal at 30fps.  

5 Results 

5.1 Prediction vertexes via Motion Vector (MV) Tracking Algorithm 

In our test we divided the input skeletal movement movie into Group of 30 Poses 

each (We name them GOP).  The first frame of the GOP sequence is predicted with 

OpenPose, and all the other 29 frames are predicted with our MV tracking algorithm. 

The graphs in Fig. 8 provides the comparison between coordinates of 2 different body 

vertexes as they are extracted with the OpenPose and with our own MV tracking 

method, respectively. (a) and (c) depict the coordinate value while (b) and (d) depict 

only the differences between the coordinates in consecutive frames. 
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(a) Single vertex coordinate in consecutive frames 

 

(b) Difference between single vertex coordinates 

 

(c) Single vertex coordinate in consecutive frames 
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(d) Difference between single vertex coordinates 

Fig. 8. Single vertex tracking accuracy 

5.2 Autoencoder Classification results 

To achieve our goals, we attempted to develop a autoencoder system that determines 

whether a specific target movement is similar to a given reference movement. Our re-

search contains three parts – studying the feasibility of latent vectors as a tagging mech-

anism, creating databases, and training a autoencoder neural network. To implement 

our system, we manipulated data extracted from OpenPose based on six different move-

ments and used it to feed our network. Our findings are that latent vectors can contain 

enough data to fulfill our needs. Our measure of success is to achieve a decision accu-

racy of at least 85%.  

 

Fig. 9. Using an autoencoder network for comparison between OpenPose and a our tracking 

algorithm 
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5.3 Siamese network Classification results 

We used the result of our tracking algorithm as input to the Siamese network. We 

tested the accuracy of the result using the N-Way method.  

Our experiment parameters: 

• We perform N-Way: validation of one-shot learning. 

• We used N-Val: number of N-Way repetitions. 

• N-Val = 100  

• Perform N-Way validation every 100 epochs 

• Number of epochs = 1000 

• Success criterion: 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠[𝑘]) = 0 → 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 100 ∙
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑁𝑣𝑎𝑙
 [%]      (3) 

Our experiment results 

Our experiment Siamese network Classification results is presented in Fig. 10 

 

Fig. 10. N-Way accuracy vs Epoch 

• 1 Siamese CNN trained for 1000 epochs 

• 5 different n-ways evaluated (in parallel) every 100 epochs 

• Dashed line is the accuracy of a random guessing system 

Note that overall, n-way=6 is the lowest graph and n-way=2 is the highest graph. 
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5.4 Analysis of classification results 

We can see that in both classification methods, we obtained high results. The experi-

ment focused on comparing OpenPose input versus our tracking algorithm input to the 

autoencoder classifier network.  It can be seen with certainty that the results are very 

similar, and we can assume that the minor differences in the accuracy are a result of 

inaccuracy in the network weight values. In the Siamese network, the experiment fo-

cused on using the tracking mechanism in favor of classification. We can see that the 

network achieved 100 percent accuracy in pose classifications. Moreover, it is clear 

that the larger the N in the N-WAY method then the greater the chance of error (the 

system tries to find one correct match from a wide range of available matches). Despite 

the difficulty, the system finds a combination of weights that produce 100 percent ac-

curacy for each possible N. This result can be discerned after 100 epochs and after 300 

epochs. The results of those experiments, which we performed over a wide range of 

pose datasets, prove the quality and stability of our tracking algorithm as a tool that 

supports OpenPose for PCs without GPU. 

5.5 CPU & Memory performances utilization and optimization 

We ran different scenarios of CPU / Memory utilization to optimize tracking algo-

rithm performance. Since we track each body vertex independently from all other ver-

texes, it is possible to process them in parallel and thus accomplish further acceleration. 

OpenPose average frame rate when run on a very strong CPU (8-20 cores) can reach 

0.1 – 0.5 fps. We use this as our baseline and all other results are compared to it. We 

managed to further increase its performance speed to 0.3 – 2 fps by reducing the accu-

racy of the net-resolution. The performance was improved by utilizing 3 different meth-

ods: (1) data loading schemes – dividing the MV database to multiple files and loading 

them per frame one at a time. This method is I/O bound and suffers from wasted time 

and CPU resources. Alternatively loading all MV files of all frames to memory and 

using the pickle library to quickly import python objects to memory; (2) MV search 

algorithm optimization – implementing an iterative tree search, whereas the search size 

is divided in each iteration according to the macro block size (16x16, 16x8, 8x8, 4x8, 

etc.); and (3) multi-processing – since the calculation of the vertexes can be done inde-

pendently from one another, we use the multi-core processor for efficient parallel pro-

cessing. A graph of the best preforming approach is provided in Fig. 1 
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Fig. 11. Processing time per no. of parallel process 

The performances without GPU results are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Processing performances without GPU 

No Activity 

Processing 

3-minute 

movie [Sec.] 

Improvement 

factor 

1 
Run OpenPose with regular CPU (with-

out GPU) (reduced net-resolution) 
1,600 1 

2 
Straightforward process each vertex sep-

arately 
1,200 1.33 

3 Load all frame MV to memory 420 3.8 

4 
Improve the search part in the tracking 

algorithm 
236 6.8 

5 Multithreading with shared memory 378 4.23 

6 Multi-processes with shared memory 286 5.6 

7 
Multi-processes without shared 

memory 
106 15 
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6 Conclusion 

This work succeeded in providing sufficient OpenPose real-time processing without 

the GPU dependency. Our novel solution allows using OpenPose software at a meager 

frame rate with only a CPU setup. This algorithm fills the missing gaps with human 

skeletal vertex locations via Motion Vectors (MVs) extracted from the encoded video. 

We compare the accuracy results of our OpenPose Plug-In algorithm with regular 

OpenPose based GPU and show excellent matching results. We proposed a new accu-

racy assessment formula (Waited Mean Square Error) that considers the OpenPose con-

fidence level. We verified the accuracy and quality of our results using two orthogonal 

methods. One is measuring processing speed, and the other is measuring accuracy and 

error on the performance of neural networks. To check the consistent pose classification 

of our method, we used the Siamese Neural network classifier to measure the influence 

of our frames input compared to the regular OpenPose frame input. The results of those 

experiments, which we performed over a wide range of pose datasets, prove the quality 

and stability of our tracking algorithm as a tool that supports OpenPose for PCs to be 

used without a GPU. Overall, we show an improvement of x15 in the time it takes to 

process movements between our algorithm and the native OpenPose with excellent ac-

curacy metrics.  
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Abstract. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is a natural experiment
providing a way to assess the resiliency of trusted systems within the
United States. This system shock caused a material shift towards newer
mediums permitting for the adoption of new ways of working and liv-
ing: artificial intelligence (machine learning), automation, and a heavy
reliance upon social media. Hackers, fraudsters, and cybercriminals find
and exploit vulnerabilities in trusted systems. It remains difficult to esti-
mate all the effects of these new socio-technical capabilities (social media
and artificial intelligence or machine learning) and their impact upon so-
ciety’s trusted systems (within the realms of cybersecurity). This study
considers the problem of lingering effects from an attacked system of
trust and proposes a new framework of prevention for practitioners and
extends previous research.

Keywords: Machine Learning · Fraud · Adversarial Attack.

1 Introduction

Societies are constructed from systems of perceived trust within both tangi-
ble and intangible environments. When humans experience this trust through
more than one sense, it only strengthens their resolve in the resiliency of these
systems. Technological advancements through change improve performance of
these systems and provide additional features or conveniences to both organi-
zations and businesses through large-scale adoption. Over the last two decades,
two technological phenomena – social media and cybersecurity – have become
forcing functions for changing the way humans interact with the metaphysical
and physiological worlds.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is a natural experiment providing a way
to assess the resiliency of our trusted systems. Individuals, businesses, and or-
ganizations were forced into new paradigms of existence and ways of work at an
unprecedented pace due to this global health emergency. This caused material
shifts in experiences and interactions leading to a heavy reliance on social media
and cybersecurity mediums to ease into these new ways of working and living.

Digital transformation is now common business nomenclature as companies
used the required shift in operational postures as an opportunity to innovate
and accelerate change. Some of this change included a pivot towards newfound
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technological capabilities including the integration of artificial intelligence, au-
tomation, and machine learning within everyday business operations. Economists
typically stylize these adjustments as technological change. The resulting market
effects include macro and micro shifts as businesses and workers become more
productive. En masse, this shift includes trade-offs such as losses of lower skilled
jobs and the length of time the economy takes to recover or repurpose those jobs
elsewhere. There are many more trade-offs and adjustments as well.

Social media and cybersecurity capabilities accelerate the speed at which
transactions and interactions can occur since events are no longer bounded by
physical and spatial constraints. The prevalence of social media has created new
sources of data for organizations and businesses. It has also allowed individu-
als to express themselves and their individualities in an open cyberspace forum
with some semblance of trust baked into these systems. Yet, it is the reliance
upon this facade and not the actual trust itself that determines individual’s ac-
tions. Companies seek ways to monetize these information sources by combining
them with new and existing technological advancements as previously mentioned
above. While these advances have generally enabled progressive spillover effects,
they in turn create many potential vulnerabilities as well.

For all the gains realized as these new technologies embed themselves further
and become commonplace, there are additional trade-offs, vulnerabilities, and
unintended consequences that find their way to the surface. Within these new
paradigms, the terms hacker, fraudster, and cybercriminal all seem to converge
into the same meaning – someone who finds and exploits a vulnerability in
our trusted systems. It remains difficult to estimate all the effects of these new
socio-technical capabilities (social media and artificial intelligence or machine
learning) and their impact upon society’s trusted systems (within the realms of
cybersecurity).

When a vulnerability is found, typical operational protocols involve swift
remediation and a savvy public relations campaign, the latter element being
optional and dependent upon the magnitude of the organization involved. How-
ever, all with the goal of swiftly returning to business as usual with a few new
controls and typically minor tweaks. But what if the dimensionality of this fix
is misapplied to the problem at hand because of secondary and tertiary effects
that linger just below the surface? More specifically, what if the frame of ref-
erence for remediation and proactive detection of attacks on the socio-technical
interactions mentioned above – where cybersecurity, fraud, and machine learning
intersect – is wrong?

This study brings all the facets previously mentioned and considers the prob-
lem of lingering effects from an attacked system of trust. A situation such as this
leads into lax preparation and consideration of potential secondary vulnerabil-
ities to those same systems. As such, the problem set from within this study
uses a natural case study unfolding during the COVID-19 pandemic as a guide
to amplify the problem and the urgency of much needed attention upon this
matter.
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Abstract

Error Correcting schemes are employed to achieve self-stabilizing Byzantine tolerant

swarms. The members of a swarm of n robots out of which, eventually, at most t < n/2

are Byzantine, search for the location of n− t robots that respect a predefined function

(family, such a polynomial of n−2t−1 degree) over their locations. When the members

identify such a respected function they use the function as the current state to move to

respect the next function, preserving the (closure) n − t function definition invariant.

In case no single definite function can be defined by n − t robots location, a default

function is chosen (convergence), and the (eventually stabilizing at least n− t) correct

robots move to the default function location, from which they change state as defined

by the task.
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1 Introduction

Coping with Byzantine and transient faults in a robot swarm is a significant important

challenge of many-particle implementations. Traditionally, a swarm is designed to cope

with a certain upper bound on the number of swarm participants that experience a fault

or takeover (by an adversary that controls their actions). However, there are cases where

a global fault, such as a momentary lighting, effects all members in the swarm. In such

situations, automatic recovery in the form of self-stabilization in the presence of a minority

of Byzantine robots is very important.

A novel location policy is presented here based on functions over the robots’ location.

The usage of the proposed policy enables the robots in the swarm to identify the Byzantine

participants and to stabilize in spite of the Byzantine robots’ actions. Namely, the policy

presented allows the swarm to perform a task while ignoring the Byzantine robots’ actions.

The robots use a policy for their location choice, the policy that restricts their location to

predefined functions, using error-correcting capabilities of polynomials (in case of unlimited

location range) or shape structure function, such as a circle or ellipse (in case of a limited

area bounded shape).

Note that polynomials over two or more dimensions can be defined by interpolation over

the coordinates of the robots, and use efficient error correcting to verify that the degree of

the obtained polynomial is not too large. Still, in some cases polynomial cannot describe

shapes that share the same coordinates and are different only in the result. For example,

consider a circle in two dimensions, where there are two points sharing the same x coordi-

nate. Another drawback in using polynomials for checking validity of robot positions and

identify (and ignore) outliers/Byzantine participants is the missing restriction of proximity,

as any coordinates are mapped to a resulting value. Even when the polynomial is defined

over a finite field, coordinates that are far from each other may co-exists. Thus, we also

introduce shape equations policies, where the location of the non-Byzantine robots obey

the shape equation, whether the shape is a circle, an ellipse and alike. Each such shape can
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be defined by a relatively a small set of points (in two or more dimensions). We use the ma-

jority of such (sub)sets of the robot locations to decide on outliers/.Byzantine participants

that do not obey the majority agreement on the shape.

Often, a swarm of robots must perform a task with a specific structure defined in a two

or three dimensions space. For example, a line of marching robots may clean a field, drones

trying to reduce the air resistance by creating a three dimensional aerodynamic shape,

possibly mimicking a swarm of fish moving within a higher-level dimension polynomial

structure.

As we already stated, when dealing with robots in practice, we have to consider the

presence of Byzantine, faulty, or malicious robots. These robots may not follow a given

algorithm, possibly, due to experiencing a fault or due to an intentional malicious takeover

that may intentionally interrupts/disturbs other robots. For example, a behavior caused

by a bug in the software/control of honest robots or malicious malware injection. These

possibly Byzantine robots may be temporarily or constantly controlled by an adversary.

In particular, the number of such Byzantine robots may exceed (at least temporally) any

given threshold up to all robots being faulty. Still, we would like the robots to execute their

task once enough of them are correct(ed).

We describe novel location policies for the robots to perform a task and ignore the

Byzantine robots. In these policies, robots move so that locations of non-Byzantine robots

always satisfy a polynomial (for the case of non restricted range) or shape structure (for

a limited area bounded shape). The number of Byzantine robots that does not prevent

the robot swarm to achieve its goal is limited, obviously, when all robots are Byzantine

no meaningful task can be achieved. Our policy is based on choosing the degree of the

polynomials or the needed number of points for defining a function of a shape structure

carefully to be small enough with relation to the number of robots, so that the (Byzantine)

robot minority that does not obey the polynomial or shape can be identified and discarded.

The robots move1 according to predefined transition functions over their location. Keeping
1To simplify discussion we assume all robots move at once, or there is a synchronous clock that allows
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an invariant defined by the function on the locations of the correct robots, namely the

maximal degree of a polynomial being at most n − 2t − 1 ignoring at most t robots (as

we later detail an efficient error correcting technique exists for checking the existence of

such a polynomial) is the heart of our polynomials based solution. In case of a shape, the

invariant that the non-Byzantine robots preserve is a location choice that obey the shape,

and the transition from one shape to the next keeps the invariant. In both cased, the

invariant ensures that the Byzantine robots that do not respect the policy can be identified

and ignored.

The chosen policy is useful in keeping the error correction-capability (and Byzantine

identification) using a predefined degree for the polynomial or a (correctable, up to a thresh-

old of non-respecting robots) function for the shape structure based on the number of robots

and the maximum number of Byzantine robots. Thus, the policies allow the detection up

to t Byzantine participants.

In the case of a polynomial, our algorithm can be based on the efficient Berlekamp-

Welch algorithm [8] (referred in the sequel as the BW algorithm) or the extension of the

BW algorithm to three or more dimensions [2], to find at least n− t robots that are located

on points of a finite field polynomial of degree of at most n− 2t− 1, where n is the number

of robots. If the validation fails, a reset/regain-consistency procedure starts. One trivial

possibility to execute a reset is to move to a default low degree polynomial (e.g., a line)

and once the polynomial defined by at least n − t participants, is of a small degree, then

the identification of the Byzantine participants is enabled, allowing to continue to the next

polynomial according to the task definition. The BW algorithm ensures that when the

polynomial P is of a degree that is at most d = n − 2t − 1, and at least n − t honest

robots stand on points of P then the (non-Byzantine) robots find the polynomial P with

an efficient calculation. We note that the swarm task may restrict the polynomial choice

beyond the maximal degree, and the additional restrictions should be applied and checked

enough smaller granularity steps to reach the positions in the next polynomial/function, prior to reexamining
the next location.
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too. For example, the distance of at least n − t (non-Byzantine, obeying the polynomial)

robots from each other is at most a constant D.

In the case of a shape defined by a given function F , our algorithm searches for n − t

robots that agree on a specific F , in the circle examples, specific center and specific radius.

If the robots cannot find an agreed function over their location, i.e., do not find a valid

shape, the robots move to a predefined shape and function, in the circle example, say, a

circle with center (0, 0) and predefined radius k. Namely, the robots try to validate whether

the function of the shape structure is respected by at least n− t robots.

The ability to define a single global function over the locations of the non-Byzantine

robots can be exploit to serve as a (global memory of a) global state. Namely, the function

maintained by the correct members of the swarm can be mapped to a number in a finite

field, namely, the free coefficient of the polynomial. Analogously, for the case of a shape,

The mapping can be the value of the shape defined by the non-Byzantine participants such

as the circle/shape center.

We demonstrate that a scheme based on function abstraction over the robot locations

together with fitting error correcting schemes (to identify and ignore Byzantine participants)

is useful in implementing (series of) tasks. In particular, we demonstrate implementations

of gathering, marching and exploration.

2 Problem Setting

Consider an N × N (N ≥ n) board where n robots can move on the board. The tiles

are referred to by coordinates (x, y) (1 ≤ x, y ≤ N). We define up, down, left, and right

directions as directions from (x, y) to (x, y + 1), from (x, y) to (x, y − 1), from (x, y) to

(x− 1, y), and from (x, y) to (x+ 1, y), respectively.

Among the n robots, at most t robots are Byzantine, that is, they do not respect the

rules and restrictions, and may move to an occupied location. We assume that robots

that share the same (low granularity rough) coordinates can still be identified and map to
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locations in the next map.

The robots can perform the tasks according to the following two different function

structures: a polynomial structure and a shape structure. We assume the fully-synchronous

(FSYNC) model [7, 5, 4]. That is, all robots repeat the following global Look-Compute-

Move phases synchronously. In particular, there is a global pulse that triggers all robots

to observe the location of all other robots, to compute where to move and to move to

the desired location. We do not restrict the movement to be local, namely a robot can

move to a far location prior to the next pulse. Note that multiple coordinates move can

be supported by the use of global (Byzantine clock) synchronization. Such synchronization

may allow robots to make several moves between any two consecutive synchronizing global

clock pulses.

One can view the move between two consecutive states as a combination of sequence of

low granularity moves up, down, right and left, that are not noticed, as steps are of higher

granularity, a move to any location at once.

A map is defined as a static image of the board where each robot stand on 1 tile.

A directed graph is defined as a graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of maps and

E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed links. Any two adjacent maps, mapi mapj connected by an

arrow (transition) from mapi to mapj {mapi,mapj} ∈ E iff at least n − t robots obeying

their transition instruction in mapi and the rest located anywhere. There is an edge from

mapi to a next map in the graph for every such choice of at least n− t correct moves and

for every arbitrary possible locations chosen for the rest.

An exhaustive task definition is a directed graph (automaton) of distinctmaps, such that,

each map, is the set of coordinates of all robots (associated with a given time instance),

and instruction for each robot where to move next.

As there is a (bounded) number of Byzantine robots, each map continuation can differ

depending on the Byzantine robots ability to move anywhere. Note that Byzantine robots

may stop being Byzantine and vise versa.

It is convenient to define a task in more abstract fashion, in particular in terms of
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polynomials and functions.

A polynomial based task is a directed graph (automaton) of distinct maps, such that the

locations of at least n− t robots in each of the maps in the graph encode a polynomial of

degree n − 2t − 1 or less, and any two adjacent maps, mapi mapj connected by an arrow

(transition) from mapi to mapj identify which robot in mapi moved to a location mapj .

Just as in the exhaustive task definition, there is an edge from mapi to a next map in

the graph for every choice of at least n − t correct moves and for every arbitrary possible

locations chosen for the rest.

A function based task is a directed graph (automaton) of distinct maps, such that the

locations of at least n−t robots in each of the maps in the graph encode the same function2,

and any two adjacent maps, mapi mapj connected by an arrow (transition) from mapi to

mapj identify which robot in mapi moved to a location mapj . Just as in the exhaustive

task definition, there is an edge from mapi to a next map in the graph for every choice of

at least n− t correct moves and for every arbitrary possible locations chosen for the rest.

The robots performing the task infinitely often, perform a global transition from the

current map that represents a swarm state to the next state in each round.

There is a need to map each robot location over the next polynomial or shape avoiding

collisions among non-Byzantine robots and preservation of enough points for keeping the

invariant, mitigating the risk of too many non-Byzantine robots choosing the same location

on the next map.

The mapping of the robots over the next polynomial or shape can also be based on an

abstract policy rather than exhaustive (and memory expensive) mapping. For example, a

lexicographic order in the current map (order according to x then according to y) defines the

location of each robot, possibly also lexicographical from a first pre-agreed (say the point

with x = 1) point on the polynomial. Thus, there exists an abstract fashion to efficiently

define a task, one that is much (typically, exponentially) better than the exhaustive task
2Including common missing values/parameters, such as the coordinates of the center of a circle and the

radius
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definition.

In case the task includes shapes, the task can be defined by predefined shapes in many

ways. We can define the task as stationary function forming a predefined shape. The task

may further define the transition from an existing shape to the next shape and next location

of the shape.

Task requirements are respected when the locations of the robots form a (distinct)

map of the task, and in every transition at least n− t robots obey the transition movements

definition of the task from the current map.

Note that in the case of gathering the current map and the next map may only differ in

the location of the (identified) Byzantine participants.

It is convenient to equip the robots by a procedure that identify the current locations

of the robots as being a (distinct) map of the task, rather than searching for such a map

when the task is exhaustively defined. In both the polynomial task definition and function

task definitions, such a convenient procedure exits.

3 Function Based Tasks

The validation procedure for the case of function F that defines a shape, examines whether

the location of at least n − t robots reside on (finite field integer) points that obey the

function F . Whenever the validation is not successful (as the robots use global view and

use the same validation procedure, the success or failure of the validation is identical in all

correct robots), the robots create a default valid shape ignoring the Byzantine robots.

Circle Example. To make our discussion more concrete, we consider the case of a circle

as an example, the validation of the circle can be based on searching for the locations of

at least n − t robots that agree on the center and radius of the circle. Such a search can

be based on computing the center and radius of subsets of (non co-linear) three robots

and checking the center and radius on the rest of the robots, or checking the most popular

center and radius of subsets and in case no ties exists, using default center and radius.
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The robots calculate the circle function, note that any three robots that are on distinct

tiles/coordinates and are not on a line can define one circle. Assuming a valid circle for

which the location of n − t robots respect does exist, then the common center and radius

of the circle they reside on is found during the examination of the polynomial number of

such three robots subsets. Note that t is chosen in a way that ensures the existence of at

most one possible circle, in particular, as we prove in the sequel, when n > 2t+2 and n− t

robots share a common circle center and radius then no other set of n− t robots can share

a circle with different center and/or radius.

The arguments for the uniqueness of the circle are based on examining the worst case

scenario. Consider the case in which all Byzantine robots stand on a common circle different

from the circle the non-Byzantine robots stand on, trying to manipulate the honest robots

to choose the wrong circle. The Byzantine robots in this case can choose 2 honest robots

and create 1 circle with them so the number of robots on the wrong circle is t+ 2. As the

number of robots on the correct circle is equal to n − t by definition, we have to choose

n − t > t + 2 to avoid the malicious strategy of the Byzantine robots, namely to choose

n > 2t+ 2. In general, assuming the number of points needed to define a function F is x,

the t Byzantine robots can choose x− 1 honest robots to define a new shape. In this case

we want that n− t > t+ x− 1 so n > 2t+ x− 1.

The number of all possible groups of 3 robots out of n robots is
(
n
3

)
, which is equal to

n(n−1)(n−2)/6 implying polynomial time complexity. We can then check that n−t robots

reside on the found circle parameters, hence, as long as n > 2t+ 2, at most one circle can

be defined in a map. If a valid circle is found the next map is used for movement. Note that

the shape task may further restrict the possible combinations of radius and centers possibly

implying that no map of the task is found. If the robots cannot find a valid circle, or the

further restrictions do not hold then the robots may have a common convergence-function

that locate a map closest to the circle they reside on if such a circle exists, or use a default

circle, and move to this circle prior to continuing with the task. A default circle can be for

example x2 + y2 = r20, where r0 is a predefined global value.
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Movements. After creating the shape, robots can move/march according to the map

transitions, for example in a smooth global movement that does not change the shape

structure moving up, down, right and left. Such a movement can be defined globally by a

transition abstract function, in particular, up can be defined by adding 1 to the y coordinate

of the center. In addition the robots can increase or decrease the size of the shape depending

on the task. The Byzantine robots can join the (next) shape structure instantly, and stop

being considered Byzantine, robots may also decide not to join the (next) shape and then

are identified as Byzantine.

3.1 Shape Function Based Algorithm

An execution is defined as a move between two maps, mapi to mapj on a directed graph.

In case of general function based algorithm we define a function task execution as follows.

Execution. An execution is a finite or infinite sequence of maps.

Function task valid execution. Any execution that respect the map transition definition is

a function task valid execution, or in short valid execution.

In particular cases, the maps and map transitions can be expressed abstractly by func-

tions, where in the execution (i) the shape structure holds, and (ii) further possible re-

stricted on the shape function parameters hold, such as, the radius is always greater than

zero, and (iii) further robot location restrictions over the shape, such as, the robot density

on any given segment of length 5 is not more than t + 1, and (iv) in case of shapes with

edges, the minimal number of robot on each edge should be restricted.

Unlike polynomials, shape based algorithm restricts the locality of the shape, while

polynomials can be defined over an infinite two dimensions or three dimensions space.

Furthermore, in some shapes, two points with the same x coordinate are valid, while such

a definition is not possible in the case of a polynomials.

In case the shape is defined by several edges, such as a square, the minimal number

of honest robots on each edge should be t + 1. The t + 1 lower bound ensures that the

Byzantine robots cannot create an edge without the honest robots, so at least 1 honest
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robot should located on each edge.

Assuming the shape required minimal x points to define the shape function. The robots

consider all possible subsets of size x of robots. For each such subset, the robots calculate

the shape function. Assuming there are n− t residing a desired shape. The complexity to

find a shape if exist equal to
(
n
x

)
, which is equal to n(n− 1)(n− 2) ∗ ... ∗ (n− x+1)/x!. As

x is constant, the complexity to find a shape is bounded by O(nx).

If the robots cannot find a valid shape, all the honest robots move to a predefined shape.

Moving to the pre-defined shape can be too drastic, therefore the predefined correct shape

can be a function of the current globally known locations in a deterministic way.

Once the shape is created, robots can move without changing the shape structure ac-

cording to the task definition. The task may cause the shape to move to other coordinates

and/or change radius/scale.

The solution is self-stabilizing as the (previously) Byzantine robots compute the same

next map as the non-Byzantine robots, and therefore can immediately join the shape struc-

ture. Once the previously Byzantine robots joined the shape they are not regarded as

Byzantine as Byzantine by the rest of the robots.

Algorithm 1: Finding a shape algorithm
Each robot looks on all other robots location on the board

Each robot split the other robots including itself into all the options of groups of r robots, ordered by a

common criteria where r is defined as the minimal number of points to define the shape.

For each group, each robot calculates the shape equation or structure, considering the ordered groups of r

robots (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xr, yr)

Each robot checks whether there are n− t participants that respect the found shape

if Shape is found then
Validates the restrictions defined and stops, and move according to the map in the shape task.

end

else
{* when robots failed to find a shape *}

Robots move to a default shape locating themselves according to their order, where first considering

the value of x and then the value of y to break symmetry (recall that there is also an order in a set

of robot that share the same coordinates) in the current map.

end
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The circle case can be generalized to any 2D shape function.

4 Polynomial Based Tasks

In case the task is defined by polynomials, we choose to use polynomials to detect (and

ignore) erroneous locations, to do so the non-Byzantine participants identify a polynomial

of degree n−2t−1, where n is the total number of robots, and t is the upper bound on the

number of Byzantine robots. For example, if n is 3 and t is 1 the degree of the polynomial

is 0, thus, the polynomial is a fixed y polynomial, that can definitely identify one Byzantine

participant, once the two correct robots share a specific y they can keep sharing y’s forever

ignoring the Byzantine participant.

We are interested in self-stabilizing solution, where the non-Byzantine participants may

be started in any position. For example, the swarm can be started in a map where the

location of each robot resides in a point with distinct y, and therefore a polynomial of

degree 0 cannot be defined by the location of two or the three robots to obey the previous

example. Consecutively, robots can identify that there is no polynomial with at most

n − 2t − 1 degree, for which the location of n − t robots agree. In this case, there is a

need to change locations ensuring the invariant that there are at least n − t robots over a

polynomial of degree that is at most n− 2t− 1.

There are several ways to enforce the creation of polynomial with low enough degree, for

example, all robots compute the polynomial P of all locations, which may be a polynomial

of degree n−1, and move to a location obeying a polynomial Q with only the last n−2t−1

monomials of P . At most tmay not move accordingly, but still n−t will obey the polynomial

Q, establishing the polynomial degree requirement and the needed invariant.

Another way is to define a default polynomial as a pre-defined polynomial. If there is

no polynomial with n− 2t− 1 degree, the robots move to the pre-defined polynomial with

degree n− 2t− 1, for example, if n = 8 and t = 2, the robots can move to the pre-defined

polynomial f(x) = x3 + x2 + x.
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4.1 Polynomial Based Algorithm

Polynomial degree requirement. There is a polynomial Q of degree n− 2t− 1, such that the

locations of at least n− t robots are residing on the points of Q.

Degree convergence. Starting in an arbitrary configuration, every execution with at most t

(fixed or non-fixed) Byzantine participants, has a suffix in which in every configuration the

polynomial degree requirement holds.

Polynomial task valid execution. Any execution that respect the map transition definition

is a valid execution.

In particular cases, the maps and map transitions can be expressed abstractly by poly-

nomials, where in the execution (i) the degree convergence holds, and (ii) further possible

restricted polynomial parameters hold, such as, the free coefficient is never negative holds,

and (iii) further robot location restrictions over the polynomial, such as, all robots are

within at most predefined bounded distance holds too.

We consider two stages Stage 1 and Stage 2. Initially, robots execute Stage 1 and if

the robots cannot solve the linear system as the required polynomial does not exist, they

continue to Stage 2.

In Stage 1, the robots use the BW algorithm to check whether a polynomial with

degree less than or equal to n − 2t − 1 exists. Let P (x) be the polynomial of degree

less than or equal to n − 2t − 1 where P (ai) = bi for each non-Byzantine robot. Let

E(x) be the error polynomial that returns 0 for the Byzantine robots, or in other words

E(ai) = 0 for each i s.t., P (ai) 6= bi. The BW algorithm defines another polynomial Q(x)

s.t., Q(x) = P (x)× E(x). The BW algorithm solves the linear system Q(ai) = bi × E(ai)

for each i. BW algorithm proved that P (x) = Q(x)/E(x) can be found in polynomial time.

By solving the linear system the robots can find the polynomial P (x) and verify that indeed
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n− t robots reside on P (x).

Figure 1: Using the BW algorithm with the (0, 7), (1, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (5, 2) points, the robots

calculate the P (x) = 7− x polynomial

As BW result is correct iff the number of erroneous points is no more than t, while in

the self-stabilization scope no threshold t can be assumed to hold in a given map, thus, the

non-Byzantine robots can fail solving the linear system or solve it with (a common) wrong

result, and need to verify that indeed n− t robots reside on P (x).

Then, when the polynomial task consists of all polynomial of degree less than or equal to

n−2t−1, with no additional (coefficients and/or location over the polynomial) restrictions

(and the map to the next location of each robot is defined by an abstract function, e.g.,

move up) then there is no need to search for the closest map in the polynomial task, and

the robots continue with the tasks. Otherwise, the map in the polynomial task is searched,

preferably by maintaining the index of the current map and using the arrows from the

current map. If the polynomial with the required degree does not exist, the robots can

identify this fact checking whether the BW linear system is solvable, and the result of the

BW outputs can be verified by the locations of n− t robots, otherwise, continue to Stage 2.

In Stage 2 the robots move to a default (reset) polynomial and order themselves on

the polynomial according to, say, a total order in the current map, where y values break

symmetry among points with identical x values, and robots with the same coordinates are

assumed to be ordered (in higher granularity around the point).
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Algorithm 2: Finding a polynomial algorithm
Each robot looks on all other robots location on the board

Robots define two polynomials, E(x) with degree t and Q(x) with degree (n− 2t− 1) + t with a general

monomials parameters ci. E(x) = c1 + c2x+ c3x2 + ...ct+1xt and

Q(x) = ct+2 + ct+3x+ ct+4x2 + ...cn+1x(n−2t−1)+t

Robots solve the linear system based on BW algorithm bi · E(ai) = Q(ai) using all the points (robot

locations) (ai, bi) and, if succeeds to resolve P (x), then they verify that n− t robots reside on P (x),

search for P (x) in the task maps, and if found move accordingly

else
{* when robots failed to find or verify P (x) *}

Robots move to a default polynomial locating themselves according to their order, where first

considering the value of x and then the value of y to break symmetry (recall that there is also an

order in a set of robot that share the same coordinates) in the current map.

end

4.2 BW Algorithm Example

Consider the case where the total number of robots is 4, and 1 of which is Byzantine. The

honest robots located on the polynomial P (X) = 1 + 2x mod 7 (the finite field is defined

by mod 7), P (x) is not (necessarily) known to the robots but is spelled out for the sake of

the demonstrating example.

The honest robots are located on (0, 1), (1, 3), (3, 0) and the Byzantine is located on

(2, 6), the Byzantine is unknown to the robots, thus, the locations of all 4 robots participate

in the algorithm.

Define E(x) to be the error polynomial that returns 0 for the Byzantine robots, the degree

of E(x) is t and Q(x) = P (x) × E(x) with degree of n − t − 1, in our case t = 1 and

therefore the degree of Q(x) is n − 2. Let ai be the x coordinate of the i’th point, and bi

be the y coordinate of the i’th point. Define and calculate bi · E(ai) = Q(ai) using the lo-

cation ai and bi for each robot i = 1 . . . 4. Using the equation bi ·(c1+c2x) = c3+c4x+c5x
2.

Point 1 (0,1) yields c1 = c3

in turn yields (in mod 7) c1 + 6c3 = 0
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Point 2 (1,3) yields 3c1 + 3c2 = c3 + c4 + c5

in turn yields (in mod 7) 3c1 + 3c2 + 6c3 + 6c4 + 6c5 = 0

Point 3 (2,6) yields 6c1 + 5c2 = c3 + 2c4 + 4c5

in turn yields (in mod 7) 6c1 + 5c2 + 6c3 + 5c4 + 3c5 = 0

Point 4 (3,0) yields 0 = c3 + 3c4 + 2c5

in turn yields (in mod 7) 6c3 + 4c4 + 5c5 = 0

c2 = 1, a constraint that the most significant coefficient of E(ai) = 1, yielding the last line

in the next matrix.

Writing the five equations in a form of a matrix we get:



1 0 6 0 0 0

3 3 6 6 6 0

6 5 6 5 3 0

0 0 6 4 5 0

0 1 0 0 0 1


Solving the matrix and gets the results:

c1 = 5, c2 = 1, c3 = 5, c4 = 4, c5 = 2

E(x) = 5 + x,Q(x) = 5 + 4x+ 2x2

P (x) = Q(x)/E(x) = 2x+ 1

Now the robots can identify the Byzantine robots using the robot positions and the

P (x) equation. A mapping of the P (x) to a state (index) can be done, just as the cryptog-

raphy secret sharing scheme [6] does to define a common secret, using points to encode a

polynomial P with the secret being the value of P (0) (or P (0, 0) in two dimensions poly-

nomial) defined in the BW algorithm. Thus, the swarm may implement global error free

memory, encoding a state and state transition in terms of the common global “secret" P (0)

(or P (0, 0)). The swarm members can move to a state (defined by the locations of the
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non-Byzantine robots) that encode the next desired (“secret”, or) state.

5 Task Schemes

In this section we describe the way function representation can support the major basic

tasks in the robot swarm missions. We demonstrate the way our function based policy can

support executing the basic missions in self-stabilizing fashion, in the presence of Byzantine

robots.

A series of tasks. In order to perform real world sequence of tasks, we defined several

primitives:

Assuming robots synchronize their current (sub)task to be performed by a global clock

value, that can be bounded by an integer max_clk. The clock value is repeatedly changed

from 0 to max_clk and back to 0 (just like modulo max_clk+1 behaves). Let max_clk =

i1 + i2 + . . .+ ik. In the first i1 steps are dedicated to the first (sub)task, i2 to the second

(sub)task and so on and so forth.

Alternatively to the use of global clock, we can use the current locations of the robots

to encode the currently performed (sub)task, as long as once the non-Byzantine robots

respect requirements of a (sub)task they do not respect any other (sub)task requirement.

If no (sub)task requirement holds, the robot move to a default position of, say, the first

(sub)task in the infinitely repeated series of (sub)tasks.

Assuming the robots completed the current task, the next polynomial or shape is a

function of the current polynomial, a predefined polynomial or a new shape. For example,

if the locations of the non-Byzantine robots in the current map encode a line, fi(x, y, z) = z

with we can define the next task to be, say, a cylinder shape fi+1(x + t, y + t, z) = (x‘ −

1)2 + (y‘− 1)2 + z, where x′ = x+ t and y′ = y + t, starting with time t = 0 then possibly

moving the cylinder right by increasing t gradually, until it is ready for the next change.

Recall that a state transition from a global view that respects the function invariant

maps the robot in the current locations in a map to the next locations in a map respecting
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the transition function in the (sub)task. The mapping is defined for the seemingly correct

robots (the ones that are located on the current function) and the Byzantine robots (that

may stop being Byzantine and join the next function in the predefined location mapping).

We can use more specific use cases for some of the tasks for example, we can define

moving right to denote the movement of all the robots by increase the x while keeping the

y values unchanged. We can define moving up as increasing the free coefficient a0 by 1. In

general, we keep the invariant of the solution, be it the maximal degree of the polynomial

or the function of the shape.

Next consider the basic tasks as listed in [4].

Gathering. Under the global view and general movement assumptions gathering can be

done very easy in one step. The transition is defined by for all robots to move to the same

location. We can choose the location to be a function of the current location, say, the

average location of all (non-Byzantine, if identifiable) robots. At this point all robots move

to the same tile and the polynomial or shape is reduced to be a point.

Figure 2: Honest robots are gathering to a specific location on the board. Byzantine robot

move to another location and is identified as Byzantine

Marching. The transitions are defined by increasing or reducing the x value and update

the polynomial to keep the y values, to move right or left, and up or down by increasing

or reducing the free coefficient a0. Assuming the robots need to march to a specific direc-

tion, the robots can move without changing the polynomial or shape structure (only a0 is

changed), or by changing the x value and update the polynomial to preserve the y values.
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Figure 3: Honest robots march down ignoring the Byzantine robot

Exploration. The exploration task is the most complicated task, as at this task we need

to pay extra attention to the Byzantine robots. Until now, the honest robots ignore the

Byzantine robots and were able to complete the tasks. In the exploration task, the robots

need to visit in predefined locations. In case a Byzantine robot decides not to visit a specific

location, the honest robots need to visit the specific location instead of the Byzantine in

order to complete the task.

The exploration task can be performed in several ways, one example to solve the explo-

ration task is the following: The robots use a predefined state/map, each state represents

a specific location the robots need to be located in. The robots can complete the task by

moving through all possible combinations of possible locations infinitely often assuming no

Byzantine robot is present. As robots do not have memory, the state is in fact represented

by the polynomial and the actual-locations.

The task starts in a line segment shape (in fact a polynomial with only a free coefficient

ai). The direction is defined to be right, when ai is even and left when ai is odd. The
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target is to create a row where all robots are located in consecutive tiles throughout the

exploration.

All robots Look if the robots on the opposite side of the direction has an empty tiles in

the row (tiles without a robot). In such a case, the robots stay in place. If not (there is a

non occupied tile to the leading robot in the direction of the row), the robot moves such

that the x values is changed sequentially, and in each step, the robots move to the direction

by increasing or reducing the x values by 1, until the end of the row. When the robots

reach the end of the row and all the (n− t honest) robots are located on consecutive tiles

the robots move up to the upper line (the mod operation brings all (honest) robots to the

lower line as the next line).

In such a scenario, if a Byzantine robot does not follow the algorithm and does not move

to the desired location, the other honest robots explore the point and ignore the Byzantine

robot. On the other hand, the Byzantine robot can always start to follow the algorithm

and join the start or end of the consecutive tiles.
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Figure 4: Robots start with y = 2 polynomial, create a consecutive tiles (the Byzantine b2

is part of it). The robots move to the direction until the end of row, move up and to the

other side. When the robots identify a missing tile (as a result of Byzantine robot action),

the leading robots wait for the other honest robots to complete the consecutive tiles and

then keeps moving

5.1 Locality

At the first stage we assume all robot can look on the entire board. Now, we would like to

remove this assumption (For polynomial only, as the shape has limited area by definition).

In a nutshell, all polynomial can be calculated using a number of neighbours robots assuming

the number of Byzantine in the neighborhood is smaller than t‘.

For a line, assuming robots can see 3 more robots and only 1 of them is Byzantine, each

robot can calculate the line equation. Without the loss of generality all the robot calculate
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the same equation of the line.

[] The case of 3 robots are not accurate.

For a line, assuming robots can see 3 more robots in each side and only 1 of them is

Byzantine, each robot can calculate the line equation. Without the loss of generality all

the robot calculate the same equation of the line if exist. When a line is valid, the robots

need to turn on a light for reset. If t+1 lights were turned on, that means there is no valid

line.

[] why 2 − 3 robots in each side? first, we must assume each robots can see both side

to avoid clicks. Second, assuming robots can see 2 robots in each side, consider the case

with no-Byzantine no valid line. (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 3), (6, 2) Robot on (3, 3) see

the line y = x assuming robot on tile (5,3) is Byzantine.

6 Conclusions

We demonstrated the usage of error correcting of functions and in particular polynomials in

coping with Byzantine robots in swarms. In the Appendix we show that fundamental swarm

tasks can be based on function abstraction including: gathering, marching and exploration.

The implementations of these fundamental tasks are self-stabilizing in spite (of a bounded

number) of Byzantine robots. Moreover, one can design a sequence of swarm tasks, moving

from one task to the next. Typically Byzantine tolerant algorithms cope with a threshold

on the number of Byzantine robots, as consistency of the swarm cannot be preserved when

too many (e.g., all) robots are Byzantine. Attacker that can overtake several robots, will

surely try to exceed the declared threshold on the number of compromised robots. Self-

stabilization in spite of Byzantine robots tolerates periods in which even all participants

are Byzantine. Once enough robots recover the self-stabilization property ensures that the

entire swarm start convergence to act as desired again. We believe we establish a rich useful

framework for the design and practical implementation of swarm of robots.
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Abstract. Vision-based control is a technique for controlling the motion of
a robot that relies on visual sensors. For example, a robot picking fruit
guided by visual information and mobile robots which orient in space
guided by information from sensor and camera for navigation and avoid-
ing obstacles.

The focus of this thesis is on controlling drones using visual data obtained
from the drone’s camera. Large amount of visual data was collected and
used for training neural networks using deep learning. Types of data that
we collected were the history of commands and pictures that the drone
took during different flights.

Our hypothesis was that commands given to a drone are a function of a
short history of pictures before the command. We demonstrated that we
can learn this function from examples by computational learning.

We managed to make the drone fly along a route, detect drone’s approxi-
mate location along the flight and pass an obstacle based on data obtained
from the camera.

We demonstrated that by collecting a large amount of data and using it for
training neural networks it is possible to teach the network to fly a drone.
While many challenges are still open, we proved that the concept works
in practice.



1 Introduction

Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAV) are widely used for civilian and military pur-
poses such as intelligence gathering, security, disaster rescue etc. This, of
course, opens the question of how to control them.

The state of the art architectures in MAV control utilizes information col-
lected by an on-board camera, GPS and sensors as input for a feedback
loop, which generates, as output, the speed of the drone’s rotors. How-
ever, none of the control systems provide perfect efficiency in drone con-
trol for the following reasons, among others. Some of the systems have
miscalculations in feedback loops, others are expensive. Many environ-
ments, e.g., when surrounded by high rise buildings, are GPS-denied due
to unavailability of the signal which means that some additional sensor
has to be used for MAV control in those spots.

Our focus in this work is on indoor flights - without GPS and with very
little margins of error. We need some other input that indicates the posi-
tion of the drone relative to its environment. For indoor flights, most of
the work that we are aware of focuses on using expensive sensors such as
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). We examine vision based control
both because of practical issues such as cost, accuracy and weight and be-
cause of theoretical reasons, as vision is the main sensor used in nature.
In a previous work, Efraim et al. [1] demonstrated that it is possible to
use the lines of a corridors to stabilize an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
in a flight along a corridor. Using Deep Learning (DL), we demonstrated
that this can also be done without the complicated and mission specific
calculations that Efraim developed.

In recent years the field of DL demonstrated impressive results in the areas
of perception, planning and control. One of the examples is visual reason-
ing, where a Neural Network (NN) is asked to answer a question using
a photo, movement in complex environments using Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL). For example, autonomously human-like car driving [2].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

We show in this work that it is possible to achieve better control perfor-
mance and extend the applicability of vision based control of drones by
applying Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to the task. DNN based con-
troller takes a short video recorded by the drone’s front-facing camera and
gives the pitch, roll, yaw and throttle command that an operator usually
sends by the remote control (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). This is done by fre-
quently imitating the operators of drones that translate what they see to
actions with the sticks of the remote control (see Figure 1.3). In the end, we
just learn a function that maps short movies of previous history to quad-
tuples of numbers. This method is better than the approach presented by
Efraim [1], because it applies to more general situations, not just to flying
in a corridor, and because it can use many visual cues, not only the lines
of the corridor.

Figure 1.1: Structure of a DNN which gets short video record as an input
(modified from [3]).

In this thesis we present our efforts to design methods that can fly drones
by learning the function described above. We start by describing how
we convinced ourselves that it is possible to identify the type of features
needed to decide how to pull the sticks and combine them together to an
autopilot that flies a drone using just the video feed from an on-board cam-
era. We, then, describe how we have progressed towards a control system
capable of identifying all the needed features and of deciding on the right
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Figure 1.2: Change of drone’s flight direction in response to different con-
trol command that we used in our work (taken from [4]).

Figure 1.3: Controlling a drone using the remote control sticks (taken from
[5]).
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command to give to the drone. We describe our network, the infrastruc-
ture that we have developed to support the training and evaluation of the
network in experiments with different flight situations. The results are
reported using statistics and flight examples.



2 Brief explanation of Deep Lean-
ing

DL is a subset of Machine Learning (ML) in Artificial Intelligence (AI) that
tries to mimic the functions of a human brain in making decisions based
on a processed data. It is also known as a deep neural learning or deep
neural network. From different types of input data such as videos, im-
ages, sounds, text etc the function model learns to perform correct clas-
sification or prediction. One example in which DL is used is teaching a
function to predict if in a picture is a cat or a dog. In DL there is a term
called ‘loss function’ (referred as ‘loss’) which is used to indicate how well
adequate model performed predictions on data, how much this predicted
value deviate from the correct value. The model (which is based on Neural
Network (NN)) is learning to achieve high classification accuracy by train-
ing on large amount of examples (raw data) and correct classification data
(label data) for each raw data. This type of learning is called deep learn-
ing because each model contains ‘hidden’ layers (in addition to layers for
input and output data). Each layer contains different amount of nodes
(neurons), while each neuron has weight. The user defines how many
times (epochs) the NN will be trained on total amount of data. Each epoch
consists of different amount of iterations depending on the batch size (BS).
The BS is a number of training examples used per iteration. After each
iteration the NN is trained through all layers and weights are updated.
The way for updating the weight is done by optimizer (such as stochastic
gradient decent, Adam) with main purpose to reduce loss function value.
In order to control number of weights which should be updated in re-
sponse to the loss function value (while moving toward a minimum value
of a loss function) in each iteration we define the value of learning rate for
each optimizer. The main purpose of DL is to train NN to assign weight to
each neuron in a way to reach minimal value of a loss function of specific
model. Data that we used were divided into trained data, that we used
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for training our NN, and validation data, that we used to check the NN
performance on data unknown to NN.

In this thesis we are going to work with following types of NN:

• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), used when input is image
data.

• Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), used when input is a sequence of
data. For example, time series or words.

• Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), network from RNN family which
prevents the vanishing gradient problem. The meaning of this prob-
lem is that the weight values are not being changed during the train-
ing, which can eventually lead to aborted training.

• Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), network also from RNN family. This
network prevents the vanishing gradient problem in a similar way
to LSTM but it’s structured in a different way.



3 Previous Work

Several research groups proposed methods for overcoming existing prob-
lems in MAV control. One approach was introduced by Efraim et al. [1].
They used a controller based only on visual measurements from a front
facing camera and Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) angular ve-
locity sensors as input, without the need for any external input. The nov-
elty of this controller is that it uses the vision both for guidance and for
stabilization of MAVs simultaneously. This method does not require any
linear velocity estimation. In addition, MEMS angular velocity sensors
are less sensitive to vibrations than accelerometers. This approach does
not require explicit attitude feedback, which means that it does not use ac-
celerometers and complicated estimation algorithms. Moreover, in cases
like near hover situation, when the sensors provide poor information, this
controller can be used as a backup strategy.

Another approach to control MAV was introduced by Goldman et al. [6].
This work proposed algorithms for controling a system that managed to
efficiently stabilize the drone in front of a window. It was done by a dy-
namic allocation of Central Processing Unit’s (CPU) resources, only when
resources were really needed. Those algorithms were based on automata,
state machines in which each state had assigned specific resource that they
were supposed to use each time. Each state can be also called environmen-
tal condition. In this way, computational resources would be saved if en-
vironmental conditions really allow. By properly defining requirements,
we can decide to use real time computation methods or not. Those ad-
vantages were shown by simulations and then by real experiments with
better results than previous methods. They did three experiments to com-
pare performance. The performance was calculated by the error between
mean distance between x (the real state) and x̂ (the Kalman filter state),
|x-x̂|. First experiment used 10% amount of CPU consumption, second
used 85% of CPU consumption and the third one related to their approach
used the Automaton for basically allocating the CPU resources only when
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they were needed. As expected, the performance of the second experiment
was better than the first. The performance of the second experiment was
a little bit better than the third one but using the Automaton for allocat-
ing resources only when they were needed made them to spend much less
CPU resources.

Padhy et al. [7] proposed a method to control a drone by sending instruc-
tions to a drone to move right, left, forward or stop each time when a drone
should move in specific direction while keeping constant altitude. Briefly,
they used DL to train Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) DenseNet-
161 pretrained model with four output classes-movements right, left, for-
ward and stop. They used Euclidean Loss function:

Euclidean Loss =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2

where, y and ŷ represent the ground truth and predicted class labels. N
is the size of mini batch. They collected a lot of image data in different
corridors. They drastically increased a number of image data by doing
various augmentation techniques, such as zooming and flipping. They
basically ran two type of experiments:

1. No-Collision-Ratio (NCR): Number of times over the total number
of trials the quadcopter successfully navigated the whole length of
the corridor without any collision with the walls.

2. Full-Flight-Ratio (FFR): Number of times over the total number of
trials the quadcopter successfully navigated the whole length of the
corridor, albeit there may be slight side-wise collisions with the walls,
which do not hamper the direction of the UAV.

The accuracy according to the first experiment (NCR) was 0.733, whereas
the accuracy according to the second was 0.847. As we can see, there is still
place for improvement. For training the network they used obstacle-free
environment which is not corresponding to the real-life environments.

Because of collision of the drone with the corridor walls and the fact that
deviation can happen also by rotation left or right, they suggested a new
approach [8] in which a drone flies only along designed central bisec-
tor line (CBL), which is positioned in the middle of the floor spanning
the whole length of the corridor and is parallel to the side walls of the
obstacle-free environment and the rotation angle was zero degree from
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the CBL. This is an imaginary line, which is used as a reference to mea-
sure translation and rotational deviation of the UAV from the center of
the corridor. Translation or rotational deviation from the line could occur
from factors such as wind, drone’s rotor turbulence etc. Because of this
they considered all drone’s commands (pitch, roll, yaw). During the flight,
each time when any deviation from the CBL happened, first priority was
to retrieve drone’s direction angle of 0 degree from the center by giving
rotational command. Second priority was to re-translate drone’s position
to the CBL line by generating suitable command (left or right). Whenever
the drone’s position was aligned with the CBL, the drone moved forward.
They trained neural network separately according to rotational deviation
and translation deviation. For training their model they used different pre-
trained networks (AlexNet, VGG-16, InceptionV3, ResNet-50, ResNet-101,
ResNet-152, DenseNet-201, DenseNet-161). For each network they tried 3
different evaluation metrics, Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) and Mean Relative Error (MRE). According to the experi-
ment, the network DenseNet-161 performed the best in terms of all the
evaluation metrics either for translational or rotational deviation tests. As
they obtained good results in most of the corridors, this implies that flight
depends in a big portion of the specific environment for flight, which in
their case was a corridor.

Garcia et al. [9] proposed a method for drone navigation in an obstacle-
free corridor by obtaining a short video stream from the front facing cam-
era as an input and the goal was to detect if there were dead-ends, doors
and intersections in hallways (using CNN). Around each recognized ob-
ject they used pixel-scale dimensions of the bounding boxes for using Sup-
port Vector Regression (SVR) model to estimate the distance around rec-
ognized object in order to perform specific action according to recognition:
to continue to flight straight forward, turn left right (by 90 degree) or to
make U-turn (by 180 degree). For this, they ran three experiments, the first
two were considered as a preparation. First experiment were autonomous
straight flights through hallways to test the drone autonomously flying in
a straight line and test the action U-turn (rotate by 180 degree). Second ex-
periment were autonomous flights with turns in order to tests drone’s abil-
ity to autonomously detect intersections and make 90-degree left or right
turns and make 180-degree U-turns when and where needed. The third
experiment were multi-path autonomous flight missions in which drone
had to fly along specific flight paths involving a number of different hall-
ways/intersections to test the combination of actions mentioned before.
During the experiments, few wall contacts occurred, but they were suc-
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cessfully handled by the control node which permitted continuous flight,
all demonstrating a success. They assumed that the only option to change
the moving direction was to rotate by yaw with one of the following angles
(0, 90,−90, 180).

Amer et al. [10] suggested combination of CNN and Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU) neural network or Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) in
controlling the drone to fly only along specific path in Unreal Engine-
based AirSim simulator, which contained different points along the pre-
determined road called waypoints. They used these waypoints during
the experiment to calculate error distance between actual position of the
drone and other waypoints according 2 different error metrics. Drone was
kept at constant height, moved with constant velocity forward and flight
direction was changing by rotating left or right for a yaw angle. They per-
formed their experiments in two different simulated environments called
Blocks and Landscape. The Blocks scenario represents abstract environ-
ment containing cubes with different arrangements and colors while the
Landscape environment is more realistic which contains a complex scene
containing frozen lakes, trees, and mountains. To be closer to real environ-
mental condition they also generated noise. When they compared results
obtained by two regressors, GRU and FCNN, they realized that working
with FCNN brings less error which means it brings better performance.
Novelty of this work is that they took into account the noise of a real envi-
ronment such as wind in their simulations. But this work did not use ‘roll’
option command, which could have bring many benefits to the study.

Maciel-Pearson et al. [11]. suggested to identify clear flight areas and pre-
dict the flight behavior while exploring an unknown environment in or-
der to eventually navigate a drone to specific point. The navigation route
was divided into N waypoints. A drone was supposed to predict how
to reach the next waypoint by predicting the next position and rotation
of the drone in a given unknown environment in order to perform opti-
mal exploration. Positional orientation was determined in NED (North,
East, Down) coordinates in meters, while rotation of the drone was es-
tablished in orientation quaternions because quaternions requires signif-
icantly smaller amount of memory than calculating rotational matrices,
thereby making them more suitable for their work. For position and rota-
tion orientation prediction they used Multi-Task Regression-based Learn-
ing (MTRL) approach, which means that for the same image input they
used two identical NN which both included convolution, Fully Connected
(FC), Pooling and dropout layers with only one difference between net-
works, which is the final layer for output. In the first NN the output
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predicted the next position and in the second NN the output predicted
rotational orientation in quaternions. They worked with the AirSim sim-
ulator. They collected data for training in Redwood Forest simulator’s
environment. Afterwards they performed experiments and compared the
results with three other approaches for their specific task. The experiments
showed that their method is capable of generalizing to unseen domains of
an environment and has a larger coverage area than comparators. Their
method demonstrates better navigation performance due to a wider Field
of View (FoV) in comparison with other approaches.



4 Methods

For simulating flights sessions we used the open-source AirSim simula-
tor [12]. This simulator is built on top of the graphical development tool
Unreal Engine [13]. We used it for visually generating realistic and physi-
cally correct scenarios. Sample projects written in C++ programming lan-
guage are available online [14]. When running the projects from Visual
Studio, the window of Unreal Engine is opened and the user can turn on
the drone’s simulator. After that one can chose to connect a joystick to
the computer to control the drone. Another way that we used is using a
“client-server”, where the server is the simulator and the client are com-
mands sent by other running program written in Python (See Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Communication between client and server in the same PC.
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Using this method of control, we generated flight sessions. In each session
we commanded the drone to fly in a specific direction or at a specific an-
gle such as pitch, toll, yaw. In addition to giving commands to the drone,
we generated noise that simulates ,e.g., wind by changing the aforemen-
tioned C++ codes. Each flight session was recorded in a specific folder,
which contained the sub-folder of images taken during the flight session
and a log file where each line contains the name of the image file taken in
the previous sub-folder, and the average of preceding 100 pitch, roll, yaw,
and throttle commands to the drone at the moment of taking the picture
image by the camera (for getting those exact lines we also made changes
in C++ code). A set of flights with specific combination of pitch, yaw, roll
command was labaled to one specific class. We created a large amount of
data in order to train neural network (in each experiment amount of data
was different). We trained network with a Python code using the Keras
[15] library.

We also needed a method that could predict the drone’s action based on
short moving history. We based our work on a paper by F. Patrice [16]
in which the author performed classification according to a short video
action. He used a large amount of short time video sessions, where each
video session was related to one of the following action, that he used as
class as: playing golf, making dribble, kicking ball. He used label data
to train a neural network that he constructed. The construction was the
combination of CNN and GRU/LSTM network.

We trained the network with two methods. The input for the network
depends on the method we are using. In the first method called “Sliding
frame sample”, the sequence of N images was recorded and K number
of images, where K < N, is taken each time as an input for training the
network as follows {0, . . . , K}, {1, . . . , K + 1}, . . . , {N−K, . . . , N− 1}. The
input size is N − K + 1, see Figure 4.2.

In the other method called ”Picking frames from the entire video”, the en-
tire length of the video is divided into N number of frames, where N > 1
and the time interval between each frame is of the same length, see Fig-
ure 4.3.

For constructing the network we used two models. In the first one called
“Custom ConvNet”, the idea was to first create some CNN (‘ConvNet’) for
several sequences of input images in chronological order, connect this to a
time distributed layer in order to detect ‘features’ and produce one dimen-
sion output which is then injected to GRU or LSTM to process the “time
series”. This network is then connected to a dense net for classification.
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Figure 4.2: Sliding Frame Sample method, in this case K = 5, N = 15.
Adapted from F. Patrice [16] .

The second model that we used is called “Standard model”, which is ‘pre-
trained’. This means that this model had been trained before for solving
similar problem to ours, it was not trained from scratch. In this model we
used the special CNN called MobileNet and made it’s N > 0 top layers
“trainable” (weights influenced by our data), while the rest of the layers
remained to be “untrainable” (weights are not influenced by our data).

We first trained the network using the “Custom ConvNet” model, then the
“standard model” and compared the results. The aim was to use differ-
ent models in our experiments and methods in order to improve previous
works in the field and to obtain more optimal results.
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Figure 4.3: Network according to the method method called “Picking
frames from the entire video”. Adapted from F. Patrice [16].



5 Experimentation facilities and setup

For experiments we used Python (version 3.8) because this is high level
language which is widely used for DL, Image Processing, flight simulator
and in many of other fields.

For DL and for processing a large amount of data, we needed servers with
high performance and memory and graphics processing units (GPUs). We
used the server from Ben-Gurion University of Negev, “BGU ISE-CS-DT
Cluster” which is a job scheduler and resource manager. It consists of a
manger node and several compute nodes. A job (which in our case is an
execution of a Python program) is allocation of compute resources such as
RAM memory, CPU cores, GPU, etc. for a limited time. For constructing
and training the network we used Keras [15] from TensorFlow [17] library.
We used CPU with a clock speed of 2.2GHz, 1 GPU cores and for each
running code we allocated memory of 24G byte.
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6 Training network on simpler tasks

Our methodology towards designing the network for flying drones was to
break the complex task by creating a set of data sets that focus on specific
aspects of the composite task. Specifically, we observed that a neural net-
work that can translate short videos that the drone captures into actions
needs to be able to detect how shapes evolve in time, it needs to be able
to detect movements of the camera, and it must be able to combine these
together.

6.1 Reproduction of the previous work results

We started by repeating the results of F. Patrice [16] of using a combination
between Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) such as LSTM or GRU with
CNN for classifying video actions (such as golf, dribble, and kicking ball).
We took sub-sequences of frames at equidistant times and used them to
predict the action. We started with the data set from [18]. We chose the
network proposed by F. Patrice (described in Chapter 4) as a starting point
because we ,like him, want to classify videos (and use this classification to
decide on a command that should be given to the drone). Of course, there
is a difference between the classification that F. Patrice wanted, which is
based mostly on content, and that we want, that should mostly be based
on movements of the camera, but, as we will show below, these are not that
different. We performed 14 different experiments. For each experiment we
achieved different results because the train and validation data shuffled
randomly for each epoch and for each experiments and the weights on the
layers were initialized randomly. The range of validation accuracy in our
experiments is from 72% to 92%. One example of the results we obtained
by repeating F. Patrice work is presented in Table 6.1.
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Our train F. Patrice train Our validation F. Patrice validation
Accuracy 0.88 0.82 0.80 0.74

Loss 0.36 0.48 0.58 0.48

Table 6.1: Comparison between our and F. Patrice results after reproduc-
tion of the network. The table presents one results from total of fourteen
experiments that we have performed.

6.2 Shape Morphing

During the drone’s flight we must predict next command based on changes
in angle, location, and size of objects from drone’s front facing camera.

Since the task that we wanted to perform involves detection of dynamic
shape changes, we developed a simple data set with which we could test
how different NN handle the task of identifying a transformation of one
shape to another. Each shape had the same size, to avoid identification by
size. Morphing process occurred in a random point inside the frame as
seen, for example, in Figure 6.1. We also made sure that the only way that
classification was done was by detecting the dynamics of the transforma-
tion, i.e., that it is not possible to classify only according to a single frame.
Accordingly we created data and performed experiments.

Figure 6.1: A circle that gradually morphs to a triangle.

In the beginning, we created 150 video clips for each class while total num-
ber of classes was four. The meaning of each of those classes is as follows:

1. First class - a circle that gradually morphs to a rectangle.

2. Second class - a circle that gradually morphs to a triangle.

3. Third class - a rectangle that gradually morphs to a circle.

4. Fourth class - a triangle that gradually morphs to a circle.

We first tried to apply our data exactly on the same network as F. Patrice
(his first model). This gave us results that were not better than a ran-
dom guessing as if we did not trained the network. We canceled the data
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augmentation option (such as zoom, shift, rotate, shift image) which was
useful for data described in the previous sub-section but not relevant here,
we performed experiment by using GRU network from RNN family. This
gave us around 89% average validation precision in this task, as detailed
in Figure 6.4.

We also performed another experiment by using LSTM (instead of GRU).
This network is also from RNN family. We did this in order to compare
which one fits better our needs. This gave us around 77% average valida-
tion precision in this task, as detailed in Figure 6.5. In general, using GRU
gave us better results than using LSTM, which convinced us that using
GRU is better but in further experiments we tried LSTM too.

These numbers were still disappointing since we expected more than 95%
precision. We decided to try F. Patrice second model: we added CNN
layers by the well known MobileNet [19] network which is comparably
smaller, faster, and more accurate. By doing this we achieved close to
100% precision (see Figure 6.2). We learned that using pre-trained neural
network such as MobileNet gives us better results than manually trying to
construct our own network.
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Figure 6.2: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.

Beyond shape morphing, we identified two other factors that we need our
network to be able to recognize when flying drones: resizing and rotation.
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To this end, we added to the process of shape morphing following factors:
random size of the shapes, gradual translation during the shape morphing
from one random point to another and rotations around the axes. For
example, Figure 6.3 shows an example of a circle that gradually morphs to
a rectangle, rotates, and moves.

Figure 6.3: A circle that gradually morphs to a rectangle including gradu-
ally translation and rotation.

We created video clips containing four types of action (same idea as be-
fore):

1. A circle that gradually morphs to a rectangle.

2. A circle that gradually morphs to a triangle.

3. A rectangle that gradually morphs to a circle.

4. A triangle that gradually morphs to a circle.

We stress, again, that predicting the class requires an analysis of the dy-
namics. It cannot be inferred just by looking at a single image.

According to these data we performed an experiment whose results are
presented in the Figure 6.6.

We also tested in one of the experiments if usage of RNN is at all essen-
tial for our work. We replaced the time distributed layers in those net-
works with a “Flat” layer (Fully Connected Neural Network, FCNN) and
compared the results obtained from training those different networks. As
we expected, this replacement degraded the results (see for example Fig-
ure 6.7).

Up to now we used shape morphing data. In order to prove that shape
morphing is really what the network detects, we replaced the shape mor-
phing video data with video in which image of interest had constant shape
throughout the whole video (see Figure 6.8). We chose the middle image
from the sequence of the shape morphing data images to be the single im-
age we will use in this experiment. Small time intervals were of the same
duration like in the previous experiments. Obtained results are shown in
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Figure 6.4: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.
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Figure 6.6: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.
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Figure 6.7: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.
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Figure 6.9 (where we used GRU) and Figure 6.10 (where we used LSTM
instead of GRU). We can see that the validation accuracy is around 25%
which means that the network was not effective and that the results are
similar to the results of random guessing. These are, of course, good news.
Specifically, from these experiments we concluded that the network that
achieves close to 100% precision does so based on a identification of shape
morphing.

Figure 6.8: A video in which image of interest had constant shape through-
out.
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Figure 6.9: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.

We created sequences of images of the shape (112, 112, 3) and converted
them to video clips. We chose the shape (112, 112, 3) because F. Patrice
worked with those dimensions. This is also the shape of the images we
read by the drone’s camera. During the experiments we divided each clip
into twenty equidistant intervals because each part of previous short his-
tory (interval) has the same value. Some clips were one second long and
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Figure 6.10: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the conversion between circular, triangular and rectangular
shapes. Blue lines represent training accuracy/loss and orange lines rep-
resent validation accuracy/loss.

some were three seconds long, which are typical history frame lengths that
are needed for flying drones, according to our estimates.

We edited the networks in the following ways:

• We performed experiments using a method “Sliding frame sample”
(described in Chapter 4), but running a program consumed enor-
mous amount of memory and demanded huge number of iterations
per epoch. As a result, completion of one epoch took substantial
amount of time. For this reason we decided to continue with a method
“Picking frames from the entire video”.

• The batch size in our network was arbitrarily set to 8 in our initial
experiment, as was in [16]. To test if this is the right number for
us, we first tried to decrease it to 4, which means that we doubled
the number of iteration per epoch. As expected this resulted with
faster changes in training loss or accuracy between iterations (see,
e.g., [20]) . But it also increased noise and decreased generalization
performance (ability to predict data which was not used during the
training, see, e.g., [21]). We then observed that our network gives us
better results with increased batch size, thus we chose to use batch
size 30, which is the maximal reasonable number, as explained next.
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The size of the training data set is 268 (for validation we used data set
size of 132 which means what total data set was 400), which gave us
9 iterations per epoch. In order not to reduce additional numbers of
iteration per epoch we decided not to increase a batch size more with
a goal to allow easier tracking of a train loss and accuracy changes
during the epoch.

• During experiments we noticed that it took a long time until the
loss functions converged. Looking at the numbers, we noticed that
the problem was with the required rate of convergence - we only
stopped the learning process after a very long period of almost zero
error. We first tried to increase the learning rate (LR) to 10−3 and
observed a degradation in performance. We then tried 5 · 10−5 and
obtained good results, but with slow convergence. We obtained the
best results using LR value of 5 · 10−4. From this we inferred that a
value 10−3 makes a jump over minimum in loss function while the
value of 5 · 10−5 takes too long to converge or gets stuck in an unde-
sirable local minima in the loss function.

• In some of the experiments we noticed a gap between training and
validation accuracy (a phenomena known as over-fitting). While
training accuracy converged almost to 100%, validation accuracy was
significantly less (it went as low as 50% in some cases). For this rea-
son, we decided to do the following. To each layer, after GRU/LSTM,
we added a regularizer which during optimization puts a penalty
when more neurons are active. These penalties are accumulated to
the loss function that the network optimizes. This acts as a force for
minimizing the number of active neurons. This force prevents over-
fitting in neural networks and consequently increases the accuracy
of a Deep Learning model when training with a new data from the
problem domain (see, e.g., [22]). During the experiment we tried to
use L1 and L2 regularizers (see Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 ). L1 reg-
ularization technique is called Lasso Regression and model which
uses L2 is called Ridge Regression (see [23]). We also tried regular-
izer values of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. We obtained the best result using
L2 regularizers and regularizer value 0.01. After doing this we man-
aged to shrink a gap between training and validation accuracy under
15% in all the experiments.

Once we convinced ourselves that we can classify the shapes morphing
videos using the RNN, we moved on to the more complex task of identi-
fying 3D transformations.
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Loss = error(y, ŷ) + λ
N

∑
i=1
|wi| (6.1)

Figure 6.11: Loss function according to the L1 regularizer.

Loss = error(y, ŷ) + λ
N

∑
i=1

w2
i (6.2)

Figure 6.12: Loss function according to the L2 regularizer.
where:

y = True value
ŷ = Predicted value
λ = Regularization parameter
wi = weight in the index i

6.3 Rotation classification in real environment

After we got good results in the previous sub-section, we wanted to show
that the network is able to classify between rotations of the camera along
one of the axis’s (x,y or z) according to the Cartesian coordinates which
correspond to yaw, roll, and pitch rotations (see Figure 6.13). We did
this because a pilot that flies a drone needs to identify the rotations of
the drone relative to its environment which translates to rotations of the
camera. Specifically, in our opinion the main job of the pilots is to stabilize
the drone along a desired flight path which essentially means that they
need to react to tilts of the camera.

By modifying a software that generates a movie in a virtual 3D scene [25],
we first created an environment with one object, ground and landscape in
order to be as similar as possible to drone’s real environment. We created
three folders called ’yaw’, ’roll’ and ’pitch’ for videos of corresponding
camera rotations. Each folder contained 400 sub-folders each containing
twenty-four images that represent a sequence of camera shots in chrono-
logical order. We chose to use twenty-four images because video technol-
ogy operates at twenty-four images per second and, as mentioned above,
because we estimated that 1s is a reasonable history of video for deter-
mining which command should be given to a drone. In each sequence we
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Figure 6.13: Rotations of the camera along one of the axis’s (x,y or z) ac-
cording to the Cartesian coordinates which correspond to yaw, roll, and
pitch rotations (taken from [24]).

placed and rotated the camera and the object at random and then started
the movement. Each sequence was then converted to a video frame of one
second by Python using “VideoWrite” from “OpenCV” library and fed as
input for training the NN.

After we achieved sufficiently good results (validation accuracy 88%, see
Figure 6.14 ) we learned that this trained network is able to detect which
axis rotation is occurring. However, what still stayed unclear was how
to detect the rotation direction (clockwise or counterclockwise along any
axis). Note that, for training the network to navigate a drone we must pre-
dict rotation speed, not only amount. This is due to the Newton’s second
law of Physics that states that force is proportional to the square of rotation
speed (see [26]).

To focus on these issues, we decided to work deeper around each specific
axis. We did the same procedure of creating data as mentioned above.
Briefly, by modifying [25], we created several folders related to specific
class, each folder contained 400 sub-folders each containing twenty-four
images that represent a sequence of camera shots in chronological order.
But, this time we used different type of classes, which associated to differ-
ent rotation camera intensities along specific axis (such as fast speed clock-
wise, medium speed clockwise, fast speed counterclockwise, and medium
speed counterclockwise), not between rotations of the camera along one
of the axis’s (x,y or z) as previous (see Figure 6.15).

We wanted to classify speed of pitch, roll and yaw (or along specific axis,
x,y or z) by dividing each of those speeds to ranges (we used ranges to
take each time a random intensity value from specific range, Figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.14: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the rotating process ’yaw’, ’roll’ and ’pitch’ for videos of cor-
responding camera rotations. Blue line represents training accuracy/loss
and orange line represents validation accuracy/loss.

Figure 6.15: Examples of rotations along specific axis, each rotation be-
longs to different speed range which associate a different class (modified
from [24]).
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Values for each class were taking different ranges of values which were
not overlapping. In addition, between each range there was an interval of
values which was not used.

Here, the pitch power means angular speed in degrees per frame.

We achieved validation accuracy close to 100% (see Figure 6.17) on this
data-set.

−2 −1.2 −0.4 0.4 1.2 2

First class
Second class
Third class
Unused interval

Figure 6.16: Ranges of pitch power values associated to classes. Ranges of
blue (e.g., Figure 6.18 ), green and red color present three classes. Ranges
of gray color present intervals between those three classes from where val-
ues were not taken as input data.

The last step before starting simulations of a drone’s flight was to repeat
the same with five (not three) power ranges (Figure 6.19) in order to verify
that this network is able to classify between more rotation power ranges.
Previously, between each range there was an interval value of 0.8 which
was not used. This value is comparably big. In order to make classification
more difficult, we decided to leave intervals value of only 0.1 between the
ranges. We chose three ranges like previously and two additional ranges
were chosen between each of three original ranges. Between each of those
ranges was a small range of interval value 0.1 which was not used. We
used five ranges instead of three, with unused interval 0.1 between them.
We achieved validation accuracy of 92% (see Figure 6.20) on this data-set.
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Figure 6.17: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the ranges of pitch power values for videos of corresponding
camera rotations. Blue line represents training accuracy/loss and orange
line represents validation accuracy/loss.

Figure 6.18: Equidistant interval images sampled from the video camera’s
short rotation period along x axis. For simplification this case shows thir-
teen images (not twenty as described before). Modified from [25].
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Figure 6.19: Ranges of pitch power values associated to classes. Ranges of
blue, purple, green, brown and red color present five classes. Ranges of
gray color present intervals between those five classes from where values
were not taken as input data.
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Figure 6.20: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the ranges of pitch power values for videos of corresponding
camera rotations. Blue line represents training accuracy/loss and orange
line represents validation accuracy/loss.



7 Training network with the Air-
Sim simulator

In this section we describe our work towards using the network described
in Section 4 as an autopilot for a drone. The challenge was to implement a
controller for a drone in a virtual environment and test its performance in
different conditions. We created a data-set of short videos taken from the
front facing camera of the virtual drone annotated them with the com-
mand that the pilot needs to give the drone right after the end of the
video, trained a network to predict those commands and verified the per-
formance of an autopilot that uses this network to steer the drone.

For simulations, we used Unreal Engine-based AirSim simulator driven
by a Python code that connects to the simulator via socket and gives it
high level commands that resembles commands given to a drone by a pilot
(and, in some cases, also commands to an autopilot like “go to position”).
Figure 7.1 shows a screen shot of the simulation environment. As seen in
the figure, the simulator generates a realistic picture of a virtual world in
addition to simulating the physics of the drone. This is, of course, essential
to our work because we focus on vision based autopilot so we need to
verify that our network is capable of handling real images with different
kinds of obstructions and visual effects.

We collected our data using an autopilot that is built in the simulator. Us-
ing the high level command interface in Python, we instructed the drone
to fly along a predesignated path. Internally, the simulator that has all the
information of all the physical quantities drove the drone as a professional
pilot would. We then instrumented the code of the simulator, as described
in Chapter 4, to give us the commands that a pilot would need to give to
the drone in order to emulate the autopilot behaviour. This gave us the
information we needed for labeling the videos that we recorded with the
commands that we want the network to generate.
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We generated our flights by running a Python code that controlled the
simulation and the autopilot. We instructed the drone to fly through a
random path by telling it to move from point to point along the path. The
autopilot corrected small deviations from the path caused by wind and
other effects that the simulator injects. This resulted with flights that look
similar to flights that human pilots would generate. We collected images
from drone’s camera in specific intervals. Each flight started in a different
location or under a different yaw angle or in different a environment with
a goal to have data from flights in various conditions (to avoid overfitting
to a specific environment and/or flight conditions). Data were collected
in the way described in the Chapter 4. Each second of each flight session
produced a short video file obtained using the Python OpenCV library (by
calling the function VideoWriter).

These videos where labeled by the command sent to the drone at the end
of the second in which they were recorded.

The reason why we decided to obtain an image using the time interval
of one second is because similar time interval was used in the study of F.
Patrice [16]. In their study, in all video data set the minimal time record
was 0.73 sec and it was used in videos associated to the class ’kick ball’,
while the average time of video length from this class was 1.558 sec. Since
we needed to generate output based on short history, we decided to round
a time up to 1 sec.

Specifically, since we want from autopilot to generate the pitch, yaw, roll
and throttle commands that pilots send to the drone using the remote con-
troller, we needed to train our network to be able to “guess” these com-
mands based on the short video that preceded them. 67% of the collected
data where used to train the network and 33% where used for validation.

An example of a video that we have collected can be seen in the Figure 7.2.
This example shows how we trained the network to correct a pitch devi-
ation - the drone visibly leans forward by a wind or by some other unin-
tended noise and the command that the drone got after this video was to
turn it up in order to fix this deviation.

We first flew the drone in a simple environment. To this end, we ran the
simulation without virtual wind disturbances by disabling our modifica-
tion to the low level code that generates the noise (see Chapter 4).

We first wanted to verify that our neural network is able to discern changes
between received data from a drone’s camera when commands such as
pitch, roll, and yaw are given to a drone. We performed experiment in
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of drone flying in the simulator AirSim from Unreal
Engine program which was generated by running the code related to this
in Visual Studio. On the bottom of the figure you can see the Spyder,
working environment for Python.

Figure 7.2: Example of pitch action of drone inside random location in the
room.
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which we gave a command to the drone to move only in one direction. We
collected data (for training and for validation) of the drone’s flight sessions
in the following way. When the drone was hovering over a fixed point
on the floor at a specific altitude, we applied pitch command with spe-
cific value (while the values of the commands roll and yaw stayed zero).
The value of the pitch was taken randomly from a specific range which
was associated to it’s class, while there was no overlapping between those
ranges. We used the same logic as described in Section 6.3. In the same
way as done in Section 6.3, between each range there was interval of val-
ues which was not used.

For training the network we used the ranges of the pitch power values
shown in fig. 7.3.

−0.14 −0.08 −0.04 0 0.04 0.08 0.14

First class
Second class
Third class
Unused interval

Figure 7.3: Ranges of pitch power values associated to classes. Ranges
of blue, green and red color present three classes. Ranges of gray color
present intervals between those three classes from where values were not
taken as input data.

We collected 200 short videos for each of the classes. We used 67% for
training and 33% of the data for validation, as before. In this experiment
we managed to achieve validation accuracy of 89% (see Figure 7.4).

Following the same idea we performed individual experiments with roll
commands in different ranges (while the values of pitch and yaw remained
zero) and yaw command in different ranges (while keeping the values of
pitch and roll zero).

In the experiments with roll commands we achieved validation accuracy
close to 100% (see Figure 7.5), while in the experiments with yaw com-
mands we achieved validation accuracy of 92% (see Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.4: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the ranges of pitch power values for videos of drone’s flight.
Blue line represents training accuracy/loss and orange line represents val-
idation accuracy/loss.
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Figure 7.5: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs regarding to the classifi-
cation of the ranges of roll power values for videos of drone’s flight. Blue
line represents training accuracy/loss and orange line represents valida-
tion accuracy/loss.
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Figure 7.6: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the classifi-
cation of the ranges of yaw power values for videos of drone’s flight. Blue
line represents training accuracy/loss and orange line represents valida-
tion accuracy/loss.

From these experiments we learned that it is possible to achieve high qual-
ity prediction of drone’s motion direction from the sequence of images
taken by the drone’s camera by combining CNN and RNN networks.

During the experiments, from high quality results we obtained, we started
to suspect that something is wrong inside working space or the NN we
worked with. We suspected that our results are not in the agreement with
reality and that every data we give for training the network (such as data
which include only black images for all classes) will give us high qual-
ity results which cannot be true. For this we needed to perform sanity
check experiment. Up to now we used as data a sequence of images taken
by drone’s camera during drone’s rotation and translational movements.
Since existence of differences in subsequent images in a sequence of im-
ages obtained by the drone is essential for training GRU/LSTM network
(same logic as was done in Section 6.2), we had to confirm that this dy-
namics exist. In order to do this we performed two experiments (the de-
tails will be described soon). Data that we used for both experiments were
identical and were splitted in only two classes (not three as done before
and described in Figure 7.3) with intention to have simple initial experi-
ments. Pitch value of the first class was taken randomly from the range of
negative numbers while the pitch value of the second class was absolute
value of the pitch value of the first class.
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In the first experiment we converted a sequence of images to a video which
served us as an input data.

In the second experiment we repeated the same experiment with a dif-
ference that a video input consisted of only one image that was constant
throughout the video length. For that image we chose the middle image
from a sequence of collected images from the previous experiment.

In the first experiment we achieved validation accuracy of 90% (see Figure
7.7), while in the second validation accuracy was 54% (see Figure 7.8). As
we hoped, the second experiment resulted in a value of validation accu-
racy approximate to the validation accuracy value of a random guessing.
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Figure 7.7: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs assiciated to the classi-
fication of the ranges of pitch power values for videos of drone’s flight.
Blue line represents training accuracy/loss and orange line represents val-
idation accuracy/loss.

Training accuracy of the second experiment was close to 100% because the
network had learned to predict the class only based on a training dataset
(phenomena called overfitting). The validation accuracy was 54% (not
50% as we would expect with random guessing) because of small devi-
ation between average image angle associated to the first class and the
second class.

Those experiments confirmed that input data for the NN has to be a se-
quence of equidistant interval images.

We performed 260 flights from a starting point to a destination point. For
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Figure 7.8: Accuracy (left) and loss (right) graphs associated to the clas-
sification of the ranges of pitch power values for videos of drone’s flight.
Blue line represents training accuracy/loss and orange line represents val-
idation accuracy/loss.

each flight a starting point was chosen arbitrarily withing small range
around a base point while the destination point remained constant. Each
flight session was recorded. This generated image data and a text file
which provided for each image its pitch, roll, yaw and throttle value which
we used as a label (see Chapter 4). We created data and trained a network
for predicting the appropriate pitch value at each point along the way. We
worked with pitch values in the range of -0.03 to 0.03. We divided this
range into 11 equidistant points, each point served as a specific class. Each
value with the label pitch power was rounded to the closest point. The
five images prior to the same label were used as an input data. The reason
why we used five images and not two is to increase accuracy of our predic-
tions. Using only two images could be efficient in a case of linear system.
However, since our system is not linear, as it includes also rotation of a
drone.

This data was used for training. Afterwards, we tested how our network
performs as an autopilot for a drone. The drone flew with correct pitch
angles but without stopping at the destination point. This lead us to the
following hybrid control strategy: to use a separate network for flying and
for landing and decide when to switch between the two using another net-
work. We then started to train a network to find the point where the drone
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will start to perform the stop process that we would call ’stopping radius’
from the destination point. For each image during the flight we performed
classification according to whether the drone is within the stopping radius
or not.

We structured out a strategy for detecting stopping radius that we named
Detect Radius Based CNN solution (DRBCNN solution) in the following
way. Each drone’s location was associated with a specific class, with the
starting point being the first class and the destination point being the last
class. All class numbers were organized in a way that number of a class
was directly proportional to a distance from the starting point. When the
drone was getting closer to the destination point, the number of the class
gradually increased. For classifying drone’s location based on input image
we modified our previous NN which was combination of CNN and RNN
by deleting the lines in code where “TimeDistributed” and “GRU” layers
were added, which converted our previous network to pure CNN, which
made classification from only single input image (network number 1). We
used a very similar model because it provided us good results in previous
experiments. For collecting data we performed 20 flights from starting
point to destination point while each time starting point was chosen arbi-
trarily withing a small range. We used a total 50 of classes. We modified
the function “angle error” from [27] in order to use it as a metric (absolute
error) for training the network (instead of “accuracy” metric). We did it in
order to make the error value dependent on the interval between correct
and predicted number of the class. Following the training, we achieved
validation error of 2.0468 which is approximately 4%. According to this
we used our network for drone’s flight. We defined a class within a range
of numbers and every number beyond this range was defined as a stop-
ping radius.

As a sanity check, we tried to detect stopping radius in a naive way, Detect
Radius Based Pixel solution (DRBP solution), in which the drone flew in
a diagonal direction and in which in each iteration the drone performed
pitch and roll commands and image was taken by drone’s camera. Ac-
cording to the image we checked whether the color of a pixel located in
the middle of the left edge of the image was red or not (see Figure 7.9).
The red color in this pixel indicated the stopping radius. For this purpose
we added a small red wall in the simulator’s environment (see Figure 7.10,
on the left side of the fourth image).

To further validate our solution, we also compared it to another naive
method, Detect Radius Based Time solution (DRBT solution), in which the
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Figure 7.9: The pixel located in the middle of the left edge of the image
which indicates a stopping radius.

drone stops withing expected radius by measuring elapsed time from the
moment the drone start its trajectory. We performed five experiments and
measured the average time of t1=116.42 seconds, which took the drone
to pass distance from the starting point A to the point which was at the
closest distance from the destination point B (see Figure 7.11).

Our proposed solution was better than the two aforementioned naive so-
lutions because of the following reasons:

• With the DRBP solution there is possibility that the drone can wrongly
detect the stopping radius before it reaches there or not detect the
stopping radius at all because of the environmental factors such as
sun reflections. The DRBT solution rely only on elapsed time from
the moment the drone started to move. If we move drone’s starting
point for a little from the base starting point, the drone can stop in a
wrong location. The uniqueness of the DRBCNN solution was that
we used NN which learned the environment appropriately, which
enabled us to define where to stop the drone in adaptive way.

• For detecting stopping radius we performed three experiments. In
each experiment drone flew in the same direction from starting point
A to direction of destination point B with small deviation (see Fig-
ure 7.11), each experiment associated to specific method. In the first
experiment we used the DRBCNN solution. In the second and third
we used the DRBP and the DRBT solutions respectively. In the third
experiment the drone started to move near the starting point A. The
experiment results can be seen in the Table 7.1. We can see that by
using the DRBCNN solution we were able to detect closest distance
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Solution DRBCNN DRBP DRBT
Detected distance 4.3542 m 6.26332 m 4.8675 m

Table 7.1: Comparison between three different approaches DRBCNN,
DRBP and DRBT for detection the distance from a destination point.

from the destination point (point B), because this solution gives us
more freedom to decide when we want to command the drone to
stop.

After we managed to solve how to detect where a drone needs to stop, our
next goal was to make a drone bypass an obstacle during its flight. We did
it in the following way. A drone was supposed to fly from staring point A
to destination point C, but there was an obstacle between those points. In
this case we decided to make the drone fly through a mid point B which
was located on the right side from the obstacle (see Figures 7.10 and 7.11).

For NN based controller solution, in the beginning we collected data of
flights from point A to point B. Since in this case the flight was not a
straight line but a more complex path, we needed to take into account
pitch and roll commands. We trained one neural network for pitch com-
mands and another network for roll commands (networks number 2 and
3 respectively). After that we collected data of flights from point B to point
C. As before, we trained another neural network for pitch commands and
another network for roll commands for this part of the path (networks
number 4 and 5 respectively).

After training those network (five neural networks in total), we performed
experiments on a simulator (NN based controller solution). All the exper-
iments started by hovering at point A. After that, the drone performed
pitch and roll commands in each iteration using the two neural networks
(networks number 2 and 3) until it reached the distance radius from the
point B (which was recognized by the network number 1) and then net-
works number 4 and 5 were used for another pitch and roll commands.
The resulting drone’s route is presented in the Figure 7.12. There is devi-
ation between drone’s planned route and an actual route. One of the rea-
sons why the drone finished a flight with comparably big deviation from
destination point C (10 meters) is that the data that we used for training
neural network are based on straight-line flights (without drone passing
through another intermediate point, with only little deviation from the
straight line which connects points A and B or line which connects points
B and C). The second reason is that in our trained neural networks num-
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Figure 7.10: A sample of images showing how the drone is avoiding ob-
stacles by taking a detour from the right side.
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Figure 7.11: A 3D diagram showing the drone’s route progresses accord-
ing to original plan by taking a detour around an obstacle.
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ber 2,3,4 and 5 validation accuracy was not sufficient high. Finally, there
is the effect of the momentum while the drone was flying from point A to
point B. That said, when the stopping radius was detected, the networks
number 4 and 5 took control over drone’s flight towards the point C (with
effect of momentum from previous flight direction).

The good news is that the drone managed to overpass the obstacles using
our trained networks.

As before, we performed a sanity check by trying to overpass the ob-
stacle in a naive way, Random Sample Commands Based Time solution
(RSCBT solution). We chose two specific folders of records of flights. The
first folder contained information about the flight from point A to point B
and the second information about the flight from point B to point C. Each
folder contained sub-folder of images during the flight and label text file
which contained the name of all image files from sub-folder. Each image
file contained details about drone’s average of 100 prior commands (pitch,
roll) that were undertaken by the drone in that very moment (described
in Chapter 4). We sampled specific pitch and roll commands (pitch1 and
roll1) when the drone flew from point A to point B and specific pitch and
roll commands (pitch2 and roll2) when the drone flew from point B to point
C. According to data from those folders we checked time of flight from
point A to point B (t2=32 seconds) and time of flight from point B to point C
(t3=20 seconds). By knowing those times and using naive way of stopping
radius detection which relies on elapsed time (in our case this is t2=32 sec-
onds) we performed the experiment. The drone started to fly from point A,
each iteration the drone performed pitch1 and roll1 command until t2=32
seconds had elapsed and then the drone performed commands pitch2 and
roll2. The flight route is presented in the Figure 7.12. As we can see, the
drone didn’t hit the obstacle and it reached the distance of 2 meters from
point C which is a best result up to now.

To further validate our solution we compared our solution to another naive
method, which we named Commands in Proportion to Elapsed Time So-
lution (CPET solution). We took the same folders from previous solution.
Next, we used label text files to save all pitch and roll commands when
the drone flew from point A to point B (in list1) and all pitch and roll com-
mands when the drone flew from point B to point C (in list2). The com-
mands in list1 and list2 were saved in chronological order. We performed
experiment by making the drone fly from point A to point B until t2 sec-
onds had elapsed. Each time drone performed pitch and roll commands
from one of the indexes from the list1, each time the index was chosen
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in a proportion to elapsed time according to the array length. After t2
had passed the drone flew from point B to point C until t3 seconds had
elapsed. Each time drone performed pitch and roll commands from one
of the indexes from the list2, each time the index was chosen in proportion
to elapsed time according to the array length. During this experiment the
drone finished in the close proximity from the starting point before even
reaching the obstacle (see Figure 7.12).

In addition, we validated our solution by comparing our results to an-
other naive method, Random Sample Commands Based Pixel Color so-
lution (RSCBPC solution). This solution is the same as RSCBT solution
(we chose this because it performed flight in a best way up to now), but
instead of stopping after specific elapsed time, the drone stopped when
image taken from the camera detected red pixel in the middle of the left
edge of the image and then each time a drone performed pitch2 and roll2
commands.

According to the results (see Figure 7.12), controlling the drone using the
RSCBT and NN based controller solutions, drone eventually reached the
distance of 2 and 10 meters respectably from point C, which imply that the
RSCBT is better than NN based controller solution. But what happens if
we perform the same round of experiments but the drone will start from a
little different initial location?

We performed the second round of experiments which were the same as
before but this time we placed the drone at the distance of one meters left
and three meters behind of the initial location. The route of flight in each
of the experiments is presented in the Figure 7.13. When using the RSCBT
solution the drone hit the obstacle. With the CPET solution we can see that
the drone finished a flight before it even reached the obstacle. Using the
RSCBPC solution the drone flew too far. Only in the experiment in which
NN based controller solution was used, the drone managed to overpass
the obstacle and reach the closest distance from the point C.

We also performed the third round of experiments in which all conditions
were the same as in the first round with a difference that the starting point
of a drone was chosen to be three meters in front of the initially chosen lo-
cation. Each experiment flight route is presented in the Figure 7.14. By per-
forming the RSCBT solution the drone reached the distance of five meters
from point C (the best result from this round of the experiments). From
CPET solution path we can see that drone switched flight direction before
it even reached the obstacle. Using RSCBPC solution the drone reached
the farthest distance from the point C.
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As a conclusion, in all three rounds of experiments when the CPET solu-
tion was used, the drone finished flight before even reaching the obsta-
cle. In addition, in all experiments using our NN based controller solution
generated better results than using the RSCBPC solution (by approaching
closer to the point C). Performance of the CPET solution depends on the
initial drone’s location because it takes into account elapsed time from the
flight’ start, as we saw in the second round of experiments when the drone
hit the obstacle. Our solution was less dependent on the initial location
because it is based on trained neural network which studied environment
properly and performed action based on data from the camera.
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Figure 7.12: A 3D diagram showing the drone’s progresses routes accord-
ing to different solutions in first round of experiments. Initially the drone
took off from a point (0, 0).
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Figure 7.13: A 3D diagram showing the drone’s progresses routes accord-
ing to different solutions in second round of experiments. Initially the
drone took off from a point (−3,−1).
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Figure 7.14: A 3D diagram showing the drone’s progresses routes accord-
ing to different solutions in third round of experiments. Initially the drone
took off from a point (3, 0).



8 Conclusion and future work

In this thesis, we developed a new way for controlling drones along spe-
cific route using DL with combination of RNN and CNN. We trained those
networks on large amount of drone flight’s data that we collected.

During the drone’s flight along the route each time drone performs com-
mand based on short previous history of image data from drone’s camera.
In order to define which specific commands needed to be assigned we
trained NN.

As a future work we plan to use also sensors such as gyroscope and ac-
celerometer in order to improve drone’s performance accuracy during flight.
In addition, we plan to add environmental factors such as wind to our sim-
ulations in order to simulate flights in conditions that are more realistic.
In this thesis during the actual drone’s flight we used only pitch and roll
commands. In the future work we plan to introduce also yaw and throttle
commands. Here we combined five neural networks for over-passing the
obstacle. In the next work we plan to use only single neural network for
this purpose. In addition, final location reached by the drone in this the-
sis deviated in 10 meters from the destination. In the next work we will
reduce deviation from the destination point. Finally, our ultimate goal in
the future is to apply trained neural network for controlling real drone in
real environment.
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Entrepreneurship Pitch Track 
chaired by Prof. Ehud Gudes and 
Dr. Yonah Alexandre Bronstein 



Entrepreneurship Pitch Track chaired by Prof. Ehud Gudes and Dr. Yonah Alexandre Bronstein 

 The Hi-Tech industry and the state-of-the-art research are becoming closer partners, as the 

implementation of research results becomes less sophisticated and requires less manpower. The goal of 

the CSCML pitch track is to expose the researchers to the world of entrepreneurs and vice versa for the 

sake of creating mutual value and advancing the economy and the society. Nine startups pitched this 

year in varied areas like cryptanalysis, IoT, Blockchain, visual analytics, and even garbage-to-energy 

conversion, polymer crystallization and virtual-to-real pet dog caring! It was heartening, this year as well 

as in past years, to note that, even in a business focused track, there were entries that could justifiably 

be considered “for the greater good of the people” – that is, even if they had business motives and 

priorities, they would still end up benefiting all of us. These entrepreneurs deserve all the 

encouragement that we in the community can give them, in whatever form is suitable. As was the case 

last years, the Entrepreneurship Pitch Track at CSCML 2021 did an excellent job of fulfilling this objective 

and consequently was a great success. It received endorsement from leading VCs (Ford research center, 

Incubit, Disruptive AI, lool Ventures…) and corporations (IBM, Microsoft, Checkpoint …). 

Out of the nine start-ups pitched in the event, three were selected: Itay Katzav‘s “TREAT” was selected 

by the Entrepreneurship Pitch Track Committee and the audience as the leading entry and won the $500 

prize. TREAT is for people who want a pet (or more pets), but due to their partner, landlord, time or cost 

reasons they can’t. Based on Deepfake, TREAT gives those people the option to own a real pet and to 

make a real impact on its life. nSure.ai was presented by Alex Zeltcer, nSure.ai is a fraud prevention 

platform offering chargeback guarantee to merchants selling digital goods (digital giftcards, games, 

tickets, etc.) online, received second place. And “Analytics-Model.com” presented by Idan Moradov, 

which is an AI model that runs continuously and autonomously across every possible metric and data 

source, giving you real-time control over what's happening and saying goodbye to business’ blind spots. 

Their model studies the data's normal behavior and finds anomalies instantly, understanding every 

signal type and seasonal patterns, placed third. 

Looking forward to an even better CSCML 2022. 

Regards, 

 Entrepreneurship Track Chairs 



www.nsureai.com

Sell Digital Goods 
with Confidence



Digital Goods - Hardest to sell, impossible to  grow 

2

In-Store / Tangible goods 
Book, shoes, cars, ...

Online / Tangible goods
Books, gadgets, cloths, ...

Digital  goods
apps, songs, movies

Digital goods
OTAs, Digital Gift cards, 

Games, Tickets

Risk

Card Not present

Card 

present

www.nsureai.com

High Fraud 
Pressure

Excessive 
Declines

Manual Reviews

Terrible CX
Very high Costs
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General Risk 
Platforms

Transaction
Risk Scoring

Chargeback 
Guarantee

Risk
eCommerce

(books, gadgets, Clothes)
Digital Goods, No resale

(Apps, Songs, Movies)
Digital Goods, resale,
Fraudster Attractive

(OTAs, Digital Gift cards, Games, Tickets) 

World’s first Chargeback Guarantee for Scalable Fraud

Type of 
Platform
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nSure.ai envisions that:
 
Digital Goods will be sold 
like any other product 
by disrupting 
the multidimensional inefficiency



Huge Opportunity, Disruptive Technology

www.nsureai.com
5

$10B++
Total
Addressable Market

90%
CX Improvement
(Less False decline)

80%
Lower costs
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The Opportunity



Digital Goods - Surprisingly Large and Fast Growing

$4.4T
TOTAL ONLINE 
TRANSACTION VOLUME

7

~$1TTOTAL DIGITAL  
GOODS  VOLUME

CAGR 
17% 

www.nsureai.com



8www.nsure.ai.com

Digital Goods

B2C Online Transactions $4.4TTOTAL ONLINE TRANSACTION VOLUME ~$1TTOTAL DIGITAL GOODS VOLUME

Travel (OTAs) + Airlines
~ $600B

Digital Gift Cards
~ $150B

Games
~ $100B

Event Tickets
~ $60B Consumer Fintech, 

Wallets, Neo 
Banks, BNPL

*Physical goods delivered 
in under an hour
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The Tech & Edge



Key Differentiators

Data

Data
Enrichment

Behavioural
Data

Transaction
Data

Experts of our domain, we 
know what data to select and 
how to make the most of it

Our dedication virtual goods  and 
our Knowledge of this domain 
starting @ zeek with a total of  6 
years experience of fighting 
fraud in virtual goods

Data Processing & Decision

84%
Approved

15%
SoftApproval ™ 

SoftApprovalTM for suspected 
transactions

SoftApprovalTM provides for Customer 
interaction and intent detection, post 
transaction thus allowing for a higher 
approval rate and an accurate feedback loop

Early 2017

Mid 2018 98% 1.5%

nSure.ai
Risk Model

Feedback to Model - We learn from Every decision

1%
StingBack ™ 

0.5%

Without fighting fraud pressure 
actively, gray area remains large and 
“noisy”. StingBackTM de-centivises 
fraudsters from ever returning

StingBackTM for Reducing 
Fraud Pressure

Reinsurance / Risk management framework



nSure.ai - Performance Superiority

22

● Benchmarking Performance (nSure.ai vs. leading 
Competitor):

○ Performance measured by balancing Chargeback 
vs.  Excessive Declines

○ When Competitor tuned to Chargeback rate of 0.5% 
(nSure/s performance) - Excessive declines go up 
to 9%-10%

○ nSure’s performance reduces this decline rate by 
90%! To 0.88%

Competitor nSure.ai

Approved (correctly) - 
True Negative 95.72% 97.91%

Excessive Declines - 
False Positive 2.71% 0.88%

Chargeback -      False 
Negative 0.81% 0.51%

Declined (correctly) - 
True Positive 0.79% 0.71%

• Reducing Fraud Pressure
○ Took 1.5 years fighting fraud 

pressure to come down from 5% 
fraud to 1% allowing declines to go 
down from 11% to 2%

www.nsureai.com
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The Company & Team



Company Overview

25

● In production for the last 6  years 
demonstrating improved results 
month over month, securing over 
$100M per year with hundreds of 
retailers

● Patent Pending SoftApprovalTM  
processes

● Seed round by Kamet / AXA 
Insurance 

● Extended to $6.8M in total by 
DisruptiveAI, Phoenix, Moneta 
and private investors

Technology Investors

● Established March 2019 with 
the goal to disrupt the online 
fraud prevention market

● Starting with the most 
fraudster attractive products, 
nSure aims to reduce fraud 
costs by 90%

www.nsureai.com



Team

26

● Former GM @ Zeek
● Former CEO @ Artizone, an online retailer and farmer’s 

market selling to communities in Dallas, Chicago and 
Denver

● Former CEO @ SmarTeam (a Dassault Systemes 
company) – driving sales from $30M to $100M across a 
range of industries

Alex Zeltcer - CEO

Ziv Isaiah - CTO
● Former Founder & CTO @ Zeek – largest European Gift 

Card Mall; Growing Digital gift cards to over 
$100M/year within 3 years

● Former CTO @ Ginger – a Pioneer of AI Based Natural 
Language Understanding acquired by Intel

AI team
An A Team of engineers that lives and breathes Fraud 
protection models, most together for over 5 years

Gadi Tirosh (DisruptiveAI), formerly at JVP, chairman @ CyberArk
Noam Inbar (Phoenix), formerly VP of Strategy @ Forter
Michael Niddam (Kamet) - formerly at BCG

www.nsureai.com

Jonathan Weiner - Advisor
Jonthan is founder of Money 20/20 and a veteran of the 
prepaid world. Founded and sold TXVia to Google, becoming 
Gogle’s wallet. Currently a partner at Oak HC/FT

Directors
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Growth to date



nSure.ai - Actual Performance to date

28www.nsureai.com



Thank you!

www.nsureai.com

Contact

Phone

Email

Alex Zeltcer

+972-54-6638665

Alex@nsure.ai



Advisory Board

CHOOSE A PET
TREAT creates its Deepfake 

1

2

3

TREAT THE WAY YOU
WANT
Free: Earn food and unlock
prizes & info
Basic: Send the food
Advance: Take for a walk/foster/
adopt OR buy walks/kennel
cleaning & get pictures

RESCUE LIVES 
Get notified once adopted,
and get a new pet

HOW

Own & impact a REAL pet based on AI

Itay Katzav, CEO
MBA, TAU & Duke University

Max Lerner, CTO
BSc in Mathematics & Web, BIU

BUSINESS MODEL

SUBSCRIPTION 
Delivery, supplies and walk
subscriptions, starting from $2/week

NEED

Team

WANT A PET, BUT CAN'T 
Due to: Landlord, partner, already have
a pet, can't commit, costly, etc.

500M USERS, 150M+ TREES 
Ant Forest, a Chinese app, lets you take
care of a virtual tree, and once the tree is
growing to a certain size, they plant in
China

BENCHMARK: ANT FOREST

SOLUTION

HAVE A PET THE WAY IT
FITS YOU
Based on Deepfake technology, have
an impact on the real pet

MARKET SIZE

DEMAND 
100M Americans who like pets and
gaming 

SUPPLY
6.5M available dogs & cats each year in
the U.S. (API) - $2.2B pet supplies market

PILOT NUMBERS - HOUSTON, TX

  annual revenue per paying user

      annual recurring items

retention of paying subscribers

$174
10,000
88%

Rian Long
Former VP User Aquisition, Wag!

Mika, Kuusisto
Former CRO, My Talking Tom
(virtual pet, $1B exit)



Analytics-Model.com 



A lot of data is generated within your organization’s data 

centers. 

The data originates in different sources such as web 

analytics, inventory, customer behavior information and etc’. 

The human brain cannot make sense of all this data by 

charts and tables.

Organizations fail to understand everything that happens in 

their data.

PROBLEM

Analytics-Model.com 



OUR SOLUTION

Our AI model runs continuously and autonomously across every 

possible metric and data source, giving you real-time control 

over what's happening and saying goodbye to business’ blind 

spots. Our model studies your data's normal behavior and finds 

anomalies instantly, understanding every signal type and 

seasonal patterns.

Analytics-Model.com 



OUR VISION

Be connected to all data sources and explain to companies simply 

what's happening in their business.

Analytics-Model.com 



OUR ADVANTAGE

While legacy business rules methodologies do not offer a meaningful benchmark for near-real time actionable 

insights, emerging AI-based products are heavily dependant on structured data and complex integration with 

every organization, rendering a non feasible solution for most commercial organizations. Even state-of-the-art 

solutions fail to check singular data points, because of technology limitations and are thus blind to 

cross-validation and root cause analysis of numerous asynchronous different streams of data.

Analytics-Model.com 



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
FU

LL A
U

TO
M

A
TIO

N

MULTI-PURPOSE ALGORITHM

Analytics-Model.com 



MARKET SIZE

Anomaly Detection Market was valued at USD 2.97 billion in 2019 and is 
projected to reach USD 9.36 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 16.65% 
from 2020 to 2027.

Analytics-Model.com 

9B3B

2019
2027



GO TO MARKET

WEBINARS

PR & SEO

PERSONAL 
CONTACT

Autopilot for CEOs, CFOs, product managers and analysts in data-rich 
companies from the online industry.

Analytics-Model.com 



BUSINESS MODEL

Integration with 
leading companies in 
the field

INTEGRATION TYPES

For large companies 
with specific 
requirements

CUSTOM SERVICE

Renewable model for 
monthly billing

SUBSCRIPTIONS

External data that 
gives a relative 

advantage to the 
company

EXTERNAL DATA 
SOURCES

Analytics-Model.com 



Avraham 
Morgenstern

CTO

Idan Moradov
CEO

OUR TEAM

Ph.D in Study Mathematics.
Experienced Data Scientist.

Built anomaly detection 
algorithms for years. 

Worked as Data Science at 
Anodot. 

MSc in Financial Mathematics 
from Bar-Ilan University. 12 
years of experience in online 
companies as Head of 
analytics and BI. The founder 
of YourVoice - Music 
application that reached 
more than 6,000,000 
downloads.



ANOMALY DETECTION EXAMPLE

SPIKE ALERT 30%
A bug in loading the 
app caused many 
users clicks



ALERT LIST



TOMORROW IS A HOLIDAY IN CHINA,
 A DECREASE OF 5% IS EXPECTED.

Analytics-model.com

ALERT EXAMPLE



AN UNUSUAL SPIKE IN ACTIVE USERS HAS BEEN DETECTED
 IN THE LAST 5 MINUTES.

Analytics-model.com

ALERT EXAMPLE



YOUR CONVERSION RATE HAS DROPPED SIGNIFICANTLY,
WE RECOMMEND STOPPING YOUR FACEBOOK RETARGETING CAMPAIGN.

Analytics-model.com

ALERT EXAMPLE



02 01

ROADMAP

MVP

Analytics-model.com

Five companies use the 
system

03Real time system

04 Improve to 
95% accuracy 05

06

07 Ten companies use the system

Connection of extensive data 
sources

Entry into additional sectors

08Fully and automated integration to third party data

09Patents filing

10
American and European sales 

center

11 One hundred companies use 
the system



Magic Crystals
2021



limited crystallinity Limit's polymer properties

Problem 

HDPE processed in a regular method



Our solution
A new Super Polymer – 100% crystalline

Same HDPE processed in the new technology



Applications

Conformal coating 
for PCB

Medical  implant 
coating

Phase shift materials 
for Optics

Wave retardant

Films by m2

Food packaging

Coated glass

Cell culture substrate
Selective 

Membranes



Market –
Conformal coatings for PCB

$1.1B

[2025 1]

Source: 
1.  Markets & Markets, PCB coatings market, Dec 2020
2.  Grand View Research, Mar 2018

Acrylic

Poly-Urethane

Epoxy

Silicone

Paralyene

Global market share by product, 2015 2

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/pcb-coatings-market-216347388.html
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/conformal-coating-market


Quality

Competitors landscape

Price



Thank you!
hagai@super-polymer.com

+972-58-7263197

77 Haenergia st. Beer Sheba 8470912 Israel

mailto:hagai@super-polymer.com


Team

Hagai Ortner 
CEO
22 Years
Management 
and startups
development

Atzmon Amitai 
CTO
25 Years
Product growth 
expert  in the 
Chemicals 
industry

Evgeniy 
Mervinetsky 
Head of R&D
11 Years

Kellie Katz
R&D Engineer
4 Years



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6xiIRAQp0I&feature=youtu.be
https://rokventure.holdings/
https://genergy.group/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/solomon-ibragimov/


לניהולסוכניםמרובתמערכת

הניתוחיםמערך

זיווןרועי ,סבאגילברט'ג ,מייזלסאמנון

ואקניןיאיר ,באיירנועה ,סולומוןעמית ,לפידרז ,גבאייובל ,גאוןנעם



ניתוחחדרי 30-למעלישסורוקהחוליםבבית∗

 ,רביםמנתחיםידיעלמבוצעיםהניתוחים∗
.שונותלמחלקותהשייכים

 ,כגוןנוספיםגורמיםמשתתפיםבניתוחים∗
.'וכו ,אחיות ,מרדימים

 40%כמהווההניתוחיםמערך∗
.החוליםביתמהכנסות

כלליתאור

4/25/2021Managing Operating Theatres 2



מלמעלהמבט-הקיימתהשיטה

4/25/2021Managing Operating Theatres 3

חלוקת

חדרים

למחלקות

תכנית

ניתוחים

שבועית

ניתוחיםלוח

כולליומי

חולים

כתוצאהשינויים

ראשירופאמשיקולי

מנותחיםומתגובת

יוםניהול

הניתוח

'אמחלקה 'במחלקה
ם
אי
פ
רו

ם
חי
ת
מנ

ם
אי
פ
רו

ם
חי
ת
מנ

ניתוחטרום

ם
חולי

עדיפויות

מנהלת

חדרי

ניתוח

אחיות

מרדימים

ציוד



ניתוחחדריהקצאת :ראשוןשלב
למחלקות

4/25/2021Managing Operating Theatres

חלוקת

חדרים

למחלקות

'אמחלקה 'במחלקה

עדיפויות

מנהלת

חדרי

ניתוח

 :כיוםמצב•
עדיפויותמעבירותמחלקות•

.למנהלת
למחלקותחדריםמשבצתהמנהלת•

 .קודמותחלוקותעלבהתבסס



למחלקותניתוחחדריהקצאת :ראשוןשלב
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חלוקת

חדרים

למחלקות

'אמחלקה 'במחלקה

עדיפויות

מנהלת

חדרי

ניתוח

 :כיוםמצב•
עדיפויותמעבירותמחלקות•

.למנהלת
למחלקותחדריםמשבצתהמנהלת•

 .קודמותחלוקותעלבהתבסס

:המוצעתהמערכת•
אתמעדכניםמחלקותראשי•

.בעדיפויותשלהםהסוכנים
ידיעלנקבעותההקצאהמגבלות•

.המנהלת
אלגוריתםידיעלמתבצעתהחלוקה•

.המחלקותסוכניביןמבוזר
.בתוצאהמעודכנתהמנהלת•

סוכן

'ב
סוכן

'א

סוכן

'ג

סוכן

'ד
סוכן

'ה

חלוקה



למחלקותניתוחחדריהקצאת :ראשוןשלב
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ניתוחיםשיבוץ :שנישלב
ניתוחלימי

4/25/2021Managing Operating Theatres

תכנית

ניתוחים

שבועית

כתוצאהשינויים

מנהלמשיקולי

ותגובותהמחלקה

מנותחים

'במחלקה
ם
אי
פ
רו

ם
חי
ת
מנ

ניתוחטרום

ם
חולי

 :כיוםמצב•
טרוםומתאמותמחלקותראשי•

.ניתוח
 .הירארכיתאינטראקציה•



ניתוחיםשיבוץ :שנישלב
ניתוחלימי
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תכנית

ניתוחים

שבועית

'במחלקה

ם
אי
פ
רו

ם
חי
ת
מנ

ניתוחטרום

ם
חולי

 :כיוםמצב•
טרוםומתאמותמחלקותראשי•

.ניתוח
 .הירארכיתאינטראקציה•

:מוצעתמערכת•
מיוצגיםומתאמותמחלקותראשי•

ביניהםהמקיימיםסוכניםידיעל

ומתןמשא

אנושייםלתיקוניםאפשרות•

.הסוכניםלהחלטת

סוכן

'ב

סוכן

מתאמת

'ב

כתוצאהשינויים

מנהלמשיקולי

ותגובותהמחלקה

מנותחים



ניתוחיםשיבוץ :שנישלב
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יומיניתוחיםלוחקביעת :שלישישלב
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ניתוחיםלוח

משובץיומי

במנותחים

ניתוחטרום

ם
חולי

מנהלת

חדרי

ניתוח

אחיות

מרדימים

ציוד

 :כיוםמצב•
המחלקותמגיעות "12שללפגישה"•

.ז"לועם
עלנפתריםמחלקתייםביןאילוצים•

בפגישההמנהלתידי



יומיניתוחיםלוחקביעת :שלישישלב
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ניתוחיםלוח

כולליומי

חולים

ניתוחטרום

ם
חולי

מנהלת

חדרי

ניתוח

אחיות

מרדימים

ציוד

 :מוצעתמערכת•
.חלקידוגרףעלמבוזראלגוריתם•
אתמקייםכברהמוצעהזמניםלוח•

.המערכתאילוצי

סוכן

אחיות

סוכן

מרדימים

סוכן

ציוד

מתאמתסוכן

'א

מתאמתסוכן

'ב

מתאמתסוכן

'ג



יומיניתוחיםלוחקביעת :שלישישלב
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למידהאלגוריתמי +משתמשעדיפויותמידול∗

מתוכנניםלאלניתוחיםדינמיותבעיותפתרון∗
12שלהפגישהאחרי

למוצרהמערכתלהפיכתמשאביםגיוס∗

להמשךאתגרים

4/25/2021Managing Operating Theatres 13



Thank You



 

 

    Entrepreneurship Pitch 

MrC: a Medical Record Chain System based on blockchain 

 

Harel Jerbi[0000−0003−3280−5746], Shimon Shai Idan[0000−0003−3807−2598] 

Mentor: Hadassa Daltrophe[0000−0003−2305−125X] 

Sami Shamoon College of Engineering (SCE), Israel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



V@FHE
Arseni Kalma Founder & CEO

Prof. Shlomi Dolev Consultant



The team
Cryptography and Development Expertise

Prof. Shlomi DolevArseni Kalma
Rita Altura Trust Chair 

Professor, IEEE & EAI Fellow
Former Team Leader (“Captain”) 

in the IAF (Ofek 324)



The Cloud Is Not Checked

Remote “public” clouds are unsupervised

Most of our sensitive data is operated without 
verifications of the data, operations, or results

Financial, health and math calculations 
operated on remote machines, with blind trust



And Not Always Encrypted..

Decryption is necessary to operate data

Different encryptions and transitions

Many encryption keys and points of failure



Verifiable 
Computing in FHE

Verify computation made on 
encrypted data

All data encrypted at rest, 
every computation is verified, 
No additional overhead



Milestones  

Show where you are in the process and what’s left to tackle

January 20XX
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur

March 20XX
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur

June 20XX
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur

July 20XX
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur

October 20XX
Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec



Appendix

Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.



FHE Means Working on Encrypted Data 

Allow operations on encrypted values

In high demand, “only” for hiding data

https://www.globenewswire.com/fr/news-release/2021/02/15/2175320/0/en/Homomorphic-Encryption-Market-Valuation-of-USD-268-92-Million-By-2027-With-a-Healthy-CAGR-of-8-58-North-America-to-Remain-Forerunner-in-Global-Homomorphic-Encryption-Market.html
https://www.theinsightpartners.com/reports/homomorphic-encryption-market


Verified work on Encrypted Data - New Market

Access to a $500B market

Many different high-end sectors

https://www.t4.ai/industry/cloud-computing-market-share


Present solutions require creating and checking the proof

Other solutions are interactive, verifying manually and partially

Competition

https://www.geekwire.com/2019/amazon-capital-one-face-lawsuits-massive-hack-affects-106m-customers/
https://www.geekwire.com/2019/amazon-capital-one-face-lawsuits-massive-hack-affects-106m-customers/


The Technology:
            FHE + SIMD



Verify FHE Operations

Concise the calculation
Operate the required calculation on 
‘witness’ input, resulting in a 
plaintext tag

Operate
Append the ‘witness’ to inputs, 
operating simultaneously, yet 
independently, while encrypted

Verify
Decrypt and verify the resulted 
tag, use the result

Cloud

Patent pending



Revenue Model

Operations on sensitive data
- Encrypted once only
- Encrypted tag in each result

Possible blockchain 
implementation

“Crown jewel” Customer

Encrypted Calculation 
Request

Encrypted Result with tag



Prestigious Revenue 
Potential



Clouds are Point-Of-Failure
Most of our important data 
and operations are 
executed on some cloud

It is a good time to verify 
the cloud outputs
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Solution
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- Vector elements are separated
- Tag will reside in a vector cell
- A single fingerprint value can verify multiple inputs

SIMD scheme

     

     

X
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